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Abstract

We study the geometry and dynamics of discrete infinite covolume subgroups of higher

rank semisimple Lie groups. We introduce and prove the equivalence of several conditions,

capturing “rank one behavior” of discrete subgroups of higher rank Lie groups. They are

direct generalizations of rank one equivalents to convex cocompactness. We also prove

that our notions are equivalent to the notion of Anosov subgroup, for which we provide

a closely related, but simplified and more accessible reformulation, avoiding the geodesic

flow of the group. We show moreover that the Anosov condition can be relaxed further by

requiring only non-uniform unbounded expansion along the (quasi)geodesics in the group.

A substantial part of the paper is devoted to the coarse geometry of these discrete sub-

groups. A key concept which emerges from our analysis is that of Morse quasigeodesics

in higher rank symmetric spaces, generalizing the Morse property for quasigeodesics in

Gromov hyperbolic spaces. It leads to the notion of Morse actions of word hyperbolic

groups on symmetric spaces, i.e. actions for which the orbit maps are Morse quasiiso-

metric embeddings, and thus provides a coarse geometric characterization for the class

of subgroups considered in this paper. A basic result is a local-to-global principle for

Morse quasigeodesics and actions. As an application of our techniques we show algorith-

mic recognizability of Morse actions and construct Morse “Schottky subgroups” of higher

rank semisimple Lie groups via arguments not based on Tits’ ping-pong. Our argument

is purely geometric and proceeds by constructing equivariant Morse quasiisometric em-

beddings of trees into higher rank symmetric spaces.
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1 Introduction

This paper is motivated by the search for “geometrically nice” infinite covolume discrete groups

of isometries of higher rank symmetric spaces, respectively, discrete subgroups of semisimple

Lie groups with finite center. A reasonable class of such groups should be broad enough and

at the same time manageable.

The class of groups considered in this paper can be viewed as groups with rank one actions

on higher rank symmetric spaces, i.e. discrete subgroups of semisimple Lie groups which exhibit

some rank one behavior. They are a direct generalization of convex cocompact subgroups of

rank one Lie groups. The strength of the notion of convex cocompactness in rank one relies

on a number of different characterizations in terms of geometry/dynamics (conical limit set),

dynamics (expansion at the limit set, uniform convergence action on the limit set), coarse

geometry (undistorted) and topology (existence of a natural compactification of the quotient

locally symmetric space). Furthermore, for these subgroups one can prove results which are

inaccessible or unavailable otherwise (e.g. topological or algebraic finiteness properties). In

chapter 4, we will go through different characterizations of rank one convex cocompact groups.

In higher rank, some of these characterizations turn out to be too restrictive, and others

too weak. For example, it was shown by Kleiner and Leeb [KL06] that convex cocompactness

is too restrictive in higher rank, as it is satisfied only by few subgroups. On the other hand,

undistortion is way too weak; for instance, undistorted subgroups can fail to be finitely pre-

sented. Thus, one is forced to look for alternative generalizations of convex cocompactness in
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higher rank.

In this paper, we will consider, in the context of weakly regular discrete subgroups Γ Ă G

of semisimple Lie groups (with finitely many connected components and finite center), four

notions generalizing convex cocompactness to higher rank:

(i) conical (RCA) subgroups

(ii) subgroups expanding at a (suitable) limit set

(iii) asymptotically embedded subgroups

(iv) Morse subgroups

Whereas (i)-(iii) are asymptotic (mostly dynamical) conditions, condition (iv) is coarse

geometric. The Morse condition is a suitable strengthening of undistortedness in higher rank;

the orbit quasigeodesics must satisfy an additional restriction which is a higher rank analogue

of the Morse property for quasigeodesics in hyperbolic spaces. See below for the definitions.

A consequence of the equivalence (iii)ô(iv) is the structural stability of asymptotically

embedded subgroups, generalizing Sullivan’s Structural Stability Theorem in rank one [Su].

Another consequence of this equivalence is that asymptotically embedded subgroups are undis-

torted and uniformly regular.

Furthermore, an important feature of the Morse condition (iv) is that it admits a local

characterization. The localness of the Morse property implies that the space of Morse actions

is open, and that Morse subgroups are algorithmically recognizable.

We illustrate our techniques by constructing Morse-Schottky actions of free groups on higher

rank symmetric spaces. Unlike all previously known constructions, our proof does not rely on

ping-pong, but is purely geometric and proceeds by constructing equivariant quasi-isometric

embeddings of trees. The key step is the observation that a certain local straightness property

for sufficiently spaced sequences of points in the symmetric space implies the global Morse

property. This observation is also at the heart of the proof of the local-to-global principle for

Morse actions.

An advantage of the notion of conicality/expansivity over the notions of asymptotic embed-

dedness and Morse is that it does not a priori assume that the subgroup is word hyperbolic as

an abstract group. For example, uniform lattices in semisimple Lie groups satisfy this prop-

erty. Thus, the conicality condition can serve as an ingredient in a general theory of “geometric

niceness” in higher rank which includes groups which are not (relatively) hyperbolic.

In our paper [KLP], we study the dynamics of weakly regular antipodal discrete subgroups

acting on the partial flag manifolds associated to semisimple Lie groups. We construct domains

of discontinuity in general. Furthermore, we prove cocompactness of actions under the addi-

tional assumption of expansivity, equivalently, conicality using some of the discussion in this

paper. The latter results can be regarded as a weak form of cocompactness for the action on

the domain of discontinuity at infinity in rank one.

We prove (section 6.5.2, Theorem 6.57) that our characterizations (i)-(iv) are equivalent to

the notion of Anosov representation (subgroup) introduced by Labourie [La06] and developed
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further by Guichard and Wienhard [GW]. In section 6.5.1, we also give a closely related, but

simplified and more accessible reformulation of the Anosov property. Our definition involves

only an expansion property for the group action on the flag manifold and avoids the notion of

expansion/contraction of flows on bundles. In particular, it avoids using the geodesic flow for

hyperbolic groups (whose construction is highly involved for groups which do not arise as the

fundamental group of a closed negatively curved Riemannian manifold). In section 6.5.2, we

present a further relaxation of our version of the Anosov condition, by requiring only non-uni-

form unbounded expansion along quasigeodesics in Γ. Nevertheless, we show that the resulting

class of subgroups remains the same (Theorem 6.57).

While our methods are independent of the ones in [La06, GW], it was known before that

Anosov subgroups are undistorted ([GW, Theorem 5.3]), uniformly regular ([GW, Proposition

3.16]), and that Anosov representations are structurally stable ([GW, Theorem 5.13]).

In addition to the equivalent conditions mentioned above, we also introduce a notion of

boundary embeddedness for discrete subgroups which are word hyperbolic as abstract groups.

It is a priori a weakening of asymptotic embeddedness, as it only requires an antipodal equiv-

ariant embedding of the Gromov boundary into the flag manifold. Here, antipodality means

that distinct points go to opposite simplices. Boundary embeddedness constitutes the non-

dynamical part of the definition of Anosov subgroup, omitting the expansivity. We show that

boundary embeddedness is equivalent to asymptotic embeddedness in the regular case (see

Proposition 6.24).

We now describe in more detail some of the concepts and results discussed above.

Let X “ G{K be a symmetric space of noncompact type. Of primary importance to us

will be the visual boundary B8X and the fact that it carries a natural structure as a spherical

building BT itsX. We recall that the visual limit set ΛpΓq Ă B8X of a discrete subgroup Γ Ă G

is the set of accumulation points of an(y) Γ-orbit Γx Ă X.

Weak regularity of discrete subgroups is an asymptotic condition regarding the directions

of segments connecting orbit points. It is defined with respect to a fixed face τmod of the model

Weyl chamber σmod associated to G and X. The condition of τmod-regularity is a relaxation

of uniform τmod-regularity which requires that all limit points of Γ are τmod-regular, see Defini-

tion 5.6. In the case when τmod “ σmod, uniform regularity simply means that all limit points

of Γ are interior points of chambers in the Tits building.

The τmod-regularity of a discrete subgroup Γ Ă G can be read off its dynamics at infinity,

namely it is equivalent to a contraction-expansion property of the Γ-action on the partial flag

manifold

Flagpτmodq “ G{Pτmod

associated to G and τmod, generalizing convergence dynamics in rank one, see section 5.2.

For τmod-regular subgroups and, more generally, for subgroups containing diverging τmod-

regular sequences, we have a τmod-limit set

ΛτmodpΓq Ă Flagpτmodq.
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In the uniformly τmod-regular case, the τmod-limit set is the natural projection of ΛpΓq to

Flagpτmodq. Furthermore, in the uniformly regular case, ΛσmodpΓq is the set of chambers which

contain ordinary limit points. We will refer to points in ΛτmodpΓq as limit simplices or limit

flags. We call Γ τmod-non-elementary if it has at least three limit flags of type τmod.

Definition 1.1 (Antipodal). A τmod-regular discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is called τmod-antipodal,

if any two distinct limit simplices in ΛτmodpΓq are opposite.

The notion of conicality of limit simplices is due to Albuquerque [Al, Def. 5.2]. For simplicity,

we give it here only in the regular case and refer the reader to Definition 6.1 for the general

case.

Definition 1.2 (Conicality). A σmod-regular discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is called σmod-conical

if for every limit chamber σ P ΛσmodpΓq there exists a sequence γn Ñ 8 in Γ such that for a(ny)

point x P X the sequence of orbit points γnx is contained in a tubular neighborhood of the

euclidean Weyl chamber V px, σq with tip x and asymptotic to σ.

Definition 1.3 (RCA). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is called τmod-RCA if it is τmod-regular,

τmod-conical and τmod-antipodal.

Following Sullivan [Su], we call a subgroup expanding at infinity if its action on the appro-

priate partial flag manifold is expanding at the limit set. More precisely:

Definition 1.4 (Expanding). We call a τmod-regular discrete subgroup Γ Ă G τmod-expanding

at the limit set if for every limit flag in ΛτmodpΓq there exists a neighborhood U in Flagpτmodq

and an element γ P Γ which is uniformly expanding on U , i.e. for some constant c ą 1 and all

τ1, τ2 P U we have:

dpγτ1, γτ2q ě c ¨ dpτ1, τ2q

Here, the distance d is induced by a Riemannian background metric on the flag manifold.

Definition 1.5 (Asymptotically embedded). We call a τmod-antipodal τmod-regular discrete

subgroup Γ Ă G τmod-asymptotically embedded if Γ is word hyperbolic and there exists a Γ-

equivariant homeomorphism

α : B8Γ
–
Ñ ΛτmodpΓq Ă Flagpτmodq

of its Gromov boundary onto its τmod-limit set.

For simplicity, we define the Morse property only in the regular case, see Definitions 7.14,

7.23 and 7.30 for the general case.

Definition 1.6 (Morse). (i) A uniformly regular quasigeodesic ray in X is called σmod-Morse

if it converges to a chamber at infinity in uniform conical fashion, compare Definition 1.2.

(ii) An isometric action ρ : Γ ñ X of a word hyperbolic group Γ is called σmod-Morse if its

orbit map sends uniform quasigeodesic rays in Γ to uniformly σmod-Morse quasigeodesic rays

in X. In this case the image ρpΓq will be called a σmod-Morse subgroup.
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It follows immediately from the definition that Morse actions are properly discontinuous

and Morse subgroups are discrete and undistorted.

The first main result of this paper is (see Theorems 6.16, 6.57 and 7.35):

Theorem 1.7 (Equivalence). For τmod-non-elementary τmod-regular discrete subgroups Γ Ă

G the following properties are equivalent:

1. Γ is τmod-RCA.

2. Γ is τmod-antipodal and its action on Flagpτmodq is expanding at ΛτmodpΓq.

3. Γ is τmod-asymptotically embedded.

4. Γ is τmod-Morse.

5. Γ is τmod-Anosov.

Whereas properties 3-5 include that Γ is word hyperbolic, it follows that subgroups having

property 1 or 2 must be word hyperbolic.

Among the consequences of this theorem are (see Theorem 6.33):

Theorem 1.8 (Undistortedness and uniform regularity). A subgroup Γ Ă G satisfying

one of the equivalent properties 1-5 is τmod-uniformly regular and undistorted.

We recall that quasigeodesics in Gromov hyperbolic spaces can be recognized locally by

looking at sufficiently large finite pieces. Our second main theorem is an analogous result for

Morse quasigeodesics in symmetric spaces and, as a consequence, for Morse actions. Morse

actions can be recognized locally by looking at the image of sufficiently large balls in the group

under the orbit map (see Theorem 7.26):

Theorem 1.9 (Local-to-global). For a word hyperbolic group Γ, locally τmod-Morse actions

Γ ñ X (for suitable parameters) are τmod-Morse actions.

As a consequence of the localness and equivalence theorems, we obtain (see Theorems 7.33

and 7.36):

Theorem 1.10 (Openness of the space of Morse actions). For a word hyperbolic group

Γ, the subset of τmod-Morse actions is open in HompΓ, Gq.

Theorem 1.11 (Structural stability). Let Γ be word hyperbolic. Then for τmod-Morse ac-

tions ρ : Γ ñ X, the boundary embedding αρ depends continuously on the action ρ.

Thus, actions sufficiently close to a faithful Morse action are again discrete and faithful.

The localness implies furthermore, that Morse actions are algorithmically recognizable (see

section 7.7):

Theorem 1.12 (Algorithmic recognition of Morse actions). Let Γ be word hyperbolic.

Then there exists an algorithm whose inputs are homomorphisms ρ : Γ Ñ G (defined on gener-

ators of Γ) and which terminates if and only if ρ defines a τmod-Morse action Γ ñ X.
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If the action is not Morse, the algorithm runs forever. We do not know if there is an algorithm

which recognizes non-Morse actions. Note, that even in hyperbolic 3-space no algorithm is

known which recognizes that a finitely generated group is not convex cocompact.

Organization of the paper. In section 2 we review basic definitions from the theory of

symmetric spaces and spherical buildings. We also prove some results on geometry of such

spaces, including geometry of parallel sets and associated decompositions of X, cones in X

over certain subsets of B8X and dynamics of transvections of X. In section 3 we discuss

several standard concepts of topological dynamics, namely, convergence actions, expansivity

and conical limit points. In section 4 we give a list of equivalent definitions of convex cocompact

subgroups of rank one Lie groups. In section 5 we introduce several key asymptotic notions

describing geometry of discrete groups, such as regularity and uniform regularity, various limit

sets as well as antipodality and conicality of limit sets in partial flag manifolds. In section 6 we

prove the equivalence of the first three items in Theorem 1.7 and establish some fundamental

properties of asymptotically embedded groups which lead to the concept of Morse quasigeodesics

and Morse actions. We conclude the section by discussing the Anosov condition. The notions

of Morse quasigeodesics and actions are discussed in detail in section 7. In that section, among

other things, we establish local-to-global principles, prove Theorem 1.7 and show that Morse

actions are structurally stable and algorithmically recognizable. We also construct Morse-

Schottky actions of free groups on symmetric spaces.

Acknowledgements. The first author was supported by NSF grants DMS-09-05802 and

DMS-12-05312. The last author was supported by grants Mineco MTM2012-34834 and AGAUR
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2 Geometric preliminaries

In this section we collect some standard material on Coxeter complexes, the geometry of non-

positively curved symmetric spaces and associated spherical Tits buildings; we refer the reader

to [KL98] and [Le] for more detailed discussion of symmetric spaces and buildings. We also

prove some new results on the geometry of parallel sets and cones in symmetric spaces.

We start with some general notations:

A tubular neighborhood of a subset A of a metric space X is an open r-neighborhood of A

in X for some r ą 0, i.e. the set

NrpAq “ tx P X : dpx,Aq ă ru.

We will use the notation

Bpa, rq “ tx P X : dpx, aq ă ru
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and

B̄pa, rq “ tx P X : dpx, aq ď ru

for the open and, respectively, closed r-ball, centered at a.

A geodesic in a metric space X is an isometric embedding from a (possibly infinite) interval

I Ă R into X. In the context of finitely generated groups Γ equipped with word metrics we

will also sometimes use the notion of discrete geodesics, which are isometric maps

γ : I Ñ G

where I is an interval (possibly infinite) in Z. Similarly, we will be talking about discrete

quasigeodesics whose domains are intervals in Z.

Definition 2.1. For a diffeomorphism Φ : M Ñ M of a Riemannian manifold M we define

the expansion factor εpΦ, xq at a point x PM as

εpΦ, xq “ inf
vPTxM´t0u

}dΦpvq}

}v}
“ }pdΦxq

´1
}
´1.

The exponential expansion factor of Φ at x is defined as logpεpΦ, xqq.

2.1 Coxeter complexes

A spherical Coxeter complex is a pair pS,W q consisting of a unit sphere S in a Euclidean vector

space V and a finite group W which acts isometrically on S and is generated by reflections

at hyperplanes. We will use the notation = for the angular metric on S. Throughout the

paper, we assume that W does not fix a point in S and is associated with a root system R.

Spherical Coxeter complexes will occur as model apartments of spherical buildings, mostly of

Tits boundaries of symmetric spaces, and will in this context usually be denoted by amod.

A wall mρ in S is the fixed point set of a hyperplane reflection ρ in W . An half-apartment

in S is a closed hemisphere bounded by a wall. A point ξ P S is called singular if it belongs to

a wall and regular otherwise.

The action W ñ S determines on S a structure as a simplicial complex whose facets, called

chambers, are the closures of the connected components of

S ´
ď

ρ

mρ

where the union is taken over all reflections ρ in W . We will refer to the simplices in this

complex as faces. (If one allows fixed points for W on S, then S carries only a structure as a

cell complex.) Codimension one faces of this complex are called panels. The interior intpτq of

a face τ is the complement in τ to the union of walls not containing τ . The interiors intpτq

are called open simplices in pS,W q. A geodesic sphere in S is called simplicial if it equals an

intersection of walls.
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The chambers are fundamental domains for the action W ñ S. We define the spherical

model Weyl chamber as the quotient σmod “ S{W . The natural projection θ : S Ñ σmod
restricts to an isometry on every chamber.

It is convenient, and we will frequently do so, to identify σmod with a chamber in S (tradi-

tionally called the positive chamber). An important elementary property of the chamber σmod
is that its diameter (with respect to the spherical metric) is ď π

2
.

Given a face τmod of σmod, we define the subgroup Wτmod Ă W as the stabilizer of τmod in

W . An identification of σmod with a chamber σ Ă S determines a generating set of W , namely

the reflections at the walls bounding σmod, and hence a word metric on W ; the longest element

with respect to this metric is denoted w0. This element sends σmod to the opposite chamber

in S. We say that two points ξ, ξ̂ P S are Weyl antipodes if ξ̂ “ w0ξ. We define the standard

involution (also known as the Cartan involution)

ι “ ιS : S Ñ S

as the composition ´w0. This involution preserves σmod and equals the identity if and only if

´ idS P W because then w0 “ ´ idS.

A point ξ in S is called a root if the hemisphere centered at ξ is simplicial, equivalently,

is bounded by a wall. Every root point ξ defines a certain linear functional αξ P V
˚ on the

Euclidean vector space V containing S as the unit sphere; this linear functional is also called

root. The kernel of αξ is the hyperplane in V which intersects S along the wall defined by ξ.

The set of roots in V ˚ is denoted by R and called the root system associated with the Coxeter

complex pS,W q. We refer the reader to [Bou] for details.

Suppose that S is identified with the sphere at infinity of a Euclidean space F , S – B8F ,

where B8F is equipped with the angular metric. For a chamber σ Ă S and a point x P F we

define the Weyl sector V px, σq Ă F as the cone over σ with tip x, that is, as the union of rays

emanating from x and asymptotic to σ.

After fixing an origin o P F the group W lifts to a group of isometries of F fixing o. The

sectors V po, σq are then fundamental domains for the action of W ñ F .

We define the euclidean model Weyl chamber as the quotient Vmod “ F {W ; we will also

denote it by ∆ or ∆euc. It is canonically isometric to the complete euclidean cone over σmod.

The natural projection F Ñ Vmod restricts to an isometry on the sector V po, σq for every

chamber σ Ă S. Furthermore, for a closed subset Ā Ă σmod we define V p0, Āq Ă Vmod as

the complete cone over Ā with tip 0. In particular, a face τmod Ă σmod corresponds to a face

V p0, τmodq of Vmod.

We define the ∆-valued distance function or ∆-distance d∆ on F by

d∆px, yq “ projpy ´ xq P ∆

where proj : F Ñ F {W – ∆ is the quotient map. Note the symmetry property

d∆px, yq “ ι∆d∆py, xq (2.2)

where ι∆ denotes the isometric involution of ∆ induced by ιS. The Weyl group is precisely the

group of isometries for the ∆-valued distance on Fmod which fix the origin.
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2.2 Hadamard manifolds

In this section only, X denotes a Hadamard manifold, i.e. a simply connected complete Rie-

mannian manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature. We will use the notation IsompXq for

the full isometry group of X.

Any two points in X are connected by a unique geodesic segment. We will use the notation

xy for the oriented geodesic segment connecting x to y and parameterized with unit speed. We

will be treating geodesic segments, geodesic rays and complete geodesics as isometric maps of

intervals to X; we sometime will abuse the terminology and identify geodesics and their images.

We will denote by =xpy, zq the angle between the geodesic segments xy and xz at the point

x. For x P X we let ΣxX denote the space of directions of X at x, i.e. the unit sphere in the

tangent space TxX, equipped with the angle metric.

The ideal or visual boundary of X, denoted B8X, is the set of asymptote classes of geodesic

rays in X, where two rays are asymptotic if and only if they have finite Hausdorff distance.

Points in B8X are called ideal points. For ξ P B8X and x P X we denote by xξ the geodesic

ray emanating from x and asymptotic to ξ, i.e. representing the ideal point ξ. For x P X we

have a natural map

logx : B8X Ñ ΣxX

sending ξ P B8X to the velocity vector at x of the geodesic ray xξ. The cone or visual topology

on B8X is characterized by the property that all the maps logx are homeomorphisms; with

respect to this topology, B8X is homeomorphic to the sphere of dimension dimpXq ´ 1. The

visual topology extends to X̄ “ X Y B8X as follows: A sequence pxnq converges to an ideal

point ξ P B8X if the sequence of geodesic segments xxn emanating from some (any) base point

x converges to the ray xξ pointwise (equivalently, uniformly on compacts in R). This topology

makes X̄ into a closed ball. We define the visual boundary of a subset A Ă X as the set

B8A “ ĀX B8X of its accumulation points at infinity.

The ideal boundary B8X carries the natural Tits (angle) metric =T its, defined as

=T itspξ, ηq “ sup
xPX

=xpξ, ηq

where =xpξ, ηq is the angle between the geodesic rays xξ and xη. The Tits boundary BT itsX

is the metric space pB8X,=T itsq. The Tits metric is lower semicontinuous with respect to the

visual topology and, accordingly, the Tits topology induced by the Tits metric is finer than

the visual topology. It is discrete if there is an upper negative curvature bound, and becomes

nontrivial if flat directions occur. For instance, the Tits boundary of flat r-space is the unit

pr´1q-sphere, BT itsRr – Sr´1p1q. An isometric embedding X Ñ Y of Hadamard spaces induces

an isometric embedding BT itsX Ñ BT itsY of Tits boundaries.

A subset A of BT itsX is called convex if for any two points ξ, η P A with =T itspξ, ηq ă π, the

(unique) geodesic ξη connecting ξ and η in BT itsX is entirely contained in A.

Let ξ P B8X be an ideal point. For a unit speed geodesic ray ρ : r0,`8q Ñ X asymptotic
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to ξ one defines the Busemann function bξ on X as the uniform monotonic limit

bξpxq “ lim
tÑ`8

pdpx, ρptqq ´ tq.

Altering the ray ρ changes bξ by an additive constant. Along the ray we have

bξpρptqq “ ´t.

The Busemann function bξ is convex, 1-Lipschitz and measures the relative distance from ξ.

The sublevel sets

Hbξ,x “ tbξ ď bξpxqu Ă X

are called (closed) horoballs centered at ξ. Horoballs are convex. The ideal boundaries of

horoballs are the closed π
2
-balls at infinity with respect to the Tits metric,

B8Hbξ,x “ t=T itspξ, ¨q ď π{2u Ă B8X.

Busemann functions are asymptotically linear along rays; if γ : r0,`8q Ñ X is a unit speed

geodesic ray asymptotic to η P B8X, γp`8q “ η, then

lim
tÑ8

bξpγptqq

t
“ ´ cos =T itspξ, ηq.

This limit is called the asymptotic slope of bξ at η. In particular, rays asymptotic to η enter

horoballs centered at ideal points ξ with =T itspξ, ηq ă
π
2
.

2.3 Symmetric spaces of noncompact type

The standard references for this and the following section are [Eb] and [H]. Our treatment of

this standard material is more geometric than the one presented in these books.

A symmetric space, denoted by X throughout this paper, is said to be of noncompact type

if it is nonpositively curved, simply connected and has no Euclidean factor. In particular, it

is a Hadamard manifold. We will identify X with the quotient G{K where G is a semisimple

Lie group acting isometrically and transitively on X, and K is a maximal compact subgroup

of G. We will assume that G is commensurable with the isometry group IsompXq in the sense

that we allow finite kernel and cokernel for the natural map G Ñ IsompXq. In particular, the

image of G in IsompXq contains the identity component IsompXqo. The Lie group G carries a

natural structure as a real algebraic group.

A point reflection (confusingly, also known as a Cartan involution) at a point x P X is

an isometry σx which fixes x and has differential ´ idTxX in x. In a symmetric space, point

reflections exist in all points (by definition). A transvection of X is an isometry which is the

product σxσx1 of two point reflections; it preserves the oriented geodesic through x and x1

and the parallel vector fields along it. The transvections preserving a unit speed geodesic cptq

form a one parameter subgroup pT ct q of IsompXqo where T ct denotes the transvection mapping

cpsq ÞÑ cps ` tq. A nontrivial isometry φ of X is called axial if it preserves a geodesic l and
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shifts along it. (It does not have to be a transvection.) The geodesic l is called an axis of φ.

Axes are in general not unique. They are parallel to each other.

A flat in X is a totally geodesic flat submanifold, equivalently, a convex subset isometric to

a Euclidean space. A maximal flat in X is a flat which is not contained in any larger flat; we

will use the notation F for maximal flats. The group IsompXqo acts transitively on the set of

maximal flats; the common dimension of maximal flats is called the rank of X. The space X

has rank one if and only if it has strictly negative sectional curvature.

A maximal flat F is preserved by all transvections along geodesic lines contained in it. In

general, there exist nontrivial isometries of X fixing F pointwise. The subgroup of isometries

of F which are induced by elements of G is isomorphic to a semidirect product Rr ¸W , where

r is the rank of X. The subgroup Rr acts simply transitively on F by translations. The linear

part W is a finite reflection group, called the Weyl group of G and X. Since maximal flats are

equivalent modulo G, the action W ñ F is well-defined up to isometric conjugacy.

We will think of the Weyl group as acting on a model flat Fmod – Rr and on its ideal bound-

ary sphere at infinity, the model apartment amod “ BT itsFmod – Sr´1. The pair pamod,W q is the

spherical Coxeter complex associated with X. We identify the spherical model Weyl chamber

σmod with a (fundamental) chamber in the model apartment, σmod Ă amod. Accordingly, we

identify the euclidean model Weyl chamber Vmod with the sector in Fmod with tip in the origin

and ideal boundary σmod, Vmod Ă Fmod.

The ∆-valued distance naturally extends from Fmod to X because every pair of points lies

in a maximal flat. In order to define the distance d∆px, yq of two points x, y P X one chooses

a maximal flat F containing x, y and identifies it isometrically with Fmod while preserving the

types of points at infinity. The resulting quantity d∆px, yq is independent of the choices. We

refer the reader to [KLM] for the detailed discussion of metric properties of d∆.

For every maximal flat F Ă X, we have a Tits isometric embedding B8F Ă B8X of its ideal

boundary sphere. There is an identification B8F – amod with the model apartment, unique up

to composition with elements in W . The Coxeter complex structure on amod induces a simplicial

structure on B8F . The ideal boundaries of maximal flats cover B8X because every geodesic

ray in X is contained in a maximal flat. Moreover, their intersections are simplicial. One thus

obtains a G-invariant piecewise spherical simplicial structure on B8X which makes B8X into a

spherical building and, also taking into account the visual topology, into a topological spherical

building. It is called the spherical or Tits building associated to X. The Tits metric is the path

metric with respect to the piecewise spherical structure. We will refer to the simplices as faces.

The ideal boundaries B8F Ă B8X of the maximal flats F Ă X are precisely the apartments

with respect to the spherical building structure at infinity, which in turn are precisely the

convex subsets isometric to the unit pr ´ 1q-sphere with respect to the Tits metric. Any two

points in B8X lie in a common apartment.

The action G ñ B8X on ideal points is not transitive if X has rank ě 2. Every G-orbit

meets every chamber exactly once. The quotient can be identified with the spherical model
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chamber, B8X{G – σmod. We call the projection

θ : B8X Ñ B8X{G – σmod

the type map. It restricts to an isometry on every chamber σ Ă B8X. We call the inverse

κσ “ pθ|σq
´1 : σmod Ñ σ the (chamber) chart for σ. Consequently, θ restricts to an isometry on

every face τ Ă B8X. We call θpτq Ă σmod the type of the face τ and κτ “ pθ|τ q
´1 : θpτq Ñ τ its

chart. We define the type of an ideal point ξ P B8X as its image θpξq P σmod. A point ξ P B8X

is called regular if its type is an interior point of σmod, and singular otherwise. We denote by

B
reg
8 X Ă B8X the set of regular ideal boundary points. A point ρ P BT itsX is said to be of root

type if θpρq is a root in σmod Ă S. Equivalently, the closed π
2
-ball centered at ρ (with respect to

the Tits metric) is simplicial, i.e. is a simplicial subcomplex of BT itsX.

A geodesic segment xy in X is called regular if x ‰ y and for the unique geodesic ray xξ

containing xy the point ξ P BT itsX is regular. Equivalently, the vector d∆px, yq belongs to the

interior of Vmod.

Two ideal points ξ, η P B8X are called antipodal if =T itspξ, ηq “ π.

We say that two simplices τ1, τ2 Ă B8X are opposite (or antipodal) with respect to a point

x P X if τ2 “ σxτ1, where σx is the reflection at the point x. We say that two simplices τ1, τ2 Ă

B8X are opposite (or antipodal) if they are opposite simplices in the apartments containing

both of them, equivalently, if every interior point of τ1 has an antipode in the interior of τ2 and

vice versa, equivalently, if they are opposite with respect to some point x P X. Their types

are then related by θpτ2q “ ιpθpτ1qq. We will frequently use the notation τ, τ̂ and τ`, τ´ for

antipodal simplices.

One can quantify the antipodality of simplices of ι-invariant type τmod Ă σmod as follows:

Pick an ι-invariant type ζ̄ in the interior of τmod, ιpζq “ ζ. Given two simplices τ`, τ´ in BT itsX

of type τmod and a point x P X define the ζ-angle

=x
ζ
pτ´, τ`q “ =xpξ´, ξ`q, (2.3)

where ξ˘ P τ˘ are such that θpξ˘q “ ζ. Similarly, define the ζ-Tits angle

=T its
ζ
pτ´, τ`q “ =x

ζ
pτ´, τ`q, (2.4)

where x belongs to a flat F Ă X such that τ´, τ` Ă BT itsF . Then simplices τ˘ (of the same

type) are antipodal iff

=
ζ
T itspτ´, τ`q “ π

for some, equivalently, every, choice of ζ as above.

A pair of opposite chambers σ` and σ´ is contained in a unique apartment, which we will

denote by apσ`, σ´q; the apartment apσ`, σ´q is the ideal boundary of a unique maximal flat

F pσ`, σ´q in X.

For a point x P X and a simplex τ Ă B8X we define the (Weyl) sector V “ V px, τq Ă X

as the union of rays xξ for all ideal points ξ P τ . It is contained in a flat. (Thus, Weyl sectors

in X are isometric images of Weyl sectors V p0, τmodq Ă Vmod under isometric embeddings
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Fmod Ñ X.) More generally, for a point x P X and a closed subset A Ă B8X, we define the

Weyl cone V px,Aq as the union of all rays xξ for ξ P A. It is, in general, not flat.

The stabilizers Bσ Ă G of the chambers σ Ă B8X are the Borel subgroups of G. After

identifying the model chamber with a chamber in B8X, σmod Ă B8X, we call B “ Bσmod the

positive Borel subgroup. The group G acts transitively on the set of chambers in B8X, which

we will then identify with G{B, the full flag manifold of G. The Borel subgroups are algebraic

subgroups of G, and G{B is a real projective variety. The set BFX – G{B of chambers in B8X

is called the Fürstenberg boundary of X; we will equip it with the visual topology (as opposed

to the Zariski topology coming from G{B) which coincides with its manifold topology as a

compact homogeneous G-space. After picking an interior point ξ P intpσmodq, we can identify

the G-orbit Gξ Ă B8X G-equivariantly and homeomorphically with BFX by assigning to the

(regular) point gξ the (unique) chamber gσmod containing it.

The stabilizers Pτ Ă G of simplices τ Ă B8X are the parabolic subgroups of G. The group G

acts transitively on simplices of the same type. The set Flagpτmodq – G{Pτmod of the simplices τ

of type θpτq “ τmod Ă σmod is called the partial flag manifold. In particular, Flagpσmodq “ BFX.

Again, we equip the flag manifolds with the visual topology; it agrees with their topology as

compact homogeneous G-spaces.

We also fix a Riemannian metric on each flag manifold Flagpτmodq; the particular choice of

the metric will be irrelevant.

For a flag manifold Flagpτmodq and a simplex τ̂ of type ιpτmodq we define the open Schubert

stratum Cpτ̂q Ă Flagpτmodq as the subset of simplices opposite to τ̂ . It follows from semicon-

tinuity of the Tits distance that the subset Cpτ̂q Ă Flagpτmodq is indeed open. Furthermore,

this subset is also dense in Flagpτmodq. We note that for rank 1 symmetric spaces, the only flag

manifold associated to G is B8X and the open Schubert strata are the complements of points.

2.4 Parallel sets, cones, horocycles and decompositions of symmet-

ric spaces

2.4.1 Parallel sets

Let s Ă BT itsX be an isometrically embedded unit sphere. We denote by P psq Ă X the parallel

set associated to s. It can be defined as the union of maximal flats F Ă X asymptotic to s,

s Ă B8F . Alternatively, one can define it as the union of flats f Ă X with ideal boundary

B8f “ s. The parallel set is a totally geodesic subspace and splits metrically as the product

P psq – f ˆ CSpsq (2.5)

of any of these flats and a symmetric space CSpsq called its cross section. Accordingly, the

ideal boundary of the parallel set is a metric suspension

BT itsP psq – BT itsf ˝ BT itsCSpsq. (2.6)
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It coincides with the subbuilding Bpsq Ă B8X consisting of the union of all apartments a Ă B8X

containing s,

Bpsq “ B8P psq.

It is immediate that parallel sets are nonpositively curved symmetric spaces. However, they

do not have noncompact type as their Euclidean de Rham factors are nontrivial. The factor

f in the splitting (2.6) of the parallel set is then the Euclidean de Rham factor and the cross

section CSpsq has trivial euclidean de Rham factor, i.e. it is a symmetric space of noncompact

type.

For a pair of antipodal simplices τ`, τ´ Ă B8X there exists a unique minimal singular sphere

spτ´, τ`q Ă B8X containing them. We denote P pτ´, τ`q :“ P pspτ´, τ`qq; this parallel set is the

union of (maximal) flats F Ă X whose ideal boundaries contain τ´ Y τ`. In order to simplify

the notation, we will denote Bpspτ´, τ`qq simply by Bpτ´, τ`q.

2.4.2 Stars, Weyl cones and diamonds

Definition 2.7 (Stars). Let τ Ă BT itsX be a simplex. We define the star stpτq of the open

simplex intpτq as the subcomplex of BT itsX consisting of all simplices intersecting the open

simplex intpτq nontrivially (i.e., containing τ). In other words, stpτq is the smallest subcomplex

of BT itsX containing all chambers σ such that τ Ă σ. We note that stpτq is also known as the

residue of τ , see e.g. [AB].

We define the open star ostpτq Ă B8X as the union of all open simplices whose closure

intersects intpτq nontrivially. For the model simplex τmod, we will use the notation ostpτmodq to

denote its open star in the simplicial complex consisting of faces of σmod.

Note that ostpτq is an open subset of the simplex σmod; it does not include any open faces

of τ except for the interior of τ . Furthermore, B stpτq “ stpτq ´ ostpτq is the union of all panels

π of type θpπq Č τmod which are contained in a chamber with face τ .

τmod-regularity. Using the notion of open stars we now generalize the standard notion of

regularity in BT itsX to regularity relative to faces τmod of σmod. Let τmod be a face of σmod.

A point ξ P BT itsX such that θpξq P ostpτmodq, is called τmod-regular. If Θ Ă ostpτmodq is

a compact subset, then we will refer to points ξ P BT itsX such that θpξq P Θ, as being Θ-

regular. Analogously to the definition of regular geodesic segments, a nondegenerate geodesic

segment xy is called τmod-regular, resp. Θ-regular if it is contained in a geodesic ray xξ with ξ

τmod-regular, resp. Θ-regular.

We note that each subset Θ as above determines the simplex τmod, namely, τmod is the

smallest face of σmod such that Θ Ă ostpτmodq.

The fact that the diameter of σmod is ď π
2

immediately implies:

Lemma 2.8. For every interior point ξ P τmod and every compact subset Θ Ă ostpτmodq we

have

Θ Ă Bpξ,
π

2
q.
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An isolation property in subbuildings Bpsq.

Lemma 2.9. Let s Ă B8X be a singular sphere. Then the following hold:

(i) The simplices contained in s are isolated among the simplices contained in Bpsq “

B8P psq. In other words: If τn Ñ τ is a converging sequence of simplices τn Ă Bpsq with limit

simplex τ Ă s, then τn “ τ for large n.

(ii) For a simplex τ Ă s, the subset ostpτq X Bpsq is open in Bpsq with respect to the visual

topology. In particular, if τ is top-dimensional in s, then ostpτq is an open subset of Bpsq.

Proof. In view of the decomposition (2.6) of Bpsq as a metric suspension, a point ξ P s has a

unique antipode ξ̂ in Bpsq, and this antipode is contained in s, ξ̂ P s. Furthermore,

=T itspξ, ¨q `=T itsp¨, ξ̂q ” π (2.10)

on Bpsq. We recall that, due to the lower semicontinuity of the Tits metric, Tits closed balls

B̄pη, rq in B8X are closed also with respect to the visual topology. Therefore (2.10) implies

that Tits open balls Bpξ, rq XBpsq in Bpsq centered at ξ P s are open in Bpsq also with respect

to the visual topology, because Bpξ, rq X Bpsq “ Bpsq ´ B̄pξ̂, π ´ rq.

We recall furthermore that, due to the finiteness of possible Tits distances between points

of a fixed type ξ̄ P σmod, the subset θ´1θpξq is Tits discrete, i.e. Bpξ, εq X θ´1θpξq “ tξu for

sufficiently small ε ą 0, depending on θpξq. It follows that ξ is an isolated point of θ´1θpξqXBpsq

with respect to the visual topology, i.e. it is isolated among points in Bpsq of the same type.

Now we prove (i). Since the face type of the τn must stabilize, we may assume that it is

constant, i.e. θpτnq “ τmod Ă σmod for all n and θpτq “ τmod. We choose a type ξ̄ P intpτmodq

and consider the points ξn P intpτnq and ξ P intpτq of type θpξnq “ θpξq “ ξ̄. Then ξn Ñ ξ.

Since ξ is isolated in θ´1θpξq X Bpsq, it follows that ξn “ ξ and hence τn “ τ for large n.

To verify (ii), we note that the subset stpτq X Bpsq is the union of all chambers σ with

τ Ă σ Ă Bpsq. This family of chambers is obviously closed and thus compact in the space of

all chambers contained in Bpsq. It is also open in it as a consequence of part (i). Indeed, if

σn Ñ σ is a converging sequence of chambers σn Ă Bpsq, then τn Ñ τ for the faces τn Ă σn of

type θpτnq “ θpτq, and it follows that τn “ τ and hence τ Ă σn for large n.

Consider now a sequence of points ηn P Bpsq such that ηn Ñ η P ostpτq. We must show that

ηn P ostpτq for large n. Let σn Ă Bpsq be chambers containing them, ηn P σn. It suffices to

check that σn Ă stpτq for large n, because θpηnq Ñ θpηq, and hence θpηnq P ostpθpτqq Ă σmod for

large n. Suppose the contrary, i.e. that one can pass to a subsequence such that σn Ć stpτq for

all n. We may assume that σn Ñ σ Ă Bpsq. By the openness above, it follows that σ Ć stpτq,

equivalently τ Ć σ. On the other hand, η P σ. Together with η P ostpτq this implies that τ Ă σ,

a contradiction.

Convexity of stars.

Lemma 2.11. The star stpτ̄q of a simplex τ̄ Ă amod is a convex subset of amod. Furthermore,

stpτ̄q equals the intersection of the simplicial hemispheres h̄ Ă amod such that intpτ̄q Ă int h̄.
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Proof. If a hemisphere h̄ contains a simplex τ̄ , but does not contain it in its boundary, then all

chambers containing this simplex as a face belong to the (closed) hemisphere. Vice versa, if a

chamber σ̄ does not contain τ̄ as a face, then there exists a wall which separates σ̄ from τ̄ .

Similarly, the star stpτq of a simplex τ Ă BT itsX is a convex subset of BT itsX. One can

represent it as the intersection of all simplicial π
2
-balls which contain intpτq in their interior.

One can represent stpτq also as the intersection of fewer balls:

Lemma 2.12 (Convexity of stars). (i) Let τ Ă BT itsX be a simplex. Then stpτq equals the

intersection of the simplicial π
2
-balls whose interior contains intpτq.

(ii) For any simplex τ̂ opposite to τ , the star stpτq equals the intersection of the subbuilding

Bpτ, τ̂q “ B8P pτ, τ̂q with all simplicial π
2
-balls whose interior contains intpτq and whose center

lies in this subbuilding.

Proof. (i) If a simplicial π
2
-ball contains a simplex τ , but does not contain it in its boundary,

then all chambers containing this simplex as a face belong to this ball. Vice versa, let σ be

a chamber which does not contain τ as a face. There exists an apartment a Ă BT itsX which

contains σ and τ . As before in the proof of Lemma 2.11, there exists a simplicial hemisphere

h Ă a containing τ but not σ. Then the simplicial π
2
-ball with the same center as h contains τ

but not σ.

(ii) Note first that stpτq Ă Bpτ, τ̂q. Then we argue as in part (i), observing that if σ Ă Bpτ, τ̂q

then a can be chosen inside Bpτ, τ̂q.

Convexity of cones.

Now we prove a corresponding convexity statement in the symmetric space, namely that

the Weyl cones V px, stpτqq are convex. We begin with

Lemma 2.13. For every x P P pτ, τ̂q, the Weyl cone V px, stpτqq is contained in the parallel set

P pτ, τ̂q.

Proof. Consider a chamber σ in BT itsX containing τ . The Weyl sector V px, σq is contained in

a (unique maximal) flat F Ă X. Since τ, τ̂ are antipodal with respect to x, τ Y τ̂ Ă B8F .

Therefore, F Ă P pτ, τ̂q.

Proposition 2.14 (Convexity of Weyl cones). Let τ̂ be the simplex opposite to τ with

respect to x. Then the Weyl cone V px, stpτqq is the intersection of the parallel set P pτ, τ̂q with

the horoballs which are centered at B8P pτ, τ̂q and contain V px, stpτqq.

Proof. One inclusion is clear. We must prove that each point y P P pτ, τ̂qzV px, stpτqq is not

contained in one of these horoballs. There exists a maximal flat F Ă P pτ, τ̂q containing x and

y. (Any two points in a parallel set lie in a common maximal flat.) We extend the oriented

segment xy to a ray xη inside F .

As in the proof of Lemma 2.12, there exists ζ P B8F such that B̄pζ, π
2
q contains stpτq but

does not contain η. Then the horoball Hbζ,x intersects F in a half-space which contains x in its
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boundary hyperplane but does not contain η in its ideal boundary. Therefore does not contain

y. By convexity, V px, stpτqq Ă Hbζ,x.

We will need a version of the above convexity results for more general stars and cones.

Definition 2.15 (Weyl convex). A subset Θ Ď σmod is called τmod-Weyl convex, if its sym-

metrization WτmodΘ Ď stpσmodq is a convex subset of amod.

Below, Θ will always denote a τmod-Weyl convex subset of σmod.

Weyl convexity implies convexity.

Note that σmod itself is Weyl convex, since Wτmodσmod “ stpτmodq is convex. A point ξ̄ P σmod
is a Weyl convex subset if and only if it belongs to τmod.

Definition 2.16 (Θ-stars). We define the Θ-star of a simplex τ Ă B8X of type τmod as

stΘpτq “ stpτq X θ´1pΘq.

The symmetrization WτmodΘ Ă amod equals the Θ-star of τmod inside the model apartment,

stamodΘ pτmodq “ WτmodΘ.

Our next result establishes convexity of Θ-stars. More precisely:

Lemma 2.17 (Convexity of Θ-stars). For every simplex τ Ă B8X of type τmod, the Θ-star

stΘpτq Ă B8X equals the intersection of all π
2
-balls containing it.

Proof. Let ζ P B8X. For an apartment a Ă B8X containing τ and ζ, we have a X stΘpτq “

staΘpτq, the intrinsic star of τ inside the apartment a (viewed as a thin building). Moreover,

stΘpτq equals the union of all these intersections with apartments.

By definition of spherical buildings, for any two apartments a, a1 Ă B8X containing τ and

ζ, there exists an isometry aÑ a1 fixing (the convex hull of) τ and ζ. This identification carries

stΘpτq X a to stΘpτq X a1. Hence stΘpτq Ă Bpζ, π
2
q if and only if stΘpτq X a Ă Bpζ, π

2
q for one

(any) of these apartments a. This shows that the intersection of all π
2
-balls containing stpτq is

not strictly bigger than stpτq, since any point in B8X lies in a common apartment with τ .

Proposition 2.18 (Convexity of Θ-cones). For every point x P X and every simplex τ Ă

B8X of type τmod the Θ-cone V px, stΘpτqq is convex of X.

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.17, the proof of Proposition 2.14 goes through.

The following consequence will be important for us.

Corollary 2.19 (Nested Θ-cones). If x1 P V px, stΘpτqq, then V px1, stΘpτqq Ă V px, stΘpτqq.

Let xy Ă X be an oriented τmod-regular geodesic segment. Then we define the simplex

τ “ τpxyq Ă B8X as follows: Forward extend the segment xy to the geodesic ray xξ, and let τ

be the unique face of type τmod of BT itsX such that ξ P stpτq.
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Definition 2.20 (Diamond). We define the Θ-diamond of a Θ-regular segment x´x` as

♦Θpx´, x`q “ V px´, stΘpτ`qq X V px`, stΘpτ´qq Ă P pτ´, τ`q

where τ˘ “ τpx¯x˘q.

The next result follows immediately from Corollary 2.19.

Lemma 2.21. If x1´x
1
` is a Θ-regular segment contained in ♦Θpx

1
´, x

1
`q and if τpx1¯x

1
˘q “

τpx¯x˘q, then ♦Θpx
1
´, x

1
`q Ă ♦Θpx´, x`q.

2.4.3 Strong asymptote classes

Recall that two unit speed geodesic rays ρ1, ρ2 : r0,`8q Ñ X in a Hadamard manifold are

called asymptotic if the convex function t ÞÑ dpρ1ptq, ρ2ptqq on r0,`8q is bounded, and they are

called strongly asymptotic if dpρ1ptq, ρ2ptqq Ñ 0 as tÑ `8. In the case when X is a symmetric

space, one verifies using Jacobi fields on X that the decay is exponential with rate depending

on the type of the ideal boundary point ρ1p`8q “ ρ2p`8q (see [Eb]).

We generalize these two notions to sectors. A sector V px, τq has a canonical isometric

parametrization by a sector chart κV px,τq : V p0, θpτqq Ñ V px, τq preserving types at infinity;

here, θpτq Ă σmod is the type of the simplex τ and V p0, θpτqq is a face of the model sector Vmod.

For two sectors V px1, τ1q and V px2, τ2q of the same type, θpτ1q “ θpτ2q, the distance function

from points in κV px1,τ1q to the sector κV px2,τ2q

dpκV px1,τ1q, κV px2,τ2qq : V p0, θpτ1qq Ñ r0,`8q (2.22)

is convex. The two sectors are called asymptotic, if this distance function is bounded, equiva-

lently, if they coincide at infinity, τ1 “ τ2. For two asymptotic sectors V px1, τq and V px2, τq,

we define

dτ px1, x2q :“ inf dpκV px1,τq, κV px2,τqq;

this defines a pseudo-metric dτ on X, viewed as the set of (tips of) sectors asymptotic to τ .

Definition 2.23. The sectors V px1, τq and V px2, τq are strongly asymptotic if dτ px1, x2q “ 0.

This is equivalent to the property that for some (any) ξ P intpτq the rays x1ξ and x2ξ are

strongly asymptotic.

We denote by

Xpar
τ “ X{ „dτ

the space of (parametrized) strong asymptote classes of sectors asymptotic to τ .

We show next that parallel sets represent strong asymptote classes. For a simplex τ̂ opposite

to τ we consider the restriction

P pτ, τ̂q Ñ Xpar
τ (2.24)

of the projection X Ñ Xpar
τ . We observe that for points x1, x2 P P pτ, τ̂q the distance function

(2.22) is constant ” dpx1, x2q. Hence (2.24) is an isometric embedding. To see that it is
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also surjective, we need to verify that every sector V px, τq is strongly asymptotic to a sector

V px1, τq Ă P pτ, τ̂q. This follows from the corresponding fact for geodesics:

Lemma 2.25. Let ξ, ξ̂ be antipodal ideal points. Then every geodesic asymptotic to ξ is strongly

asymptotic to a geodesic whose other end is asymptotic to ξ̂.

Proof. Let c1ptq be a unit speed geodesic forward asymptotic to ξ. Then t ÞÑ dpc1ptq, P pξ, ξ̂qq

is convex and bounded on r0,`8q, and hence non-increasing. We claim that the limit

d :“ lim
tÑ8

dpc1ptq, P pξ, ξ̂qq

equals zero. To see this, we choose a unit speed geodesic c2ptq in P pξ, ξ̂q forward asymptotic to

ξ and use the transvections along it to “pull back” c1: The geodesics cs1 :“ T c2´sc1p¨ ` sq form

a bounded family as sÑ `8 and subconverge to a geodesic c`81 . Since the transvections T c2s
preserve the parallel set P pξ, ξ̂q, the distance functions dpcs1p¨q, P pξ, ξ̂qq “ dpc1p¨ ` sq, P pξ, ξ̂qq

converge locally uniformly on R and uniformly on r0,`8q to the constant d. It follows that the

limit geodesic c`81 has distance ” d from P pξ, ξ̂q. The same argument, applied to c2 instead of

the parallel set, implies that c`81 is parallel to c2. Thus, d “ 0.

Now we find a geodesic in P pξ, ξ̂q strongly asymptotic to c1 as follows. Let tn Ñ `8.

Then there exist unit speed geodesics c1nptq in P pξ, ξ̂q forward asymptotic to ξ and with

dpc1nptnq, c1ptnqq “ dpc1ptnq, P pξ, ξ̂qq Ñ 0. This family of parallel geodesics c1n is a Cauchy

family and converges to a geodesic in P pξ, ξ̂q which is strongly asymptotic to c1.

We conclude:

Corollary 2.26. The map (2.24) is an isometry.

Let ξ P B8X, and let cptq be a geodesic asymptotic to it, cp`8q “ ξ. We observe that for

every η P B8P pcq the restriction bη ˝ c is linear, because there exists a flat f containing c and

asymptotic to η, η P B8f .

As a consequence, for any two strongly asymptotic geodesics c1ptq and c2ptq at η, the re-

stricted Busemann functions bη ˝ ci coincide for every η P stpξq Ă B8P pc1q X B8P pc2q. In fact,

there is the following criterion for strong asymptoticity:

Lemma 2.27. For geodesics c1ptq and c2ptq asymptotic to ξ P B8X the following are equivalent:

(i) c1ptq and c2ptq are strongly asymptotic.

(ii) bη ˝ c1 “ bη ˝ c2 for every η P stpξq.

(ii’) bη ˝ c1 “ bη ˝ c2 for every η P Bpξ, εq for some ε ą 0.

Proof. We may replace the geodesics ci by parallel ones without changing their strong asymptote

classes (Lemma 2.25) and hence assume that they lie in one flat. Then the assertion is clear.
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2.4.4 Horocycles and horocyclic subgroups

We fix a simplex τ Ă B8X, respectively, a parabolic subgroup Pτ Ă G and discuss various

foliations of X naturally associated to it.

We begin with foliations by flats and parallel sets: First, we denote by Fτ the partition

of X into minimal flats asymptotic to τ , i.e. singular flats f Ă X such that τ is a top-

dimensional simplex in B8f . Second, any simplex τ̂ opposite to τ spans together with τ a

singular sphere spτ, τ̂q Ă B8X and determines the parallel set P pτ, τ̂q :“ P pspτ, τ̂qq with cross

section CSpτ, τ̂q :“ CSpspτ, τ̂qq. The parallel sets P pτ, τ̂q for all τ̂ form a partition Pτ of X,

which is a coarsening of Fτ . The parabolic subgroup Pτ preserves both partitions and acts

transitively on their leaves, because it acts transitively on X. (This in turn can be derived e.g.

from the transitivity of G on maximal flats.) This implies that these partitions are smooth

foliations.

We describe now preferred identifications of the leaves of these foliations by the actions of

certain subgroups of Pτ . Their orbits will be the submanifolds orthogonal and complementary

to the foliations, i.e. the integral submanifolds of the distributions normal to the foliations.

The tuple pbξqξPVertpτq of Busemann functions for the vertices ξ of τ (well-defined up to

additive constants) provides affine coordinates simultaneously for each of the flats in Fτ . The

Busemann functions at the other ideal points in τ are linear combinations of these. The normal

subgroup
č

ξPVertpτq

Stabpbξq “
č

ξPτ

Stabpbξq Ă Pτ (2.28)

acts transitively on the set of these flats and preserves the coordinates; it thus provides con-

sistent preferred identifications between them. The level sets of pbξqξPVertpτq are submanifolds

orthogonal to the flats in Fτ , because the gradient directions of the Busemann functions bξ at

a point x P f P Fτ span the tangent space Txf . They form a smooth foliation FK
τ and are the

orbits of the group (2.28).

We define the horocyclic subgroup at τ as the normal subgroup

Nτ “
č

ξPstpτq

Stabpbξq Ă Fixpstpτqq Ÿ Pτ . (2.29)

Note that as a consequence of Lemma 2.27, Nτ preserves the strong asymptote classes of

geodesics at all ideal points ξ P ostpτq.

We now give a method for constructing isometries in Nτ .

Let ξ P B8X be an ideal point, and let cptq be a unit speed geodesic forward asymptotic

to it, cp`8q “ ξ. Consider the one parameter group pT ct q of transvections along c. The T ct fix

B8P pcq pointwise and shift the Busemann functions bη for η P B8P pcq by additive constants:

bη ˝ T
c
t ´ bη ” ´t ¨ cos =T itspη, ξq

Lemma 2.30. Let c1ptq and c2ptq be geodesics forward asymptotic to ξ, which are strongly

asymptotic. Then there exists an isometry n P G with the properties:
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(i) n ˝ c1 “ c2.

(ii) n fixes B8P pc1q X B8P pc2q pointwise.

(iii) bη ˝ n ” bη for all η P B8P pc1q X B8P pc2q.

In particular, n P Nτ for the simplex τ spanned by ξ, ξ P intpτq.

Proof. By our observation above, the isometries T c2´t ˝ T
c1
t fix B8P pc1q X B8P pc2q pointwise and

preserve the Busemann functions bη for all η P B8P pc1q X B8P pc2q. (The geodesics ci need

not have unit speed; they have the same positive speed since they are strongly asymptotic.)

Moreover, they form a bounded family and, as t Ñ `8, subconverge to an isometry n P G

with the same properties and which maps c1 to c2 while preserving parametrizations, compare

the proof of Lemma 2.25. The last assertion follows because stpτq Ă B8P pc1q X B8P pc2q.

Corollary 2.31. Nτ acts transitively on

(i) every strong asymptote class of geodesics at every ideal point ξ P intpτq;

(ii) the set of leaves of Pτ .

Proof. Part (i) is a direct consequence.

To verify (ii), we choose ξ P intpτq. Given leaves P pτ, τ̂iq of Pτ , we let ciptq be unit speed

geodesics in P pτ, τ̂iq forward asymptotic to ξ. They may be chosen strongly asymptotic by

Lemma 2.25. The parallel set of ci equals P pτ, τ̂iq because ξ is an interior point of τ . Hence an

isometry in Nτ carrying c1 to c2 carries P pτ, τ̂1q to P pτ, τ̂2q.

Remark 2.32. One also obtains that every geodesic asymptotic to an ideal point ξ P Bτ can

be carried by an isometry in Nτ to any other strongly asymptotic geodesic. However, Nτ does

not preserve strong asymptote classes at ξ in that case.

Lemma 2.33. If n P Nτ preserves a leaf P pτ, τ̂q, nτ̂ “ τ̂ , then it acts trivially on it.

Proof. Then n fixes stpτq and τ̂ pointwise, and hence their Tits convex hull B8P pτ, τ̂q. Thus

n preserves every maximal flat F in P pτ, τ̂q. Moreover it preserves the Busemann functions bξ
at all ξ P B8F X stpτq, and hence must fix F pointwise, compare Lemma 2.27.

Thus, Nτ provides consistent preferred identifications between the parallel sets P pτ, τ̂q. The

Nτ -orbits are submanifolds orthogonal to the parallel sets. They form a smooth foliation

Hτ “ PKτ (2.34)

refining FK
τ , which we call the horocyclic foliation and its leaves the horocycles at τ . We denote

the horocycle at τ through the point x by Hcτx, i.e. Hcτx “ Nτx.

For incident faces υ Ă τ , the associated subgroups and foliations are contained in each

other. For instance, we have stpυq Ą stpτq and Nυ Ă Nτ .

We next relate horocycles and strong asymptote classes.
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Proposition 2.35 (Strong asymptote classes are horocycles). The sectors V px1, τq and

V px2, τq are strongly asymptotic if and only if x1 and x2 lie in the same horocycle at τ .

Proof. Let ξ P intpτq. By Corollary 2.31(ii), Nτ acts transitively on every strong asymptote

class of geodesics at ξ, and hence of sectors at τ . Thus, strong asymptote classes are contained

in horocycles.

On the other hand, they cannot be strictly larger because every strong asymptote class

intersects every parallel set, cf. the surjectivity of (2.24), and every horocycle intersects every

parallel set exactly once.

Our discussion shows that there is the exact sequence

Nτ Ñ Pτ Ñ IsompXpar
τ q.

Remark 2.36. Note that the homomorphism Pτ Ñ IsompXpar
τ q is (in general) not surjective.

Namely, let f ˆ CSpsq denote the de Rham decomposition with the maximal flat factor f .

Then the image of the above homomorphism (if dimpfq ą 1) does not contain the full group

of rotations of f . This can be corrected as follows. Let Aτ denote the group of translations of

f , and let Mτ be the isometry group of CSpsq. Then the above exact sequence is a part of the

Langlands’ decomposition of the group Pτ ,

1 Ñ Nτ Ñ Pτ Ñ Aτ ˆMτ Ñ 1,

which, on the level of Lie algebras, is a split exact sequence.

We return now to Lemma 2.30. For later use, we elaborate on the special case when the

geodesics ci are contained in the parallel set of a singular flat of dimension rank minus one.

For an half-apartment h Ă B8X, we define its star stphq as the union of the stars stpτq

where τ runs through all simplices with intpτq Ă intphq, equivalently, which are spanned by an

interior point of h. Similarly, we define the open star ostphq as the union of the corresponding

open stars ostpτq. Note that intphq Ă ostphq. Furthermore, we define the closed subgroup

Nh Ă G as the intersection of the horocyclic subgroups Nτ at these simplices τ .

We observe that Nh preserves the strong asymptote classes of geodesics at all ideal points

ξ P ostphq, and it permutes the maximal flats F asymptotic to h, B8F Ą h. The next result

shows that it acts transitively on them:

Lemma 2.37. Let h Ă B8X be a half-apartment, and let F1, F2 Ă P pBhq be maximal flats

asymptotic to h, B8Fi Ą h. Then there exists an isometry n P Nh with the properties:

(i) nF1 “ F2.

(ii) n fixes stphq pointwise.

(iii) bη ˝ n ” bη for all η P stphq.

Proof. In the metric decomposition P pBhq – RrankpXq´1ˆCSpBhq (see (2.5)), the maximal flats

Fi correspond to a pair of asymptotic, and hence strongly asymptotic geodesics c̄i in the rank

one symmetric space CSpBhq.
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Let ξ, ξ1 P intphq. Let c1ptq and c2ptq be strongly asymptotic geodesics at ξ so that ci Ă Fi.

Then they project (up to reparameterization) to the strongly asymptotic geodesics c̄i in CSpBhq,

and their projections to the Euclidean de Rham factor of P pBhq coincide. Analogously, let

c1i Ă Fi be strongly asymptotic geodesics at ξ1. Their parametrizations can be chosen so that

their projections to CSpBhq coincide with the projections of the ci. Then

T c2´t ˝ T
c1
t “ T

c12
´t ˝ T

c11
t

and the isometry n produced in the proof of Lemma 2.30 belongs to both Nτ and Nτ 1 where

τ.τ 1 denote the simplices spanned by ξ, ξ1. Varying ξ or ξ1 yields the assertion.

We obtain an analogue of Corollary 2.31:

Corollary 2.38. Nh acts transitively on

(i) every strong asymptote class of geodesics at every ideal point ξ P intphq;

(ii) the set of maximal flats F asymptotic to h, B8F Ą h.

We describe a consequence of our discussion for the horocyclic foliations.

The maximal flats asymptotic to h are contained in the parallel set P pBhq – RrankpXq´1 ˆ

CSpBhq and form the leaves of a smooth foliation Ph of P pBhq. This foliation is the pullback

of the one-dimensional foliation of the rank one symmetric space CSpBhq by the geodesics

asymptotic to the ideal point ζ P B8CSpBhq corresponding to the center (pole) of h. We call

the foliation of P pBhq normal to Ph the horocyclic foliation Hh. Its leaves are of the form point

times a horosphere in CSpBhq centered at ζ. We call them horocycles at h. Corollary 2.38

implies that they are the Nh-orbits, and we denote by Hchx “ Nhx the horocycle through the

point x P P pBhq.

Let τ be a simplex so that intpτq Ă intphq. Then the foliation Pτ of X by parallel sets

restricts on P pBhq to the foliation Ph by maximal flats, and the horocyclic foliation Hτ restricts

to the horocyclic foliation Hh. (This follows from the fact that the foliations Pτ and Hτ are

normal to each other, cf. (2.34).) In other words, the foliations Hτ for the various simplices τ

coincide on the parallel set P pBhq.

2.4.5 Distances to parallel sets versus angles

In this section we collect further geometric facts regarding parallel sets in symmetric spaces,

primarily dealing with estimation of distances from points in X to parallel sets.

We first strengthen Proposition 2.35:

Lemma 2.39. Suppose that τ˘ are antipodal simplices in BTitsX. Then every geodesic ray γ

asymptotic to a point ξ P ostpτ`q, is strongly asymptotic to a geodesic ray in P pτ´, τ`q.

Proof. If ξ belongs to the interior of the simplex τ`, then the assertion follows from Proposition

2.35. We now consider the general case. Suppose, that ξ belongs to an open simplex intpτ 1q,

such that τ is a face of τ 1. Then there exists an apartment a Ă BT itsX containing both ξ (and,
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hence, τ 1 as well as τ) and the simplex τ´. Let F Ă X be the maximal flat with B8F “ a.

Then F contains a geodesic asymptotic to points in τ´ and τ`. Therefore, F is contained in

P pτ´, τ`q. On the other hand, by the same Proposition 2.35 applied to the simplex τ 1, we

conclude that γ is strongly asymptotic to a geodesic ray in F .

The following lemma provides a quantitative strengthening of the conclusion of Lemma 2.39:

Lemma 2.40. Let Θ be a compact subset of ostpτ`q. Then those rays xξ with θpξq P Θ

are uniformly strongly asymptotic to P pτ´, τ`q, i.e. dp¨, P pτ´, τ`qq decays to zero along them

uniformly in terms of dpx, P pτ´, τ`qq and Θ.

Proof. Suppose that the assertion of lemma is false, i.e., there exists ε ą 0, a sequence Ti P R`
diverging to infinity, and a sequence of rays ρi “ xiξi with ξi P Θ and dpxi, P pτ´, τ`qq ď d, so

that

dpy, P pτ´, τ`qq ě ε, @y P ρpr0, Tisq. (2.41)

Using the action of the stabilizer of P pτ´, τ`q, we can assume that the points xi belong to a

certain compact subset of X. Therefore, the sequence of rays xiξi subconverges to a ray xξ with

dpx, P pτ´, τ`qq ď d and ξ P Θ. The inequality (2.41) then implies that the entire limit ray xξ is

contained outside of the open ε-neighborhood of the parallel set P pτ´, τ`q. However, in view of

Lemma 2.39, the ray xξ is strongly asymptotic to a geodesic in P pτ´, τ`q. Contradiction.

We next relate distance from points x P X to parallel sets and certain angles at x. Fix a

generic point ζ “ ζmod in τmod and consider a pair of simplices τ˘ of type τmod; set ζ˘ “ ζpτ˘q.

We begin with the following elementary observation:

Remark 2.42. We observe that the ideal points ζ˘ are opposite, =T itspζ´, ζ`q “ π, if and only

if they can be seen under angle » π (i.e., close to π) from some point in X. More precisely,

there exists εpζmodq such that:

If =xpζ´, ζ`q ą π ´ εpζmodq for some point x then ζ˘ are opposite.

This follows from the angle comparison =xpζ´, ζ`q ď =T itspζ´, ζ`q and the fact that the Tits

distance between ideal points of the fixed type ζmod takes only finitely many values.

Suppose now that the simplices τ˘, equivalently, the ideal points ζ˘, are opposite. Then

=xpζ´, ζ`q “ π if and only if x lies in the parallel set P pτ´, τ`q. Furthermore, =xpζ´, ζ`q » π

if and only if x is close to P pτ´, τ`q, and both quantities control each other near the parallel

set. More precisely:

Lemma 2.43. (i) If dpx, P pτ´, τ`qq ď d, then =xpζ´, ζ`q ě π ´ εpdq with εpdq Ñ 0 as dÑ 0.

(ii) For sufficiently small ε, ε ď ε1pζmodq, we have: The inequality =xpζ´, ζ`q ě π´ε implies

that dpx, P pτ´, τ`qq ď dpεq for some function dpεq which converges to 0 as εÑ 0.

Proof. The intersection of parabolic subgroups Pτ´ X Pτ` preserves the parallel set P pτ´, τ`q

and acts transitively on it. Compactness and the continuity of =¨pζ´, ζ`q therefore imply that

π ´ =¨pζ´, ζ`q attains on the boundary of the tubular r-neighborhood of P pτ´, τ`q a strictly
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positive maximum and minimum, which we denote by φ1prq and φ2prq. Furthermore, φiprq Ñ 0

as r Ñ 0. We have the estimate:

π ´ φ1pdpx, P pτ´, τ`qqq ď =xpζ´, ζ`q ď π ´ φ2pdpx, P pτ´, τ`qqq

The functions φiprq are (weakly) monotonically increasing. This follows from the fact that,

along rays asymptotic to ζ´ or ζ`, the angle =¨pζ´, ζ`q is monotonically increasing and the

distance dp¨, P pτ´, τ`qq is monotonically decreasing. The estimate implies the assertions.

The control of dp¨, P pτ´, τ`qq and =¨pζ´, ζ`q “spreads” along the Weyl cone V px, stpτ`qq,

since the latter is asymptotic to the parallel set P pτ´, τ`q. Moreover, the control improves, if

one enters the cone far into a τmod-regular direction. More precisely:

Lemma 2.44. Let y P V px, stΘpτ`qq be a point with dpx, yq ě l.

(i) If dpx, P pτ´, τ`qq ď d, then

dpy, P pτ´, τ`qq ď D1pd,Θ, lq ď d

with D1pd,Θ, lq Ñ 0 as l Ñ `8.

(ii) For sufficiently small ε, ε ď ε1pζmodq, we have: If =xpζ´, ζ`q ě π ´ ε, then

=ypζ´, ζ`q ě π ´ ε1pε,Θ, lq ě π ´ εpdpεqq

with ε1pε,Θ, lq Ñ 0 as l Ñ `8.

Proof. The distance from P pτ´, τ`q takes its maximum at the tip x of the cone V px, stpτ`qq,

because it is monotonically decreasing along the rays xξ for ξ P stpτ`q. This yields the right-

hand bounds d and, applying Lemma 2.43 twice, εpdpεqq.

Those rays xξ with uniformly τmod-regular type θpξq P Θ are uniformly strongly asymptotic

to P pτ´, τ`q, i.e. dp¨, P pτ´, τ`qq decays to zero along them uniformly in terms of d and Θ, see

Lemma 2.40. This yields the decay D1pd,Θ, lq Ñ 0 as l Ñ `8. The decay of ε1 follows by

applying Lemma 2.43 again.

2.5 Dynamics of transvections at infinity

2.5.1 Identifications of horocycles and contraction

We continue with the notation of section 2.4.4.

Fix a simplex τ Ă B8X. Since every leaf of the foliation Hτ intersects every leaf of Pτ
exactly once, and the leaves of the latter foliation correspond to the flags in Cpτq, we have

consistent simultaneous Nτ -equivariant smooth identifications

Hcτ
–
Ñ Hc1

τ

between the horocycles at τ , and

Hcτ
–
Ñ Cpτq
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of the horocycles with the open Schubert stratum Cpτq. A point x P Hcτ corresponds to a

point x1 P Hc1τ iff they lie in the same leaf of Pτ , i.e. parallel set P pτ, τ̂q for a (unique) simplex

τ̂ opposite to τ .

Let h Ă B8X be a half-apartment such that intpτq Ă intphq. Then the horocycles at

τ intersect the parallel set P pBhq in the horocycles at h, and the identifications restrict to

Nh-equivariant smooth identifications

Hch
–
Ñ Hc1

h

between the horocycles at h, and

Hch
–
Ñ Cphq

of the horocycles with a submanifold Cphq Ă Cpτq.

We discuss now contraction-expansion properties of these identifications.

The horocycles Hchx in P pBhq isometrically project onto the horospheres Hcζx̄ in CSpBhq.

Under these projections, the natural identifications πhx1x : Hchx Ñ Hchx1 correspond to the

natural identifications πζx̄1x̄ : Hcζx̄ Ñ Hcζx̄1 of horospheres. The cross sections CSpBhq are

rank one symmetric spaces. There are only finitely many isometry types of them occurring in

X. In a rank one symmetric space, the natural identifications between horospheres contract

and expand exponentially. (This follows from the fact that the exponential decay rate of

decaying Jacobi fields along geodesics is bounded below and above.) We therefore obtain the

following estimate for the contraction-expansion of the identifications πhx1x : Hchx Ñ Hchx1 : If

bζpxq ´ bζpx
1q “ bζpx̄q ´ bζpx̄

1q ě 0 and x1 “ πhx1xpxq, then for corresponding points y P Hchx and

y1 “ πhx1xpyq P Hc
h
x1 we have

e´c1dpx̄,x̄
1q
ď
dpx1, y1q

dpx, yq
ď e´c2dpx̄,x̄

1q (2.45)

with constants c1 ě c2 ą 0 depending only on X.

2.5.2 Infinitesimal contraction of transvections

We describe now the action of transvections at infinity using the natural identifications of

horocycles.

Suppose that x, x1 P P pτ, τ̂q are distinct points. Let ϑxx1 denote the transvection with axis

lxx1 through x and x1 mapping x1 ÞÑ x. It preserves B8P pτ, τ̂q Ă B8X and fixes the singular

sphere spτ, τ̂q Ă B8P pτ, τ̂q pointwise. In particular, it fixes the simplices τ and τ̂ . We consider

the action of ϑxx1 on Cpτq and its differential at the fixed point τ̂ . Modulo the identifications

Cpτq
–
Ñ Hcτx and πτx1x : Hcτx Ñ Hcτx1 , the action of ϑxx1 on Cpτq corresponds to the action of

ϑxx1π
τ
x1x on Hcτx, and the differential of ϑxx1 at τ̂ to the differential of ϑxx1π

τ
x1x at x.

We first consider the case that ϑxx1 translates towards τ̂ , i.e. when ξ :“ lxx1p´8q P ostpτq,

equivalently, when x1 lies in the interior of the Weyl cone V px, stpτqq.

Lemma 2.46. If ξ P ostpτq, then pdϑxx1qτ̂ is diagonalizable with strictly positive eigenvalues.
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Proof. If ξ P ostpτq, then there is a natural Nτ -equivariant identification of Cpτq with the

strong asymptote class of the geodesic lxx1 . Namely, the simplex τ̂ 1 P Cpτq corresponds to the

unique geodesic l1 Ă P pτ, τ̂ 1q strongly asymptotic to lxx1 , and in particular τ̂ corresponds to

lxx1 . Accordingly, tangent vectors to Cpτq at τ̂ one-to-one correspond to Jacobi fields along lxx1

which are orthogonal to P pτ, τ̂q and decay to zero at ξ. The effect of the differential pdϑxx1qτ̂
on Cpτq is given in terms of these Jacobi fields J by

J ÞÑ dϑxx1 ˝ J ˝ ϑx1x

The Jacobi fields, which are of the form exponential function times a parallel vector field along

lxx1 , correspond to eigenvectors of the differential of ϑx1x with strictly positive eigenvalues. It

is a standard fact from the Riemannian geometry of symmetric spaces that every decaying

Jacobi field (orthogonally) decomposes as a sum of such special Jacobi fields. (One trivializes

the normal bundle along the geodesic using the one parameter group of transvections along it.

Since the curvature tensor of a Riemannian symmetric space is parallel, the Jacobi equation

becomes an ODE with constant coefficients.) Thus the eigenvectors of pdϑxx1qτ̂ for positive

eigenvalues span Tτ̂Cpτq.

Lemma 2.47. If ξ P ostpτq, then the eigenvalues λ of pdϑxx1qτ̂ satisfy an estimate

´ log λ ě c ¨ dpx1, BV px, stpτqqq

with a constant c ą 0 depending only on X.

Proof. We continue the argument in the previous proof.

Let F Ą lxx1 be a maximal flat. Then F Ă P pτ, τ̂q. A smooth variation of the geodesic

lxx1 by strongly asymptotic geodesics extends to a smooth variation of F by maximal flats

asymptotic to stpτq X B8F . Indeed, it can be induced by a smooth curve in Nτ through 1, and

this curve can be used to vary F .

The Jacobi field J along lxx1 corresponding to a tangent vector v P Tτ̂Cpτq therefore extends

to a Jacobi field Ĵ along F which decays to zero at all ideal points η P ostpτq X B8F . The

decomposition of Jacobi fields on symmetric spaces mentioned in the previous proof works in

the same way along flats. (One trivializes the normal bundle using the abelian transvection

subgroup.) Hence Ĵ decomposes as an orthogonal sum of Jacobi fields along F of the form

e´αV with an affine linear form α on F and a parallel orthogonal vector field V along F . Up

to additive constants, only finitely many affine linear forms α occur, since G acts transitively

on maximal flats. (The possible forms are determined by the root system of G, but we do not

need this fact here.)

We may normalize the forms α occurring in our decomposition so that αpxq “ 0. Since

Ĵ decays to zero at ostpτq X B8F , they have the property that α ě 0 on V px, stpτq X B8F q,

equivalently, that stpτq X B8F Ă B8tα ě 0u. Moreover, α ą 0 on the interior of the cone

V px, stpτq X B8F q, because α ı 0. One can estimate

αpx1q ě cpαq ¨ dpx1, BV px, stpτqqq
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with a constant cpαq ą 0. Taking c to be the minimum over the finitely many constants cpαq,

we obtain the assertion, because the eigenvalues of pdϑxx1qτ̂ are bounded above by the maximal

possible value of e´αpx
1q.

The previous two lemmas yield:

Corollary 2.48. If x1 P V px, stpτqq, then pdϑxx1qτ̂ is weakly contracting on Tτ̂Cpτq with norm

}pdϑxx1qτ̂} ď e´c¨dpx
1,BV px,stpτqqq

where the constant c ą 0 depends only on X. In particular, it is strongly contracting if x1 lies

in the interior of V px, stpτqq.

Proof. For x1 in the interior of the Weyl cone, and hence ξ P ostpτq, this is a direct consequence.

For x1 on the boundary of the cone, it follows by continuity.

In order to show that ϑxx1 has expanding directions at τ̂ if x1 lies outside the Weyl cone, we

consider its action on certain invariant submanifolds of Cpτq corresponding to parallel sets of

singular hyperplanes.

Let again F be a maximal flat with lxx1 Ă F Ă P pτ, τ̂q. Moreover, let h Ă B8F be a

half-apartment such that intpτq Ă intphq. Then ϑxx1 fixes B8F pointwise. Hence it preserves h,

the parallel set P pBhq and the submanifold Cphq “ Nhτ̂ Ă Cpτq.

If lxx1 is parallel to the euclidean factor of P pBhq, equivalently, if ξ P B8lxx1 Ă Bh, then ϑxx1

acts trivially on the cross section CSpBhq, and hence also trivially on Cphq – B8CSpBhq ´ tζu.

In the general case, the action of ϑxx1 on Cphq corresponds to the restriction of the action

of ϑxx1π
τ
x1x to Hchx “ Hcτx X P pBhq. When projecting to CSpBhq, the latter action in turn

corresponds to the action of ϑx̄x̄1π
ζ
x̄1x̄ on Hcζx̄. Here, ϑx̄x̄1 denotes the transvection on CSpBhq

with axis lx̄x̄1 through x̄ and x̄1 mapping x̄1 ÞÑ x̄, and πζx̄1x̄ : Hcζx̄ Ñ Hcζx̄1 denotes the natural

identification of horospheres at ζ. The projection of F to CSpBhq is a ϑx̄x̄1-invariant geodesic

line asymptotic to ζ and another ideal point ζ̂. The fixed point τ̂ of ϑxx1 on Cpτq corresponds

to the fixed point ζ̂ of ϑx̄x̄1 on B8CSpBhq ´ tζu.

We prove analogues of Lemmata 2.46 and 2.47.

Lemma 2.49. If ξ P intphq, then the restriction of the differential of ϑxx1 at τ̂ to the invariant

subspace Tτ̂Cphq Ă Tτ̂Cpτq is diagonalizable with strictly positive eigenvalues.

Proof. Modulo the canonical identification Cphq – B8CSpBhq ´ tζu, ϑxx1 restricts to ϑx̄x̄1 . The

argument for ϑx̄x̄1 on B8CSpBhq is then the same as for Lemma 2.46. We have that ζ “ lx̄x̄1p´8q

because ξ P intphq. Therefore, the tangent vectors to Cphq at ζ̂ one-to-one correspond to the

orthogonal Jacobi fields along lx̄x̄1 which decay to zero at ζ. We conclude as before that pdϑx̄x̄1qζ̂
is diagonalizable with strictly positive eigenvalues.

Lemma 2.50. If ξ P intphq, then the eigenvalues λ of pdϑxx1qτ̂ |Tτ̂Cphq satisfy an estimate

c1 ď
´ log λ

bζpxq ´ bζpx1q
ď c2 (2.51)
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with constants c1, c2 ą 0 depending only on X.

Proof. Since ξ P intphq, we have that bζpxq ´ bζpx
1q “ dpx̄, x̄1q ą 0. The assertion follows from

the contraction estimate (2.45) and the diagonalizability of the differential.

Corollary 2.52. If x1 P P pτ, τ̂q´V px, stpτqq, then pdϑxx1qτ̂ is not weakly contracting on Tτ̂Cpτq.

Proof. By our assumption, we have that ξ R stpτq. Therefore, the half-apartment h Ă B8F can

be chosen so that its interior contains, besides intpτq, also lxx1p`8q. (Recall that the convex

subcomplex stpτqXB8F is an intersection of half-apartments in B8F .) Then the estimate (2.51)

applied to ϑx1x “ ϑ´1
xx1 yields that pdϑxx1q

´1
τ̂ has eigenvalues in p0, 1q.

We also can deduce an upper estimate on the strength of the contraction if x1 P V px, stpτqq,

complementing Lemma 2.47:

Lemma 2.53. If ξ P stpτq, then pdϑxx1qτ̂ has an eigenvalue satisfying an estimate

´ log λ ď C ¨ dpx1, BV px, stpτqqq

with a constant C ą 0 depending only on X.

Proof. A nearest point y1 to x1 on BV px, stpτqq lies on BV px, stpτqq X F “ BV px, stpτq X B8F q.

Hence we can choose the half-apartment h so that bζpy
1q “ bζpxq and

dpx1, BV px, stpτqqq “ bζpxq ´ bζpx
1
q.

Now let λ be an eigenvalue of pdϑxx1qτ̂ |Tτ̂Cphq and apply the upper estimate (2.51).

Putting the information (Corollaries 2.48, 2.52 and Lemma 2.53) together, we obtain:

Theorem 2.54 (Infinitesimal contraction of transvections at infinity). Let τ, τ̂ Ă B8X

be a pair of opposite simplices, and let ϑ be a nontrivial transvection which has an axis c Ă

P pτ, τ̂q through the point x “ cp0q. Then the following hold for the differential dϑτ̂ of ϑ on

Cpτq at the fixed point τ̂ :

(i) dϑτ̂ is weakly contracting on Tτ̂Cpτq, if and only if ϑ´1x P V px, stpτqq, and strongly

contracting if and only if ϑ´1x P intpV px, stpτqqq.

(ii) Suppose that ϑ´1x P V px, stpτqq. Then the exponential contraction rate of dϑτ̂ is com-

parable to dpϑ´1x, BV px, stpτqq, i.e. there is an estimate

c1 ¨ dpϑ
´1x, BV px, stpτqqq ď ´ log }dϑτ̂} ď c2 ¨ dpϑ

´1x, BV px, stpτqqq

with constants c1, c2 ą 0 depending only on X.

We will later use the following consequence of the theorem for general isometries in G.

Corollary 2.55 (Infinitesimal expansion of isometries at infinity). Let τ Ă B8X be a

simplex of type τmod, x P X a point and g P G an isometry such that dpgx, V px, stpτqq ă r.
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Then the exponential expansion rate log εpg´1, τq of g´1 on Flagpτmodq at τ is comparable to

dpgx, BV px, stpτqq in the sense that

C´1
¨ dpgx, BV px, stpτqqq ´ A ď log εpg´1, τq ď C ¨ dpgx, BV px, stpτqqq ` A

with constants C,A ą 0 depending only on X, r and the chosen background Riemannian metric

on Flagpτmodq.

Proof. We can write the isometry g as a product g “ tb of a transvection t along a geodesic

l through x asymptotic to stpτq, lp`8q P stpτq, and an isometry b P G which is bounded in

terms of the radius r. Then t fixes τ on Flagpτmodq, and the expansion factor εpg´1, τq equals

εpt´1, τq up to a multiplicative constant depending on X, r and the background Riemannian

metric on Flagpτmodq. Furthermore, εpt´1, τq “ }dtτ}
´1.

Let τ̂ denote the simplex opposite to τ with respect to x. Applying Theorem 2.54(ii) to

t “ ϑ´1 while exchanging the roles of τ and τ̂ , we obtain that the exponential contraction rate

of dtτ is comparable to dpt´1x, BV px, stpτ̂qq “ dptx, BV px, stpτqq, i.e.:

c1 ¨ dptx, BV px, stpτqqq ď ´ log }dtτ} ď c2 ¨ dptx, BV px, stpτqqq

Since dpgx, txq “ dpbx, xq is bounded in terms of r and X, the assertion follows.

3 Topological dynamics preliminaries

In this section we collect various definitions and results from topological dynamics; most of

them are rather standard but some are new.

Throughout this section, we let Γ be a discrete group, i.e. a group equipped with the discrete

topology. We say that a sequence pγnq of elements of the discrete group Γ diverges to infinity,

γn Ñ 8, if the map N Ñ Γ, n ÞÑ γn is proper. We consider continuous actions Γ ñ Z on

compact metric spaces pZ, dq.

3.1 Expanding actions

The following notion due to Sullivan [Su, §9] will be of basic importance to us:

Definition 3.1 (Expanding action). We say that the action Γ ñ Z is expanding at the

point z P Z if there exists an element γ P Γ which is uniformly expanding on a neighborhood U

of z, i.e. for some constant c ą 1 and all points z1, z2 P U we have

dpγz1, γz2q ě c ¨ dpz1, z2q.

We say that the action of Γ is expanding at a compact Γ-invariant subset E Ă Z if it is expanding

at all points z P E.
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3.2 Convergence actions

Let Z be a compact metric space. We define the space TrippZq to be the subset of Z3 consisting

of triples of pairwise distinct points in Z. Every topological action Γ ñ Z induces a topological

action Γ ñ TrippZq.

Definition 3.2 (Convergence action). The action Γ ñ Z is called a convergence action and

the image of Γ in HomeopZq is said to be a convergence group if one of the following equivalent

conditions holds:

(i) The action Γ ñ TrippZq is properly discontinuous.

(ii) For every sequence γn Ñ 8 in Γ there exist points z˘ P Z and a subsequence of pγnq

which converges to the constant map ” z` uniformly on compacts in Z ´ tz´u. The points z`
and z´ are called the limit point and the exceptional point of this subsequence.

A convergence action Γ ñ Z is said to be uniform if the action Γ ñ TrippZq is cocompact.

A proof for the equivalence of both definitions can be found in [Bo99].

The main example of convergence actions comes from the following fact: Every discrete

group Γ of isometries of a proper Gromov hyperbolic geodesic metric space X acts as a conver-

gence group on the Gromov boundary B8X of X. Furthermore, every word hyperbolic group

Γ acts on its Gromov boundary B8Γ as a uniform convergence group.

Bowditch proved that, vice versa, this dynamical behavior characterizes the natural actions

of word hyperbolic groups on their boundaries:

Theorem 3.3 ([Bo98, Thm. 0.1]). Let Γ ñ Z be a uniform convergence action on a non-

empty perfect compact metric space. Then Γ is word hyperbolic and Z is equivariantly homeo-

morphic to B8Γ.

The uniformity of a convergence action is in turn equivalent to all points being conical. The

notion of conical limit point (e.g. of a Kleinian group) can be expressed purely in terms of the

dynamics at infinity and, therefore, extends to the more general context considered here:

Definition 3.4 (Intrinsically conical [Bo98, §8]). Let Γ ñ Z be a convergence action. A

point z P Z is called intrinsically conical if there exists a sequence γn Ñ 8 in Γ such that the

sequence of points γ´1
n z converges and the sequence of maps γ´1

n |Z´tzu converges (uniformly on

compacta) to a constant map with value ‰ limnÑ8 γ
´1
n z.

We note that the locally uniform convergence of γ´1
n |Z´tzu to a constant map implies that z

is a limit point of Γ. We, thus, will refer to such point z as an intrinsically conical limit point

of Γ.

Theorem 3.5 ([Bo98, Thm. 8.1], [Tu98]). A convergence action Γ ñ Z on a perfect

compact metric space Z is uniform if and only if every point in Z is intrinsically conical.

Remark 3.6. The easy direction is that uniformity implies conicality. This can be seen as
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follows: Let z1 ‰ z and z2n Ñ z be a sequence of points different from z. By uniformity,

there exist elements γn Ñ 8 in Γ such that we have convergence γ´1
n z Ñ z8, γ´1

n z1 Ñ z18
and γ´1

n z2n Ñ z28 with pairwise different limits. Since Γ ñ Z is a convergence action, we have

convergence of γ´1
n to a constant map on Z´tzu or on Z´tz1u. The latter is impossible because

the convergence is locally uniform and γ´1
n z2n Ñ z28 ‰ z8. Thus, the point z is intrinsically

conical.

The following result connects expanding actions with Bowditch’s theorem. Note that if we

equip the boundary of a word hyperbolic group Γ with a visual metric d, then the natural

action Γ ñ pB8Γ, dq is expanding, see e.g. [CP].

Lemma 3.7. If Γ ñ Z is an expanding convergence action on a perfect compact metric space

Z, then all points in Z are intrinsically conical.

Proof. We start with a general remark concerning expanding actions. For every point z P Z

there exist an element γ P Γ and constants r ą 0 and c ą 1 such that γ is a c-expansion on the

ball Bpz, rq and γpBpz, r1qq Ą Bpγz, cr1q for all radii r1 ď r. To see this, suppose that c is a local

expansion factor for γ at z and, by contradiction, that there exist sequences of radii rn Ñ 0

and points zn R Bpz, rnq such that γzn P Bpγz, crnq. Then zn Ñ z due to the continuity of γ´1

and, for large n, we obtain a contradiction to the local c-expansion of γ. Since Z is compact,

the constants r and c can be chosen uniformly. It follows by iterating expanding maps that for

every point z and every neighborhood V of z there exists γ P Γ such that γpV q Ą Bpγz, rq,

equivalently, γpZ ´ V q Ă Z ´Bpγz, rq.

To verify that a point z is intrinsically conical, let Vn be a shrinking sequence of neighbor-

hoods of z,
č

n

Vn “ tzu,

and let γn P Γ be elements such that γ´1
n pZ ´ Vnq Ă Z ´ Bpγ´1

n z, rq. Since Vn is shrinking

and γ´1
n pVnq Ą Bpγ´1

n z, rq contains balls of uniform radius r, it follows that the γ´1
n do not

subconverge uniformly on any neighborhood of z; here we use that Z is perfect. In particular,

γn Ñ 8. The convergence action property implies that, after passing to a subsequence, the

γ´1
n must converge locally uniformly on Z ´ tzu. Moreover, we can assume that the sequence

of points γ´1
n z converges. By construction, its limit will be different (by distance ě r) from the

limit of the sequence of maps γ´1
n |Z´tzu. Hence the point z is intrinsically conical.

Suppose that Γ ñ Z is a convergence action. The set of limit points of sequences in Γ

is called the limit set ΛpΓq of Γ; the limit set can be also described as the set of exceptional

points of sequences in Γ. The group Γ is called elementary if ΛpΓq contains at most 2 points

and nonelementary otherwise.

We will need the following theorem, proven in the case of groups acting on spheres by

Gehring and Martin [GeM, Theorem 6.3] and by Tukia [Tu94, Theorem 2S] in general:

Theorem 3.8. If Γ is nonelementary then the action of Γ on its limit set ΛpΓq is minimal and

ΛpΓq is perfect.
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4 Convex cocompact groups of isometries of rank one

symmetric spaces

In this section we review equivalent definitions and properties of convex cocompact groups of

isometries of negatively curved symmetric spaces. Most of this discussion remains valid in the

case of isometry groups of proper CAT p´1q spaces. The main reference for this material is the

paper of Bowditch [Bo95]. We also refer the reader to [Ka] for a survey of discrete isometry

groups of rank one symmetric spaces (primarily focused on higher-dimensional real-hyperbolic

spaces).

Let Γ Ă G “ IsompXq be a discrete subgroup of the group of isometries of a negatively

curved symmetric space X. We let Λ “ ΛpΓq Ă B8X denote the limit set of Γ, i.e. the

accumulation set of a Γ-orbit in X. Note that Λ is necessarily closed in B8X. Then Ω “

ΩpΓq “ B8X ´ Λ is the domain of discontinuity of Γ, which is also the wandering set for

the action Γ ñ B8X, and hence is the largest open subset of B8X where Γ acts properly

discontinuously. The Nielsen hull NpΛq of Λ is defined as the smallest closed convex subset in

X whose ideal boundary contains Λ. The set NpΛq exists provided that Λ contains at least

two points; in this case, B8NpΛq “ Λ. In what follows, we will consider only nonelementary

discrete subgroups Γ, i.e., subgroups for which ΛpΓq contains more than 2 points.

The following definition explains the terminology convex cocompact.

Definition 4.1 (C1). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is called convex cocompact if NpΛpΓqq{Γ is

compact.

In particular, such group Γ is finitely presented and, moreover, word hyperbolic.

A limit point λ P Λ is called a conical limit point of Γ if for some (every) geodesic ray ρ in

X asymptotic to λ there exists a sequence γix Ă X converging to λ in an R-neighborhood of ρ

for some R ă 8.

Definition 4.2 (C2). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is called convex cocompact if every limit

point of Γ is conical.

In fact, one can get R to be uniform for x P NpΛq and λ P Λ.

Recall (see section 3.2) that for a set Z, TrippZq denotes the set of triples of pairwise distinct

points in Z.

Definition 4.3 (C3). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is called convex cocompact if the action

Γ ñ TrippΛq is cocompact.

Every discrete group Γ Ă G acts properly discontinuously on X Y Ω, which we equip with

the subset topology induced from X̄ “ X Y B8X.

Definition 4.4 (C4). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is called convex cocompact if the action

Γ ñ X Y Ω is cocompact.
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Definition C4 implies that for every convex cocompact subgroup Γ Ă G, the quotient Ω{Γ

is compact. The converse is false, as the following examples show.

Example 4.5. 1. Consider a cyclic group Γ of parabolic isometries of the hyperbolic plane

H2 “ X. Then ΛpΓq is a singleton, Ω{Γ is homeomorphic to S1, while

pX Y Ωq{Γ – r0,8q ˆ S1

is noncompact. Thus, Γ is not convex cocompact. In this case, of course, Γ contains unipotent

(parabolic) elements. The next three examples contain only loxodromic elements.

2. Let S denote a closed hyperbolic surface, π :“ π1pSq. Then π admits a discrete and

faithful representation ρ : π Ñ G “ IsompH3q, so that its image Γ “ ρpπq is a totally-

degenerate purely loxodromic subgroup of G: ΩpΓq is simply connected and nonempty, Γ contains

no parabolic elements and

pX Y Ωq{Γ

is homeomorphic to S ˆ r0,8q, where S ˆ t0u corresponds to Ω{Γ, see [Be]. Thus, Γ is not

convex cocompact.

3. Let M be a closed oriented hyperbolic m-manifold with a nonseparating oriented closed

totally-geodesic hypersurface N . Such manifolds exist for all m (see [Mil]). Let M̃ ÑM denote

the infinite cyclic cover determined by the homomorphism π1pMq Ñ Z corresponding to the

element of H1pM,Zq Poincaré dual to the homology class rN s. Then N lifts to a submanifold

N0 Ă M̃ which is isometric to N and which separates M̃ in two components M̃´, M̃`. Let

M 1 denote the metric completion of the Riemannian manifold M̃`. Then M 1 is a complete

hyperbolic manifold with single geodesic boundary component isometric to N0 and injectivity

radius bounded below. The fundamental group Γ of M 1 is not finitely generated. The hyperbolic

structure on M 1 determines a discrete isometric action Γ ñ Hm, so that Γ contains no parabolic

elements. Then

pHm
Y Ωq{Γ

is homeomorphic to M 1. In particular, Ω{Γ is compact and nonempty, while Γ is not even

finitely generated; in particular, Γ is not convex cocompact.

4. Similarly, for every simple Lie group G of rank 1, there are discrete subgroups Γ Ă G

whose limit set is the entire sphere B8X, but Γ is not finitely generated. For instance, one can

start with a uniform lattice pΓ Ă G; being a non-elementary word hyperbolic group, pΓ admits

a normal subgroup Γ which is isomorphic to the free groups of countably infinite rank. The

limit set of Γ is necessarily the entire sphere B8X. Furthermore, when X is a real-hyperbolic 3-

space or complex-hyperbolic plane or complex-hyperbolic 3-space, there are examples of finitely

generated subgroups Γ Ă G whose limit set is B8X, but Γ is not a lattice in G. In the case

X “ H3, such examples can be constructed, for instance, using normal surface subgroups in

fundamental groups of closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds fibering over the circle. For examples in

CH2 and CH3 see e.g. [Ka13]: These are normal subgroups in complex-hyperbolic manifolds

which admit (singular) holomorphic fibrations over hyperbolic Riemann surfaces.
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On the other hand, the phenomenon in the Examples 2 and 3 can essentially only occur in

the real-hyperbolic case:

Theorem 4.6 (See [Ra]). Let X be a negatively curved rank one symmetric space which is

not real-hyperbolic. Suppose that Γ Ă G “ IsompXq is a discrete torsion-free subgroup without

unipotent elements so that ΩpΓq{Γ is compact and nonempty. Then Γ is convex cocompact

provided that X is not isometric to CH2. In the case X “ CH2, the same result holds provided

that the Riemannian manifold X{Γ has injectivity radius bounded below.

Let Γ Ă G be a discrete subgroup. Pick a point x P X which is not fixed by any nontrivial

element of Γ, and define the Dirichlet fundamental domain Dx of Γ as

Dx “ ty P X : dpx, yq ď dpγx, yq, @γ P Γu.

Note that Dx is convex if X is real-hyperbolic, but is not convex otherwise. In general, Dx is

starlike with the center x; since X is Gromov hyperbolic, this implies that Dx is quasiconvex

in X. Subsets of Dx of the form

Dx X γDx, γ P Γ,

are called faces of Dx.

Let D̄x denote the union

Dx Y pB8Dx X ΩpΓqq,

which is a certain partial compactification of Dx. It follows (almost) immediately from C4 that

Γ is convex cocompact if and only if D̄x is compact. The following definition is a more elaborate

version of this observation:

Definition 4.7 (C5). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G containing no parabolic elements is called

convex cocompact if one (every) Dirichlet fundamental domain Dx has finitely many faces.

Note that a cyclic unipotent subgroup of IsompH4q can have a Dirichlet domain with in-

finitely many faces.

Definition 4.8 (C6). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is convex cocompact whenever Γ is word

hyperbolic as an abstract group and there exists an equivariant homeomorphism

β : B8Γ Ñ ΛpΓq,

where B8Γ is the Gromov boundary of Γ.

Note that the injectivity of β is critical here:

Theorem 4.9 (Mj, [M1, M2]). Suppose that Γ Ă IsompH3q is a word hyperbolic subgroup

(not necessarily convex cocompact). Then there always exists a continuous equivariant map

β : B8Γ Ñ ΛpΓq; the map β is called the Cannon-Thurston map for the subgroup Γ Ă G.

Let Γ Ă G be a finitely generated subgroup of a Lie group G with finitely many connected

components; we will equip Γ with a word metric. A point x P X defines the orbit map
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Γ Ñ Γx Ă X. The subgroup Γ is called undistorted in G, if some (any) orbit map Γ Ñ X is a

quasi-isometric embedding, equivalently, if the inclusion Γ Ñ G is a quasi-isometric embedding,

where G is equipped with a left invariant Riemannian metric.

Definition 4.10 (C7). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is convex cocompact if it is undistorted.

Note that, in view of the hyperbolicity of X, undistortion of Γ implies that the quasi-

isometrically embedded Γ-orbits are quasi-convex subsets of X. In particular:

1. Γ is word hyperbolic, and hence the orbit maps Γ Ñ Γx continuously extend at infinity

to an equivariant homeomorphism β : B8Γ Ñ ΛpΓq.

2. The Γ-equivariant relation in X ˆΓ given by the nearest-point projection to an orbit Γx

is a coarse Lipschitz retraction X Ñ Γx.

The converse to this is also easy:

Definition 4.11 (C8). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is convex cocompact if for some (every)

Γ-orbit Γx Ă X there exists a Γ-equivariant coarse Lipschitz retraction X Ñ Γx.

The equivariance condition for the retraction can be omitted:

Definition 4.12 (C9). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is convex cocompact if for some (every)

Γ-orbit Γx Ă X there exists a coarse Lipschitz retraction X Ñ Γx.

Our last characterization of convex cocompactness is in terms of expanding actions. We fix

a visual metric d on S “ B8X.

Definition 4.13 (C10). A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is convex cocompact if its action on B8X

is expanding at every point of ΛpΓq, see Definition 3.1.

This interpretation of convex cocompactness appears in Sullivan’s paper [Su].

Theorem 4.14. The definitions C1–C10 are equivalent.

The equivalence of Definitions C1–C9 can be found for instance in [Bo95]. The implication

C10 ñ C2 is a corollary of Lemma 3.7. In the case of real-hyperbolic space, the implication C5

ñ C10 is immediate by taking a Ford fundamental domain (bounded by finitely many isometric

spheres Ipγiq, Ipγ
´1
i q, i “ 1, . . . , k) and observing that γi is a strict expansion on every compact

contained in the open round ball bounded by Ipγiq. For the remaining rank one symmetric

spaces the implication C2 ñ C10 is a corollary of our Proposition 6.10 in section 6.1.5.
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5 Weakly regular subgroups and their limit sets

5.1 Weak regularity

In this section we introduce and discuss an asymptotic regularity property for discrete subgroups

Γ of a semisimple group G. It is a condition on the asymptotics of divergent sequences in the

subgroup and is defined with respect to a ι-invariant face type τmod Ă σmod.

We first define a stronger uniform version of regularity which can be stated more directly

in terms of the limit set ΛpΓq “ ΓxX B8X in the visual boundary.

We recall that the subset of τmod-regular types in σmod is the open star ostpτmodq, that is,

the union of all open faces of σmod which contain τmod in their closure, see section 2.4.2. The

τmod-regular part of the ideal boundary is then defined as the subset

B
τmod´reg
8 X “ θ´1

postpτmodqq Ă B8X

of all τmod-regular ideal points. It consists of the ideal points for which there is a unique closest

(with respect to the Tits metric) simplex τ Ă B8X of type τmod. It contains all open chambers

and is in particular dense in B8X (also in the Tits topology).

Definition 5.1 (Uniformly weakly regular). We call the subgroup Γ uniformly τmod-regular

if its visual limit set consists only of τmod-regular ideal points, ΛpΓq Ă Bτmod´reg8 X.

Note that ΛpΓq is compact, as is its type projection to σmod. A quantitative version of

uniform regularity is given by:

Definition 5.2 (Θ-regular). Let Θ Ă ostpτmodq be compact. The subgroup Γ is called Θ-

regular if its visual limit set consists only of ideal points of type Θ, ΛpΓq Ă θ´1pΘq Ă Bτmod´reg8 X.

These notions apply in the same way to divergent sequences pxnq in X and pgnq in G, the

latter by looking at the accumulation set in B8X of an associated orbit sequence pgnxq for a(ny)

base point x.

Now we define (non-uniform) weak regularity itself. We denote by B ostpτmodq “ σmod ´

ostpτmodq the set of τmod-singular types.

Definition 5.3 (Weakly regular sequence). (i) A sequence δn Ñ 8 in ∆ “ Vmod is τmod-

regular if

dpδn, V p0, σmod ´ ostpτmodqqq Ñ `8. (5.4)

(ii) A sequence xn Ñ 8 in X is τmod-regular if for some (any) base point x the sequence of

∆-valued lengths d∆px, xnq in ∆ has this property.

(iii) A sequence gn Ñ 8 in G is τmod-regular if some (any) orbit pgnxq in X has this property.

Remark 5.5. (i) The independence of the base point and the orbit in parts (ii) and (iii) of

the definition is due to the triangle inequality |d∆px, yq ´ d∆px
1, y1q| ď dpx, x1q ` dpy, y1q.

(ii) Uniform τmod-regularity is equivalent to linear (with respect to |δn|) divergence in (5.4).
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(iii) If the sequence pxnq is τmod-regular, then every sequence px1nq uniformly close to it,

supn dpxn, x
1
nq ă `8, is also τmod-regular, again by the triangle inequality. Similarly, if the

sequence pgnq in G is τmod-regular, then for all bounded sequences pbnq and pb1nq in G, the

sequence pbngnb
1
nq is also τmod-regular.

(v) (Uniform) τmod-regularity implies (uniform) τ 1mod-regularity for all face types τ 1mod Ă τmod,

because ostpτmodq Ă ostpτ 1modq.

(vi) Every diverging sequence has a weakly regular subsequence, i.e. a subsequence which

is τmod-regular for some face type τmod.

Definition 5.6 (Weakly regular subgroup). A subgroup Γ Ă G is τmod-regular if all se-

quences γn Ñ 8 in Γ have this property. When we do not want to specify τmod, we refer to Γ

simply as weakly regular.

Remark 5.7. (i) The definition of τmod-regularity for sequences makes sense also if τmod is not

ι-invariant. Then a sequence pgnq in G is (uniformly) τmod-regular if and only if the sequence

pg´1
n q of inverses is (uniformly) ιτmod-regular, cf. the symmetry property (2.2) for ∆-lengths.

When defining τmod-regularity for subgroups, it is therefore natural to require the ι-invariance

of the simplex τmod, and this is why we impose this condition in the entire paper.

(ii) A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G needs not be τmod-regular (for any τmod) even if all its

nontrivial elements are regular (transvections). This can happen e.g. for free abelian subgroups

of rank ě 2.

Remark 5.8 (Relation to visual compactifications for Finsler metrics). We recall that

a sequence xn Ñ 8 converges to an ideal point in the visual compactification if and only if

the normalized distance functions dp¨, xnq ´ dpp, xnq converge (locally uniformly), where p is

some base point. Ideal boundary points can thus be identified with normalized Busemann

functions. The same construction can be carried out for G-invariant Finsler metrics on X and

one obtains modified visual compactifications. To a face type τmod we can associate a Finsler

metric as follows. Fix a ι-invariant unit vector v P ∆ pointing to an interior point of τmod (e.g.

its center), and define dvpx, x
1q :“ xd∆px, x

1q, vy. In the visual boundary with respect to this

Finsler metric there is a unique G-orbit which is a copy of Flagpτmodq; its points correspond to

collapsed open stars around simplices of type τmod in B8X. (The union X Y Flagpτmodq is the

natural τmod-bordification of X.) The relation with τmod-regularity is as follows: A subgroup Γ

is τmod-regular if and only if its visual limit set with respect to the modified compactification

of X is contained in the G-orbit Flagpτmodq.

5.2 Contraction-expansion dynamics at infinity

In this section, we will describe how the weak regularity of sequences in G can be read off

their dynamics at infinity. Roughly speaking, on appropriate flag manifolds, certain almost full

subsets are contracted, asymptotically, almost to points. Dually, small balls are expanded to

almost full subsets. This “contraction-expansion dynamics” is a generalization of convergence

dynamics in rank one to arbitrary rank.
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5.2.1 Contraction and expansion

We now formulate the contraction and expansion properties for sequences in G and show that

they are satisfied by weakly regular sequences. We first state and discuss contraction.

Definition 5.9 (Contraction). Let pgnq be a sequence in G. We call a sequence of subsets

Un Ă Flagpτmodq a contraction sequence for pgnq if it satisfies the following properties:

(i) It is exhaustive in the sense that there exist a bounded sequence pbnq in G and a simplex

τ of type τmod such that bnUn Ñ Cpτq, meaning that every compact subset of the open Schubert

stratum Cpτq is contained in bnUn for n sufficiently large.

(ii) The image subsets gnUn shrink in the sense that there exists a bounded sequence pbnq

in G such that bngnUn Hausdorff converges to a point, equivalently, if diampgnUnq Ñ 0 with

respect to a Riemannian background metric on Flagpτmodq.

We call the sequence pgnq contracting on Flagpτmodq if it admits a contraction sequence.

Note that open Schubert strata are dense open subsets of full volume with respect to any

auxiliary smooth probability measure on Flagpτmodq. Hence the subsets in a (measurable)

exhausting sequence have asymptotically full volume.

Property (i) in the definition means that the subsets Un asymptotically fill out the sequence

of moving open Schubert strata b´1
n Cpτq “ Cpb´1

n τq, and property (ii) means that the images

gnUn asymptotically concentrate to points which are also allowed to move.

Note that if the sequence pgnq in G is contracting, then for all bounded sequences pbnq and

pb1nq in G, the sequence pbngnb
1
nq is also contracting.

We will say that a contraction sequence pUnq is opposite to a sequence pτnq in Flagpτmodq

if Un Ă Cpτnq for large n. Note that in the definition the sequence pUn X Cpb´1
n τqq is still

exhaustive, and hence a contraction sequence for pgnq opposite to the sequence pb´1
n τq.

The contraction property can be reformulated in terms of concentration of measures, which

shows that it essentially agrees with other notions of contraction (on flag manifolds) used in

the literature, cf. [GoM, §3]: If a sequence pgnq is contracting in the above sense, then there

exists a bounded sequence pbnq such that the sequence of measures pbngnq˚µ converges to a

Dirac mass for any smooth probability measure µ on Flagpτmodq. Moreover, one can also prove

the converse. Note that we do not require the measures gn˚µ themselves to converge, but allow

them to concentrate around any sequence of moving points. Since flag manifolds are compact,

one can always achieve by passing to a subsequence that also the measures gn˚µ converge.

Remark 5.10 (Proximal). Related to the notion of contraction is the notion of proximality,

see e.g. [Ab]. Say that an element g P G acts as a proximal transformation on Flagpτmodq if the

sequence pgnqnPN converges to a point τ` P Flagpτmodq locally uniformly on an open Schubert

stratum Cpτ´q Ă Flagpτmodq, where τ´ is a simplex antipodal to τ`. We will refer to τ` as the

attractive fixed point of g. (Note that it is necessarily fixed by g). The sequence pgnq is then

contracting on Flagpτmodq. Note however that vice versa sequences, which are contracting on

Flagpτmodq, need not contain proximal elements. For instance, in the rank one case all divergent
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sequences in G are contracting due to convergence dynamics.

The expansion property is dual to contraction:

Definition 5.11 (Expansion). Let pgnq be a sequence in G. We call a sequence of subsets

Vn Ă Flagpτmodq an expansion sequence for pgnq if it satisfies the following properties:

(i) It shrinks, diampVnq Ñ 0.

(ii) The sequence of image subsets gnVn is exhaustive.

We call the sequence pgnq expanding on Flagpτmodq if it admits an expansion sequence.

The duality means that pUnq is a contraction sequence for pgnq if and only if pgnUnq is an

expansion sequence for pg´1
n q.

5.2.2 Strong asymptoticity of Weyl cones

Before proceeding, we need to prove a fact from the geometry of symmetric spaces.

Let τ Ă B8X be a simplex of type τmod. For a point x P X we have on the open Schubert

stratum Cpτq Ă Flagpτmodq the function

τ 1 ÞÑ dpx, P pτ, τ 1qq.

It is continuous and proper. (This follows from the fact that Cpτq and X are homogeneous

spaces for the parabolic subgroup Pτ .) It has a unique minimum zero in the chamber τ̂x which

is opposite to τ with respect to x.

We define the following open subsets of Cpτq which can be regarded as “shadows” of balls

with respect to τ . For x P X and r ą 0, we put

Uτ,x,r :“ tτ 1 P Cpτq|dpx, P pτ, τ 1qq ă ru.

Then the subsets Uτ,x,r for fixed τ and x form a neighborhood basis of τ̂x.

The next fact expresses the uniform strong asymptoticity of asymptotic Weyl cones.

Lemma 5.12. For r, R ą 0 exists d “ dpr, Rq ą 0 such that:

If y P V px, stpτqq with dpy, BV px, stpτqqq ě dpR, rq, then Uτ,x,R Ă Uτ,y,r.

Proof. If Uτ,x,R Ć Uτ,y,r then there exists x1 P Bpx, rq such that dpy, V px1, stpτqqq ě r. Thus, if

the assertion is wrong, there exist a sequence xn Ñ x8 in Bpx, rq and a sequence yn Ñ 8 in

V px, stpτqq such that dpyn, BV px, stpτqqq Ñ `8 and dpyn, V pxn, stpτqqq ě r.

Let ρ : r0,`8q Ñ V px, τqq be a geodesic ray with initial point x and asymptotic to an

interior point of τ . Then the sequence pynq eventually enters every Weyl sector V pρptq, stpτqq.

Since the distance function dp¨, V pxn, stpτqqq is convex and bounded, and hence non-increasing

along rays asymptotic to stpτq, we have that

R ě dpx, V pxn, stpτqqq ě dpρptq, V pxn, stpτqqq ě dpyn, V pxn, stpτqqq ě r
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for n large. It follows that

R ě dpρptq, V px8, stpτqqq ě r

for all t. However, if ρ is asymptotic to V px8, stpτqq, then it is strongly asymptotic, a contra-

diction.

5.2.3 Regularity implies contraction-expansion

We are now ready to show that weakly regular sequences in G are contracting-expanding on

suitable flag manifolds.

The following flexibile and base point independent notion of radial projection to infinity

will be useful for describing contraction and expansion sequences.

Definition 5.13 (Shadows at infinity). A shadow sequence of a sequence pxnq in X is a

sequence pτnq of simplices in Flagpτmodq such that

sup
n
dpxn, V px, stpτnqqq ă `8

for some (any) base point x. A shadow sequence of a sequence pgnq in G is a sequence of

shadows for an orbit sequence pgnxq for some (any) base point x.

Proposition 5.14. τmod-regular sequences in G are contracting and expanding on Flagpτmodq.

More precisely, let pgnq be a τmod-regular sequence in G. Then for a shadow sequence pτ´n q of

pg´1
n q there exists

(i) a contraction sequence pUnq for pgnq opposite to pτ´n q, i.e. Un Ă Cpτ´n q.

(ii) an expansion sequence pVnq for pgnq containing pτ´n q, i.e. τ´n P Vn.

Proof. (i) We fix a base point x and denote by g´1
n xn the nearest point projection of g´1

n x to

V px, stpτ´n qq. Then the sequence pxnq is bounded. Due to τmod-regularity, we have that

dpg´1
n xn, BV px, stpτ

´
n qqq Ñ `8.

Lemma 5.12 yields that for any r, R ą 0 the inclusion

Uτ´n ,x,R Ă Uτ´n ,g´1
n xn,r

holds for large n. Therefore there exist sequences of positive numbers Rn Ñ `8 and rn Ñ 0

such that

gnUτ´n ,x,Rn Ă Ugnτ´n ,xn,rn

for large n. The sequence pUτ´n ,x,Rnq is exhaustive, and the sequence pUgnτ´n ,xn,rnq shrinks because

pxnq is bounded. Hence pUτ´n ,x,Rnq is a contraction sequence for pgnq, and Uτ´n ,x,Rn Ă Cpτ´n q.

(ii) Let g´1
n τ`n be the simplices opposite to τ´n with respect to x. Similarly, Lemma 5.12

implies that

Ug´1
n τ`n ,g

´1
n xn,Rn

Ă Ug´1
n τ`n ,x,rn

Q τ´n
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for suitable sequences Rn Ñ `8 and rn Ñ 0. The sequence pUτ`n ,xn,Rnq is exhaustive because

pxnq is bounded, and it follows that pUg´1
n τ`n ,x,rn

q is an expansion sequence for pgnq.

The proposition has several useful consequences.

Firstly, the various shadow sequences of a weakly regular sequence approach each other.

We will use this below to define flag convergence.

Lemma 5.15 (Asymptotic uniqueness of shadows). For a τmod-regular sequence pgnq in

G any two shadow sequences pτnq and pτ 1nq asymptotically coincide, i.e. dpτn, τ
1
nq Ñ 0.

Proof. By Proposition 5.14 (Part (ii)), there exist expansion sequences pVnq and pV 1nq for pg´1
n q

such that τn P Vn and τ 1n P V
1
n. The assertion follows from the fact that any two expansion

sequences asymptotically coincide, i.e. diampVn Y V
1
nq Ñ 0.

To see the latter, note that pg´1
n Vnq and pg´1

n V 1nq are contraction sequences for pgnq. In

particular, they are exhaustive and therefore asymptotically intersect by volume reasons, that

is g´1
n Vn X g

´1
n V 1n ‰ H for large n. So, Vn X V

1
n ‰ H for large n, and hence diampVn Y V

1
nq Ñ 0,

as claimed.

Secondly, shadow sequences asymptotically agree with the values on contraction subsets:

Lemma 5.16. Let pgnq be a τmod-regular sequence in G. Then for any contraction sequence

pUnq and any shadow sequence pτnq, the subsets gnUn Y tτnu shrink, diampgnUn Y tτnuq Ñ 0.

Proof. Note that pgnUnq is an expansion sequence for pg´1
n q. According to Proposition 5.14

(Part (ii)) applied to pg´1
n q there exists another expansion sequence pV ´n q for pg´1

n q such that

τn P V
´
n . The assertion follows from the asymptotic uniqueness of expansion sequences, compare

the proof of Lemma 5.15, which yields that diampgnUn Y V
1
nq Ñ 0.

Remark 5.17. The last result relates the asymptotics of orbits in X and the dynamics at

infinity. One can promote it to showing that τmod-regular sequences in G have contraction-

expansion dynamics on the bordification X Y Flagpτmodq.

5.2.4 Contraction implies regularity

We consider now sequences pgnq in G which are contracting on Flagpτmodq, and show that they

are τmod-regular.

The key step is a converse to Proposition 5.14 (i), essentially saying that sequences opposite

to contraction sequences for pgnq asymptotically coincide with shadow sequences for pg´1
n q:

Lemma 5.18. Let pUnq be a contraction sequence for pgnq, and let pτ´n q be a shadow sequence

of pg´1
n q. Suppose that pτnq is a sequence in Flagpτmodq such that pUnXCpτnqq is still exhaustive.

Then dpτn, τ
´
n q Ñ 0.

Proof. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume convergence τ´n Ñ τ´ and τn Ñ τ . It

suffices to show that then τ´ “ τ .
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We look at the dynamics of pgnq on the space of maximal flats. Recall that a sequence of

maximal flats Fn Ă X is bounded if dpx, Fnq is bounded for a base point x P X.

Suppose that pFnq is a bounded sequence of maximal flats, such that the sequence pgnFnq

of image flats is also bounded. We will see that its position relative to τ is restricted. Consider

a maximal flat F which is the limit of a subsequence of pFnq.

Sublemma 5.19. The apartment B8F Ă B8X contains exactly one simplex opposite to τ .

Proof. In a spherical building, every point has an antipode in every apartment. Hence, B8F

contains at least one simplex τ̂ opposite to τ . Suppose that it contains another simplex τ̂ 1

opposite to τ . After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that Fn Ñ F . Let τ̂n, τ̂
1
n Ă B8Fn

be approximating simplices, τ̂n Ñ τ̂ and τ̂ 1n Ñ τ̂ 1. Since pgnFnq is bounded, after passing to a

subsequence, the sequences pgnτ̂nq and pgnτ̂
1
nq converge to distinct limit simplices. On the other

hand, in view of τ̂ , τ̂ 1 P Cpτq, we have that τ̂n, τ̂
1
n P Un for large n. Since pgnUnq shrinks, it

follows that dpgnτ̂n, gnτ̂
1
nq Ñ 0, a contradiction.

We need the following general fact from spherical building geometry.

Sublemma 5.20. Let ξ be a point in a spherical building B and let a Ă B be an apartment. If

ξ has only one antipode in a, then ξ P a.

Proof. Suppose that ξ R a and let ξ̂ P a be an antipode of ξ. (It always exists.) We choose

a ”generic” segment ξξ̂ of length π tangent to a at ξ̂ as follows. The suspension Bpξ, ξ̂q Ă B

contains an apartment a1 with the same unit tangent sphere at ξ̂, Σξ̂a
1 “ Σξ̂a. Inside a1 there

exists a segment ξξ̂ whose interior does not meet simplices of codimension ě 2. Hence ξ̂ξ leaves

a at an interior point η ‰ ξ, ξ̂ of a panel π Ă a, i.e. aX ξξ̂ “ ηξ̂ and πX ξξ̂ “ η, and ηξ initially

lies in a chamber adjacent to π but not contained in a. Let s Ă a be the wall (codimension one

singular sphere) containing π. By reflecting ξ̂ at s, one obtains a second antipode for ξ in a,

contradiction.

Returning to the proof of the lemma, it follows that τ Ă B8F .

Sequences pFnq of maximal flats satisfying our assumptions are obtained as follows. Since

pτ´n q is a shadow of pg´1
n q in Flagpτmodq, there exist chambers σ´n Ą τ´n such that pσ´n q is a

shadow of pg´1
n q in BFX, that is

sup
n
dpg´1

n x, V px, σ´n qq ă `8

for a(ny) point x P X. Then the flats Fn extending the euclidean Weyl chambers V px, σ´n q have

the property that both sequences pFnq and pgnFnq are bounded.

A subsequence of pFnq converges iff the corresponding subsequence of pσ´n q of chambers con-

verges, and the limit flat contains the Weyl sector V px, τ´q. In particular, it is itself contained

in the parallel set P pτ´, τ̂´q for the simplex τ̂´ opposite to τ´ with respect to x. It follows from

the above that τ Ă B8P pτ´, τ̂´q. Since the point x is arbitrary, τ̂´ can be any simplex opposite
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to τ´, and we obtain that

τ Ă
č

τ̂´PCpτ´q

B8P pτ´, τ̂´q “ stpτ´q,

which implies that τ “ τ´.

Lemma 5.18 has various implications of asymptotic uniqueness. Firstly, it yields the asymp-

totic uniqueness of shadows of the inverse of a contracting sequence. From this, in turn, follows

regularity and we obtain the converse of Proposition 5.14:

Proposition 5.21 (Contraction implies regularity). Sequences in G, which are contracting

on Flagpτmodq, are τmod-regular.

Proof. Suppose that the sequence pgnq in G is contracting on Flagpτmodq but not τmod-regular.

Then the sequence pg´1
n q is not τmod-regular either and, after passing to a subsequence, we may

assume that there exists a converging sequence π´n Ñ π´ of panels (codimension one simplices)

of fixed face type θpπ´n q Č τmod such that

sup
n
dpg´1

n x, V px, π´n qq ă `8 (5.22)

for a(ny) point x P X.

Let τ´n be simplices of type τmod such that τ´n and π´n are faces of the same chamber. (This

is equivalent to τ´n Ă B stpπ´n q, respectively, to π´n Ă B stpτ´n q.) Note that τ´n Ć π´n because

θpπ´n q Č τmod, and hence the τ´n are non-unique. Any such sequence pτ´n q is a shadow of pg´1
n q in

Flagpτmodq. These sequences pτ´n q can accumulate at any simplex τ´ of type τmod contained in

B stpπ´q. Again, since θpπ´q Č τmod, there are several such simplices τ´. In particular, shadow

sequences of pg´1
n q are not asymptotically unique. This contradicts Lemma 5.18.

Combining Propositions 5.14 and 5.21, we obtain a characterization of weak regularity in

terms of dynamics at infinity:

Theorem 5.23 (Contraction characterizes regularity). A sequence in G is τmod-regular

if and only if it is contracting on Flagpτmodq.

Secondly, an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.18 is the following asymptotic uniqueness

statement for contraction sequences complementing the asymptotic uniqueness of expansion

and shadow sequences, cf. Lemma 5.15:

Lemma 5.24 (Asymptotic uniqueness of contraction sequences). Suppose that pUnq

and pU 1nq are contraction sequences for pgnq, and that pτnq and pτ 1nq are sequences in Flagpτmodq

such that pUn X Cpτnqq and pU 1n X Cpτ
1
nqq are still exhaustive. Then dpτn, τ

1
nq Ñ 0.

Another consequence of Lemma 5.18 and our earlier discussion of the contraction-expansion

dynamics of weakly regular sequences is:
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Lemma 5.25 (Contraction and expansion sequences are asymptotically opposite).

Let pgnq be a τmod-regular sequence in G. Suppose that pUnq is a contraction and pVnq an

expansion sequence for pgnq. Furthermore, let pτnq be a sequence on Flagpτmodq such that pUnX

Cpτnqq is still exhaustive. Then Vn Y tτnu shrinks, diampVn Y tτnuq Ñ 0.

Proof. Combine Lemma 5.18 with Proposition 5.14 and the proof of Lemma 5.15.

5.3 Flag convergence

The asymptotic uniqueness of shadow sequences, see Lemma 5.15, leads to a notion of con-

vergence at infinity for weakly regular sequences with limits in the appropriate flag manifolds.

Namely, we can define convergence as the convergence of their shadows:

Definition 5.26 (Flag convergence). A τmod-regular sequence in X or G flag converges to

a simplex τ P Flagpτmodq, if one (any) of its shadow sequences in Flagpτmodq converges to τ .

We denote the flag convergence of a sequence pxnq or pgnq by xn
f
ÝÑ τ , respectively, gn

f
ÝÑ τ .

If we want to refer to the face type τmod, we will sometimes also say that the sequence τmod-

converges or speak of flag convergence of type τmod.

Note that a τmod-regular sequence always has a τmod-converging subsequence due to the

compactness of Flagpτmodq.

Remark 5.27. (i) Flag convergence of type τmod captures convergence “transversely to the

stars of the simplices of type τmod”. It is related to the “usual” convergence at infinity with

respect to the visual compactification X̄ “ X YB8X as follows. If a τmod-regular sequence flag

converges to τ P Flagpτmodq, then it accumulates in the visual compactification at stpτq Ă B8X;

however, the converse is in general not true. For uniformly τmod-regular sequences, one has

equivalence: They flag converge to τ if and only if they accumulate in X̄ at ostpτq.

(ii) Flag convergence of type τmod can be understood as convergence at infinity with respect

to a modified visual compactification, namely as convergence in the τmod-bordification X Y

Flagpτmodq of X, compare Remark 5.8.

(iii) τmod-Convergence implies τ 1mod-convergence for smaller face types τ 1mod Ă τmod, and the

limits correspond under the natural forgetful projection Flagpτmodq Ñ Flagpτ 1modq.

Flag convergence of weakly regular sequences in G can be characterized in different ways in

terms of the dynamics at infinity.

Firstly, one can use the close relation between the asymptotics of orbits in X and the dy-

namics on flag manifolds, as expressed by Lemma 5.16. Since shadow sequences asymptotically

agree with the values on contraction subsets, one has the equivalence: A τmod-regular sequence

pgnq in G flag converges to τ P Flagpτmodq if and only if for the image sequences pgnUnq of its

contraction sequences pUnq in Flagpτmodq shrink to τ , gnUn Ñ τ .

Secondly, one can read off flag convergence from the dynamics of the sequence of inverses:
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Lemma 5.28. For a τmod-regular sequence pgnq in G the following two conditions are equiva-

lent:

(i) gn
f
ÝÑ τ P Flagpτmodq.

(ii) pg´1
n q admits a contraction sequence pU´n q in Flagpτmodq opposite to τ , i.e. U´n Ă Cpτq.

Proof. The direction (i)ñ(ii) follows from our construction of contraction sequences: Let pτnq

be a shadow of pgnq in Flagpτmodq. Then τn Ñ τ , and we apply Proposition 5.14(i) to pg´1
n q.

The reverse direction follows from the asymptotic uniqueness of contraction sequences:

Namely, invoking Proposition 5.14(i) again, there exists another contraction sequence pU 1´n q

for pg´1
n q which is opposite to a shadow pτ 1nq of pgnq. Lemma 5.24 then implies that τ 1n Ñ τ .

Our next observation concerns the relation between flag convergence of sequences in G and

their convergence as sequences of maps (homeomorphisms) of flag manifolds.

For a τmod-converging sequence gn
f
ÝÑ τ in G, one can in general not conclude pointwise

convergence of pgnq to τ anywhere on Flagpτmodq. The reason being that in general no nested

(monotonic) contraction sequence pUnq exists because there is no control on the sequence of

open Schubert strata which it approximates; if pUnq is opposite to a sequence pτ´n q in Flagpτmodq,

Un Ă Cpτ´n q, then pτ´n q can be arbitrary.

However, after passing to a subsequence so that also pg´1
n q flag converges, one obtains for

pgnq and pg´1
n q locally uniform convergence on open Schubert strata:

Proposition 5.29 (Attraction-repulsion). For a τmod-regular sequence pgnq in G, we have

flag convergence g˘1
n

f
ÝÑ τ˘ P Flagpτmodq if and only if

g˘1
n Ñ τ˘

locally uniformly on Cpτ¯q as homeomorphisms of Flagpτmodq.

Proof. Suppose that g˘1
n

f
ÝÑ τ˘. Then there exist contraction sequences pU˘n q for pg˘1

n q in

Flagpτmodq opposite to τ¯, cf. Lemma 5.28. Moreover, g˘1
n U˘n Ñ τ˘, cf. Lemma 5.16 or our

remark above. Together, this means that g˘1
n Ñ τ˘ locally uniformly on Cpτ¯q.

Conversely, if g˘1
n Ñ τ˘ locally uniformly on Cpτ¯q, then there exist contraction sequences

pU˘n q for pg˘1
n q such that g˘1

n U˘n Ñ τ˘, and Lemma 5.16 implies that g˘1
n

f
ÝÑ τ˘.

Remark 5.30. There is no restriction on the relative position of the pair of simplices τ˘. They

may even agree.

Example 5.31. Fix a maximal flat F Ă X and a simplex τ Ă B8F . Let pϑnq be a sequence

of transvections along F such that the expansion factors εpϑ´1
n , τq for the action of ϑn on the

flag manifold Flagpθpτqq “ Gτ satisfy

lim
nÑ8

εpϑ´1
n , τq “ `8.
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In view of Theorem 2.54, this is equivalent to ϑnx P V px, stpτq X B8F q for large n, with x P F

fixed, and to the sequence pϑnq being τmod-regular, where τmod “ θpτq. Then ϑn
f
ÝÑ τ , because

the constant sequence pτq is a shadow of pϑnq in Flagpτmodq.

5.4 Flag limit sets

We now consider discrete subgroups Γ Ă G.

We recall that the visual limit set ΛpΓq Ă B8X is defined as the set of accumulation points

of an(y) orbit Γx Ă X in the visual compactification X̄ “ X Y B8X, i.e. ΛpΓq “ Γx X B8X.

The notion of flag convergence allows to associate to Γ in an analogous way visual limit sets in

the flag manifolds associated to G.

Definition 5.32 (Flag limit set). Let Γ Ă G be a discrete subgroup. We define its flag

limit set of type τmod or τmod-limit set ΛτmodpΓq Ă Flagpτmodq as the set of all limit simplices of

τmod-converging sequences in Γ. We call ΛσmodpΓq Ă BFX the chamber limit set of Γ.

In other words, ΛτmodpΓq is the set of accumulation points Γx X Flagpτmodq of an(y) orbit

Γx Ă X in the τmod-bordification X Y Flagpτmodq.

Remark 5.33. (i) ΛτmodpΓq is compact and Γ-invariant.

(ii) ΛτmodpΓq is nonempty if and only if Γ contains a τmod-regular sequence γn Ñ 8, i.e. if

part of the Γ-action on Flagpτmodq is contracting. In particular, ΛτmodpΓq is nonempty if Γ is an

infinite τmod-regular subgroup.

(iii) If Γ is uniformly τmod-regular, then ΛτmodpΓq is the image of ΛpΓq under the natural

projection Bτmod´reg8 X Ñ Flagpτmodq.

(iv) If τ 1mod Ă τmod, then ΛτmodpΓq maps onto Λτ 1mod
pΓq via the natural forgetful projection

Flagpτmodq Ñ Flagpτ 1modq.

For sufficiently generic subgroups the limit sets are perfect and the groups act on them

minimally:

Proposition 5.34 (Minimality and perfectness). Suppose that ΛτmodpΓq ‰ H and that for

all λ P ΛτmodpΓq and τ P Flagpτmodq we have Γτ X Cpλq ‰ H. Then ΛτmodpΓq is the unique

minimal nonempty Γ-invariant compact subset of Flagpτmodq.

If in addition ΛτmodpΓq is infinite, then it is perfect.

Proof. Let λ` P ΛτmodpΓq. For minimality, we must show that λ` is contained in the closure

of every Γ-orbit Γτ in Flagpτmodq. By definition of the limit set, there exists a τmod-regular

sequence pγnq in Γ such that γ˘1
n

f
ÝÑ λ˘ with some λ´ P ΛτmodpΓq, and hence γ˘1

n Ñ λ˘ locally

uniformly on Cpλ¯q. By assumption, we have Γτ X Cpλ´q ‰ H. It follows that λ` P Γτ .

It remains to show perfectness. Suppose that ΛτmodpΓq contains isolated points. The non-

isolated limit points (simplices) form a closed subset which, by minimality, must be empty.
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Hence, all limit points are isolated and, by compactness, the limit set is finite.

Remark 5.35. (i) The condition that every Γ-orbit on Flagpτmodq intersects every open Schu-

bert stratum is satisfied by Zariski dense subgroups Γ. Indeed, the action G ñ Flagpτmodq is an

algebraic action of a semisimple algebraic group on a projective variety. In this setting, Zariski

dense subgroups of G have Zariski dense orbits (because the Zariski closure of a subgroup pre-

serves the Zariski closure of any of its orbits). So, no orbit can avoid an open Schubert stratum

because its complement, a Schubert cycle, is a subvariety. If ΛτmodpΓq is nonempty and finite,

then Γ is virtually contained in a parabolic subgroup and can therefore not be Zariski dense.

Hence, the proposition applies in particular to Zariski dense τmod-regular subgroups.

(ii) Essentially the same notion of limit set had been introduced and studied by Benoist

in [Ben]. He showed that for Zariski dense subgroups Γ the chamber limit set ΛσmodpΓq (and

hence every τmod-limit set) is nonempty, perfect and the Γ-action on it is minimal, see [Ben,

3.6]. Furthermore, the attractive fixed points of the proximal elements in Γ, cf. Remark 5.10, lie

dense in the limit set. The minimality of the Γ-action on ΛσmodpΓq implies that the intersection

of the visual limit set ΛpΓq with every limit chamber σ P ΛσmodpΓq is independent of σ modulo

the canonical mutual identifications of Weyl chambers, in other words, the set of types lpΓq :“

θpσ X ΛpΓqq Ă σmod is independent. One of the main results of [Ben] regarding the structure

of limit sets of Zariski dense subgroups Γ asserts that lpΓq is convex with nonempty interior,

see [Ben, 1.2-1.3]. (We will not use this result in our paper.) In particular, if Γ is uniformly

regular and Zariski dense in G, then ΛpΓq is Γ-equivariantly homeomorphic to the product

lpΓq ˆ ΛσmodpΓq. This product decomposition comes from the fact that Breg8 X splits naturally

as the product of BFX and the open simplex intpσmodq. We note that the Zariski density

assumption not used in our paper, is essential to Benoist’s work. On the other hand, τmod-

regularity assumptions which are key for us, play no role in [Ben].

(iii) There are other notions of limit sets for actions of discrete subgroups of G on partial

flag manifolds, see [CNS] for details.

Remark 5.36. We recall that the limit set of a discrete isometry group of a rank 1 symmetric

space either consists of ď 2 points or has cardinality of continuum. Situation in the case of

symmetric spaces of rank ě 2 is different: It may happen that flag limit set i finite with more

than two points. For a specific example, let Γ Ă G be a virtually abelian discrete subgroup

which preserves a maximal flat F Ă X, and acts on F cocompactly and such that the action

Γ ñ B8F is via the Weyl group of G. Then for every face type τmod the flag limit set ΛτmodpΓq

is finite and consists of the type τmod flags in B8F . Clearly, the group Γ therefore satisfies the

assumptions of the first part of Proposition 5.34.

5.5 Antipodal subgroups

In the remainder of this paper, we will only consider weakly regular subgroups whose limit set

satisfies the following natural additional property.

Definition 5.37 (Antipodal). A subset of Flagpτmodq is antipodal if it consists of pairwise
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opposite simplices. A discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is τmod-antipodal if ΛτmodpΓq is antipodal.

It would be nice to know whether or not weak regularity implies antipodality. We currently

have no examples of τmod-regular discrete subgroup Γ Ă G which are not τmod-antipodal.

For antipodal subgroups, the attraction-repulsion dynamics on flag manifolds as given by

Proposition 5.29 implies convergence dynamics on the limit set (also without the assumption

of weak regularity). We obtain the following version of Proposition 5.34:

Proposition 5.38 (Dynamical properties of antipodal subgroups). Let Γ Ă G be a

τmod-antipodal discrete subgroup. Then the action Γ ñ ΛτmodpΓq is a convergence action.

If in addition |ΛτmodpΓq| ě 3, then the convergence action Γ ñ ΛτmodpΓq is minimal and

ΛτmodpΓq is perfect.

Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.34. Let λ` P ΛτmodpΓq, and let

pγnq be a τmod-regular sequence in Γ such that γ˘1
n Ñ λ˘ locally uniformly on Cpλ¯q with

λ´ P ΛτmodpΓq. Due to antipodality, ΛτmodpΓq XCpλ¯q “ ΛτmodpΓq ´ tλ¯u. This establishes the

convergence property.

If ΛτmodpΓq has at least three points, the minimality of the Γ-action on ΛτmodpΓq and the

perfectness of ΛτmodpΓq follow from results by Gehring-Martin and Tukia, cf. Proposition 3.8.

Remark 5.39. Under the assumptions of the proposition, let A Ă Flagpτmodq be a nonempty Γ-

invariant compact antipodal subset. Then ΛτmodpΓq Ă A, compare Proposition 5.34, and Γ ñ A

is a convergence action. The argument is the same as in the proof of the last proposition.

6 Asymptotic conditions for discrete subgroups

6.1 Conicality

6.1.1 Conical convergence

Following the notion of conical convergence at infinity for sequences in rank one symmetric

spaces, we will say that a flag converging sequence converges conically if it goes straight towards

its limit flag in a suitable sense. In the context of flag convergence it is natural to require the

sequence to stay within bounded distance not from a geodesic ray but from the Weyl cone over

the star of its limit flag.

Definition 6.1 (Conical convergence). We say that a τmod-converging sequence in X con-

verges conically to its limit flag τ P Flagpτmodq if it is contained in a certain tubular neighbor-

hood of the Weyl cone V px, stpτqq. Similarly, we say that a τmod-converging sequence pgnq in G

converges conically if an(y) orbit pgnxq in X converges conically.

In other words, the convergence of a sequence in X or G is conical with limit flag τ if and

only if the constant sequence pτq is a shadow sequence.
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We will need later the following observation.

Lemma 6.2. A flag converging sequence xn
f
ÝÑ τ converges conically if and only if it is

contained in a tubular neighborhood of a parallel set P pτ, τ̂q for some simplex τ̂ opposite to τ .

Proof. Suppose that pxnq is contained in a tubular neighborhood of P pτ, τ̂q. Then there exist

ideal points ξn P B8P pτ, τ̂q such that xn has uniformly bounded distance from the rays xξn,

where x P P pτ, τ̂q is some base point. Since B8P pτ, τ̂q is a top-dimensional subbuilding of

B8X, the points ξn are contained in chambers σn Ă B8P pτ, τ̂q. The type τmod faces of these

chambers then form a shadow sequence of pxnq. Hence there exists a shadow sequence pτnq of

pxnq consisting of simplices τn Ă B8P pτ, τ̂q. Since τ is isolated among the type τmod simplices

in B8P pτ, τ̂q, compare Lemma 2.9, the convergence τn Ñ τ implies that τn “ τ for large n.

6.1.2 Recognizing conical convergence at infinity

As it is the case for flag convergence, also the conicality of the convergence can be read off the

dynamics at infinity, namely it can be recognized from the dynamics on pairs of flags.

Suppose that the sequence pgnq inG flag converges, gn
f
ÝÑ τ . Then there exists a contraction

sequence for pg´1
n q which exhausts Cpτq, cf. Lemma 5.28. Hence the orbits pg´1

n τ̂q for all

simplices τ̂ P Cpτq are asymptotic to each other. (More generally, this remains true for all

sequences pg´1
n τ̂nq where pτ̂nq is a bounded sequence in Cpτq.) However, there is in general

no control on the asymptotics of the orbits of the other simplices τ 1 P Flagpτmodq ´ Cpτq, in

particular of the orbit pg´1
n τq.

We will now see that gn
f
ÝÑ τ conically if and only if the orbit pg´1

n τq stays away from the

orbits pg´1
n τ̂q for τ̂ P Cpτq in the sense that the sequence of pairs g´1

n pτ, τ̂q is bounded in the

space

pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq
opp
Ă Flagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodq

of pairs of opposite flags of type τmod “ θpτq.

Lemma 6.3. A set of opposite pairs A Ă pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq
opp is bounded if and only

if the corresponding family of parallel sets P pτ´, τ`q in X for pτ´, τ`q P A is bounded, i.e.

sup
pτ´,τ`qPA

dpx, P pτ´, τ`qq ă `8

for a base point x.

Proof. The forward direction can be deduced from the fact that pFlagpτmodqˆFlagpτmodqq
opp is

a homogeneous G-space. Indeed, if A is bounded, then there exists a compact subset C Ă G

and a reference pair a0 “ pτ
´
0 , τ

`
0 q such that A Ă Ca0. It follows that the parallel sets P pτ´, τ`q

for pτ´, τ`q P A intersect the compact set Cx0, where x0 is a point in P pτ´0 , τ
`
0 q.

For the converse direction we use that the set of triples pτ´, x
1, τ`q, such that τ˘ are simplices

of type τmod opposite to each other with respect to the point x1 P X, is still a homogeneous G-

space. As a consequence, every parallel set P pτ´, τ`q intersecting the ball Bpx0, Rq is of the form
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gP pτ´0 , τ
`
0 q with g such that dpx0, gx0q ď R, i.e. g belongs to a compact subset of G. It follows

that the set of these pairs pτ´, τ`q “ gpτ´0 , τ
`
0 q is bounded in pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq

opp.

Proposition 6.4 (Recognizing conical convergence at infinity). Suppose that the se-

quence pgnq in G flag converges, gn
f
ÝÑ τ . Then the following are equivalent:

(i) gn
f
ÝÑ τ conically.

(ii) For some flag τ̂ P Cpτq, the sequence of pairs g´1
n pτ, τ̂q is bounded in pFlagpτmodq ˆ

Flagpτmodqq
opp.

(ii’) For any bounded sequence pτ̂nq in Cpτq, the sequence of pairs g´1
n pτ, τ̂nq is bounded in

pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq
opp.

Proof. Let pτ̂nq be a bounded sequence in Cpτq, i.e. as a subset it is relatively compact. Then

the set of pairs pτ, τ̂nq is bounded in pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq
opp, and hence the family of

parallel sets P pτ, τ̂nq is bounded, i.e.

sup
n
dpx, P pτ, τ̂nqq ă `8

for a base point x, cf. Lemma 6.3. We have the estimate

dpx, g´1
n P pτ, τ̂nqq “ dpgnx, P pτ, τ̂nqq ď dpgnx, V px, stpτqq ` dpx, P pτ, τ̂nqq,

using that stpτq Ă B8P pτ, τ̂nq and hence dp¨, P pτ, τ̂nqq|V px,stpτqq is maximal at x.

The right hand side is bounded iff gn Ñ τ conically. The left hand side is bounded iff the

sequence of pairs g´1
n pτ, τ̂nq is bounded in pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq

opp, again by Lemma 6.3.

This shows the implication (i)ñ(ii’).

Conversely, assume the weaker condition (ii). Then the sequence pgnxq is contained in a

tubular neighborhood of P pτ, τ̂q and Lemma 6.2 implies (i).

6.1.3 Conical limit set

Conicality is a condition on the asymptotic geometry of the orbits of a discrete subgroup Γ Ă G,

namely on how limit flags can be approached by sequences in orbits Γx Ă X.

Following the definition of conicality in the rank one case, cf. section 4, a limit point ξ P

ΛpΓq Ă B8X may be called ray conical if it is the limit of a sequence of orbit points γnx which

are contained in a tubular neighborhood of some geodesic ray asymptotic to ξ. However, ray

conicality too restrictive in higher rank. It is satisfied by convex-cocompact subgroups, but

these are rare, cf. [KL06], and e.g. one can show that RCA Schottky subgroups are, in general,

not ray conical, see section 7.6 for the construction.

The following notion of conicality considered by Albuquerque [Al, Def. 5.2] is more flexible

and useful in higher rank.

Definition 6.5 (Conical limit set). Let Γ Ă G be a discrete subgroup. We call a limit

flag λ P ΛτmodpΓq conical if there exists a τmod-regular sequence pγnq in Γ such that γn
f
ÝÑ λ
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conically. The conical τmod-limit set Λcon
τmod

pΓq Ă ΛτmodpΓq is the subset of conical limit flags. We

say that Γ has conical τmod-limit set or is τmod-conical if ΛτmodpΓq “ Λcon
τmod

pΓq.

We deduce from Proposition 6.4 how one can recognize conical limit flags from the dynamics

at infinity, compare the notion of intrinsically conical point in the case of convergence actions

cf. Definition 3.4.

Lemma 6.6 (Recognizing conical limit flags). A flag τ P Flagpτmodq is a conical limit flag

if and only if there exists a τmod-regular sequence pγnq in Γ such that

(i) the maps γ´1
n |Cpτq converge locally uniformly to a constant map, γ´1

n |Cpτq Ñ τ̂´, and

(ii) the points γ´1
n τ converge, γ´1

n τ Ñ τ´, with limit τ´ opposite to τ̂´.

Proof. Let τ be a conical limit flag. Then there exists a τmod-regular sequence pγnq in Γ such that

γn
f
ÝÑ τ conically. By passing to a subsequence we can obtain further convergence properties,

namely that also the sequence pγ´1
n q flag converges (not necessarily conically), γ´1

n
f
ÝÑ τ̂´, and

that γ´1
n τ Ñ τ´. Then Proposition 5.29 yields that γ´1

n |Cpτq Ñ τ̂´ locally uniformly.

To see that the flags τ´ and τ̂´ are opposite, we use Proposition 6.4. For any flag τ̂ P Cpτq we

have the convergence of pairs γ´1
n pτ, τ̂q Ñ pτ´, τ̂´q. On the other hand, the proposition implies

that the sequence γ´1
n pτ, τ̂q is relatively compact in the space of opposite pairs pFlagpτmodq ˆ

Flagpτmodqq
opp. Hence the limit pair pτ´, τ̂´q must also lie in this space, i.e. τ´ and τ̂´ are

opposite.

Conversely, suppose that pγnq is a τmod-regular sequence in Γ satisfying (i) and (ii). Then

property (i) implies flag convergence γn
f
ÝÑ τ , compare Lemma 5.28, and we can apply Propo-

sition 6.4. It follows that γn
f
ÝÑ τ conically.

Remark 6.7. As mentioned in the proof, property (i) implies flag convergence γn
f
ÝÑ τ ,

compare Lemma 5.28, and in particular that τ is a limit flag, τ P ΛτmodpΓq.

6.1.4 Comparing extrinsic and intrinsic conicality

If Γ Ă G is a τmod-antipodal discrete subgroup, then Γ ñ ΛτmodpΓq is a convergence action,

cf. Proposition 5.38, and hence there is a notion of intrinsic conical point for this action, cf.

Definition 3.4. We show now that the intrinsic and extrinsic notions of conicality coincide for

non-elementary weakly regular antipodal subgroups:

Proposition 6.8 (Conical equivalent to intrinsically conical). Let Γ Ă G be a τmod-

antipodal τmod-regular discrete subgroup and suppose that |ΛτmodpΓq| ě 3.

Then a limit flag in ΛτmodpΓq is conical if and only if it is intrinsically conical for the

convergence action Γ ñ ΛτmodpΓq.

Proof. Suppose that the limit flag λ P ΛτmodpΓq is conical. Then it follows by restricting the

Γ-action on Flagpτmodq to the convergence action on ΛτmodpΓq and applying Lemma 6.6, that λ

is intrinsically conical.
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Conversely, suppose that λ is intrinsically conical for the convergence action Γ ñ ΛτmodpΓq.

Then there exist a sequence γn Ñ 8 in Γ and a pair of opposite limit flags in λ´, λ̂´ P ΛτmodpΓq

such that γ´1
n λÑ λ´ and γ´1

n |Λτmod pΓq´tλu
Ñ λ̂´ locally uniformly. Note that ΛτmodpΓq ´ tλu ‰

H because |ΛτmodpΓq| ě 3.

Now we consider the Γ-action on the entire flag manifold Flagpτmodq. By assumption, Γ is

τmod-regular, and hence in particular the sequence pγnq. After passing to a subsequence, we

may assume that γ˘1
n

f
ÝÑ τ˘ P Flagpτmodq, and therefore

γ˘1
n |Cpτ¯q Ñ τ˘

locally uniformly, as a consequence of Proposition 5.29. Necessarily, τ˘ P ΛτmodpΓq.

We first observe that τ` “ λ. Indeed, assume that τ` ‰ λ. Then ΛτmodpΓq ´ tλu and Cpτ`q

cover ΛτmodpΓq. Since |ΛτmodpΓq| ě 3, they also intersect and it follows that γ´1
n converges

uniformly on the entire limit set ΛτmodpΓq to a constant map, which is absurd. So, γn
f
ÝÑ λ.

Now we can apply Proposition 6.4. For every limit flag λ̂ P ΛτmodpΓq ´ tλu Ă Cpλq we have

γ´1
n pλ, λ̂q Ñ pλ´, λ̂´q. Such limit flags λ̂ ‰ λ exist, and implication (ii)ñ(i) of the proposition

yields that γn
f
ÝÑ λ conically, i.e. λ is conical.

6.1.5 Expansion at conical limit flags

If a weakly regular sequence pgnq in G flag converges, gn
f
ÝÑ τ P Flagpτmodq, then its sequence

pg´1
n q of inverses admits an expansion sequence pV ´n q in Flagpτmodq with V ´n Ñ τ , see Propo-

sition 5.14(ii). We will show now that, if the convergence is conical, then there is a stronger

form of expansion at τ for the dynamics of pg´1
n q on Flagpτmodq.

Generalizing the definition of expansion point for a group action, cf. Definition 3.1, from

groups to sequences, we say that the sequence pg´1
n q in G is expanding on Flagpτmodq at τ if

lim
nÑ`8

εpg´1
n , τq “ `8

with respect to an auxiliary Riemannian metric on Flagpτmodq. This implies in particular that

for large n the map g´1
n is uniformly expanding on some neighborhood Vn of τ in Flagpτmodq

with expansion factor cn Ñ `8.

Lemma 6.9. If a τmod-regular sequence pgnq in G flag converges conically, gn
f
ÝÑ τ P Flagpτmodq,

then the sequence pg´1
n q is expanding at τ .

Proof. By assumption, the orbit sequence pgnxq for a point x P X is contained in a tubular

neighborhood of the Weyl cone V px, stpτqq and, due to τmod-regularity, we have that

lim
nÑ`8

dpgnx, BV px, stpτqqq “ `8.

Corollary 2.55 implies that the infinitesimal expansion of g´1
n at τ becomes arbitrarily strong,

lim
nÑ`8

εpg´1
n , τq “ `8
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(with respect to the auxiliary Riemannian metric on Flagpτmodq). Thus for sufficiently large n,

the map g´1
n is uniformly expanding with arbitrarily large expansion factor on some neighbor-

hood of τ .

Applied to group actions, the lemma yields:

Proposition 6.10 (Expansion at conical limit flags). Let Γ Ă G be a discrete subgroup.

If the limit flag λ P ΛτmodpΓq is conical, then the action Γ ñ Flagpτmodq is expanding at λ. In

particular, if Γ has conical flag limit set ΛτmodpΓq, then the action Γ ñ Flagpτmodq is expanding

at ΛτmodpΓq.

6.2 Equivalence of certain asymptotic conditions

In section 4, we discussed discrete groups of isometries on symmetric spaces of rank one and

formulated a number of conditions (C2-C10) which are equivalent to convex cocompactness.

We will now generalize some of these conditions to weakly regular discrete groups in arbitrary

rank and show that they remain equivalent to each other.

The first condition generalizes the conical limit set property (C2) in rank one:

Definition 6.11 (RCA). We call a discrete subgroup of G τmod-RCA if it is τmod-regular,

τmod-conical and τmod-antipodal. We call it weakly RCA if it is τmod-RCA for some τmod, and

RCA if it is σmod-RCA.

In this section we prove that weakly RCA groups are word hyperbolic and that their τmod-

limit set is equivariantly homeomorphic to their Gromov boundary. We will also prove a con-

verse of this result and establish a similar equivalence of between weak RCA and an expansion

property (subject to τmod-regularity and antipodality conditions).

The second condition generalizes condition C6 in rank one, requesting that the subgroup is

intrinsically word hyperbolic and its limit set is an equivariantly embedded copy of its Gromov

boundary as a word hyperbolic group:

Definition 6.12 (Asymptotically embedded). We call an τmod-antipodal τmod-regular dis-

crete subgroup Γ Ă G τmod-asymptotically embedded if Γ is word hyperbolic and there exists a

Γ-equivariant homeomorphism

α : B8Γ
–
Ñ ΛτmodpΓq Ă Flagpτmodq (6.13)

of its Gromov boundary onto its τmod-limit set.

Note that in view of the minimality of the action on the flag limit set, cf. Proposition 5.38,

it suffices to assume that α is an equivariant embedding into ΛτmodpΓq.

The terminology “asymptotically embedded” is justified by the next observation which can

be understood as saying that for asymptotically embedded subgroups the orbit maps Γ Ñ Γx Ă

X continuously extend to maps Γ̄ Ñ X Y Flagpτmodq from the visual compactification of the

group to the bordification of X:
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Lemma 6.14 (Continuity at infinity). Suppose that Γ Ă G is τmod-asymptotically embedded

and |ΛτmodpΓq| ě 3. Then a sequence γn Ñ 8 in Γ converges to ζ P B8Γ if and only if, as a

sequence in G, it flag converges to αpζq P ΛτmodpΓq.

Note that the assertion may fail when Γ is elementary (as a hyperbolic group), for instance

when Γ is cyclic and hence acts trivially on its ideal boundary B8Γ which consists of two points.

Proof. We use the characterization of flag convergence in terms of the dynamics at infinity and

the analogous fact for hyperbolic groups.

Suppose that the assertion is wrong. Then there exists a sequence γn Ñ 8 in Γ such that

γn Ñ ζ in Γ̄ and γn
f
ÝÑ λ P ΛτmodpΓq in G, but λ ‰ αpζq. According to Lemma 5.28, this means

that pγ´1
n q admits contraction sequences pUnq on Flagpτmodq opposite to λ, Un Ă Cpλq, and pU 1nq

on B8Γ opposite to ζ, U 1n Ă B8Γ ´ tζu. Due to antipodality, pα´1pUnqq is another contraction

sequence on B8Γ, but opposite to α´1pλq ‰ ζ. It follows that for large n the subsets U 1n and

α´1pUnq cover B8Γ and, since |B8Γ| “ |ΛτmodpΓq| ě 3, intersect. This implies that γ´1
n pB8Γq

shrinks to a point, a contradiction.

Our third condition extends the expansion at the limit set property (C10) to higher rank:

Definition 6.15 (Expanding at infinity). We call a τmod-antipodal τmod-regular discrete

subgroup Γ Ă G τmod-expanding at infinity if the action Γ ñ Flagpτmodq is expanding at

ΛτmodpΓq (with respect to a Riemannian background metric).

We note that it is plausible that in the three definitions above the antipodality assumption

is implied by regularity and hence redundant.

Theorem 6.16 (Equivalence of asymptotic conditions). Suppose that Γ Ă G is a τmod-

antipodal τmod-regular discrete subgroup such that |ΛτmodpΓq| ě 3. Then the following are equiv-

alent:

(i) Γ is τmod-RCA.

(ii) Γ is τmod-asymptotically embedded.

(iii) Γ is τmod-expanding at infinity.

Proof. Due to the equivalence of the intrinsic and extrinsic notions of conicality, see Proposi-

tion 6.8, property (i) is equivalent to ΛτmodpΓq being intrinsically conical for the convergence

action Γ ñ ΛτmodpΓq.

Suppose that ΛτmodpΓq is intrinsically conical. According to Proposition 5.38, ΛτmodpΓq is

perfect. Therefore, we can apply Bowditch’s Theorems 3.5 and 3.3. (ΛτmodpΓq is metrizable

as a subset of the manifold Flagpτmodq.) Theorem 3.5 implies that the convergence action

Γ ñ ΛτmodpΓq is uniform, and Theorem 3.3 implies property (ii). The converse implication

holds because the action of a word hyperbolic group on its Gromov boundary is intrinsically

conical. Hence (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

The equivalence with (iii) can be seen as follows. The (extrinsic) conicality of ΛτmodpΓq
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implies that the action Γ ñ Flagpτmodq is expanding at ΛτmodpΓq, see Lemma 6.9. Vice versa, if

the action Γ ñ ΛτmodpΓq is expanding, then ΛτmodpΓq is intrinsically conical by Lemma 3.7.

Corollary 6.17. If Γ Ă G is τmod-RCA or τmod-expanding at infinity, then it is word hyperbolic.

6.3 Boundary embeddings

The asymptotic embedding property requires an equivariant embedding from the Gromov

boundary to the τmod-limit set of an intrinsically word hyperbolic τmod-regular discrete sub-

group. In this section we consider a weakening of this property.

Definition 6.18 (Boundary embedded). Let Γ be a non-elementary (i.e. not virtually

cyclic) word hyperbolic group. We say that an isometric action ρ : Γ ñ X is τmod-boundary

embedded if there exists a Γ-equivariant continuous embedding

β : B8Γ Ñ Flagpτmodq. (6.19)

which maps different boundary points to opposite flags.

Note that such actions are necessarily properly discontinuous, because Γ acts on βpB8Γq as

a discrete convergence group. Henceforth, we identify Γ with its image in G.

Note moreover, that we do not a priori assume that the subgroup Γ Ă G is τmod-regular.

Even if it is τmod-regular, boundary embeddedness is a priori weaker than asymptotic em-

beddedness, because it does not assume that βpB8Γq Ď ΛτmodpΓq or that Γ is τmod-antipodal.

Nevertheless, in the case τmod “ σmod we will show that being boundary embedded and regular

implies the stronger asymptotic embeddedness property, see Proposition 6.24 below. Further-

more, one can show the same implication for arbitrary τmod and Zariski dense subgroups (cf.

[GW]), but we will not prove this in our paper.

Note also that for τmod-asymptotically embedded groups there are in general other equivari-

ant embeddings B8Γ Ñ Flagpτmodq besides the one onto the τmod-limit set, even if τmod “ σmod:

Example 6.20 (Nonuniqueness of boundary maps). One can construct totally geodesic

embeddings Y ãÑ X of symmetric spaces, e.g. of equal rank ě 2, such that for the induced

boundary map at infinity B8Y ãÑ B8X Weyl chambers of Y break up into several Weyl cham-

bers of X. Then there are several induced embeddings BFY ãÑ BFX of Fürstenberg boundaries.

As a consequence, for suitable hyperbolic groups Γ acting on Y one obtains several equivariant

embeddings B8Γ ãÑ BFX.

For instance, consider the embedding of Weyl groups WA1˝A1 Ă WB2 and the corresponding

refinement of Coxeter complexes where an A1 ˝A1-Weyl arc of length π
2

breaks up into two B2-

Weyl arcs of length π
4
. Let Y ãÑ X be an isometric embedding of symmetric spaces inducing

this embedding of Weyl groups, and H Ă G a corresponding embedding of semisimple Lie

groups, for instance, SOp2, 1q ˆ SOp2, 1q Ă SOp4, 2q. The symmetric space Y is reducible and

decomposes as a product of rank one spaces, Y – Y1 ˆ Y2. Accordingly, its Tits boundary

decomposes as a spherical join, BT itsY – BT itsY1 ˝ BT itsY2. The Weyl chambers of Y are arcs
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ξ1 ˝ ξ2 of length π
2

with endpoints ξi P B8Yi. The embedding B8Y ãÑ B8X of visual boundaries

sends the Weyl chamber ξ1˝ξ2 to an arc denoted by ξ1ξ2. With respect to the spherical building

structure on B8X it decomposes as the union of two Weyl chambers ξiµ of length π
4
, where

µ is the midpoint of ξ1ξ2. We see that there are two H-equivariant continuous embeddings of

Fürstenberg boundaries ιi : BFY ãÑ BFX obtained by assigning to each Weyl chamber ξ1 ˝ ξ2

of Y its half ξiµ of type i. The embeddings send opposite chambers to opposite chambers. It

is easy to construct regular Schottky subgroups Γ Ă H which remain regular in G, and by

composing the embeddings B8Γ Ñ BFY with ιi, one obtains two Γ-equivariant embeddings

B8Γ Ñ BFX mapping distinct boundary points to opposite chambers.

6.4 Coarse extrinsic geometry

In this section we study the coarse geometry of discrete subgroups Γ Ă G satisfying one of

the asymptotic conditions introduced above, i.e. one of the three equivalent conditions “RCA”,

“asymptotically embedded” and “expanding at infinity” or the weaker condition “boundary

embedded”. Note that such subgroups are intrinsically word hyperbolic and hence finitely

generated, see Corollary 6.17 and Definition 6.18. We will show that RCA subgroups are

undistorted, i.e. that the orbit maps Γ Ñ Γx Ă X are quasi-isometric embeddings. Equiva-

lently, they send uniform quasigeodesics in Γ to uniform quasigeodesics in X. We will in fact

prove a stronger form of undistortion, namely that the images of quasigeodesics in Γ under the

orbit maps satisfy a generalized version of the Morse Lemma (for quasigeodesics in negatively

curved spaces): the images of quasirays stay close to Weyl cones. This is indeed a strong further

restriction because in higher rank quasigeodesics are quite flexible.

6.4.1 Boundary embedded groups

In this section we consider boundary embedded groups; this is a weakening of the asymptotic

embeddedness which will be, however, sufficient for establishing some some preliminary control

on the images of quasigeodesics in Γ under the orbit maps, namely that they are uniformly

close to parallel sets.

Let Γ Ă G be a τmod-boundary embedded discrete subgroup. The boundary map β : B8Γ Ñ

Flagpτmodq induces a map pβ, βq of pairs of boundary points. By assumption, pβ, βq maps pairs

of distinct boundary points into the open dense G-orbit

pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq
opp
Ă Flagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodq

consisting of the pairs of opposite flags, and we obtain a continuous Γ-equivariant embedding

pB8Γˆ B8Γq ´Diag
pβ,βq
ÝÝÝÑ pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq

opp.

Here and in what follows, Diag denotes the diagonal in the product.

Lemma 6.21. An pL,Aq-quasigeodesic q : ZÑ Γ with ideal endpoints ζ˘ P B8Γ is mapped by

the orbit map Γ Ñ Γx Ă X into a tubular neighborhood of uniform radius r “ rpΓ, L, A, xq of

the parallel set P pβpζ´q, βpζ`qq.
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Proof. We consider the map from the space of pL,Aq-quasigeodesics q : ZÑ Γ to the space

pFlagpτmodq ˆ Flagpτmodqq
opp
ˆX,

assigning to q the pair consisting of the (directed) parallel set P pβpqp´8qq, βpqp`8qqq and

the orbit point qp0qx. This map is Γ-equivariant and continuous, where the space of pL,Aq-

quasigeodesics is equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. (The continuity of

the assignment q ÞÑ pqp´8q, qp`8qq uses the Morse Lemma in the hyperbolic group Γ.) By

composing this map with the distance between qp0qx and the parallel set, we obtain a Γ-

periodic continuous function on the space of pL,Aq-quasigeodesics. Since Γ acts cocompactly

on this space (by Arzela-Ascoli), this function is bounded. The assertion follows by shifting the

parametrization of q.

6.4.2 The regular case

We restrict now to the case τmod “ σmod, i.e. we assume that the subgroup Γ is σmod-boundary

embedded. In particular, it is then regular. Our proofs, while less general, will be more

straightforward and motivate the more difficult arguments for general τmod and asymptotically

embedded subgroups in section 6.4.3 below.

According to Lemma 6.21, the images of quasigeodesics in Γ under the orbit maps are now

uniformly close to maximal flats; a quasigeodesics asymptotic to a pair of ideal points ζ˘ P B8Γ

is mapped into a tubular neighborhood of the maximal flat F pβpζ´q, βpζ`qq asymptotic to the

pair of opposite chambers βpζ´q and βpζ`q. The next result restricts the position of the image

along the maximal flat. Namely, the images of quasirays are uniformly close to euclidean Weyl

chambers and move towards limit chambers at infinity:

Lemma 6.22. There exists a Γ-equivariant embedding β1 : B8Γ Ñ ΛσmodpΓq Ă BFX sending

distinct ideal points to antipodal chambers, such that for every pL,Aq-quasigeodesic q : Z Ñ Γ

with ideal endpoints ζ˘ we have

(i) β1pζ˘q Ă B8F pβpζ´q, βpζ`qq.

(ii) qpm ˘ nqx is contained in a tubular neighborhood of uniform radius r1 “ r1pΓ, L, A, xq

of the euclidean Weyl chamber V pqpmqx, β1pζ˘qq for m,n P N.

Proof. Let q : ZÑ Γ be an pL,Aq-quasigeodesic. By Lemma 6.21, qpm˘nqx is contained in the

rpΓ, L, A, xq-neighborhood of the maximal flat F pβpζ´q, βpζ`qq and hence (by the triangle in-

equality) in the 2rpΓ, L, A, xq-neighborhood of the euclidean Weyl chamber V pqpmqx, σpm,˘nqq

for some chamber σpm,˘nq Ă B8F pβpζ´q, βpζ`qq.

The regularity of Γ implies that for every D ą 0 we have

dpd∆px, γxq, B∆q ě D (6.23)

for all γ P Γ with dΓpγ, eq ě R “ RpΓ, dΓ, x,Dq. Here dΓ denotes a word metric on Γ.

It follows that σpm,˘nq stabilizes as n Ñ `8 independently of m, i.e. σpm,˘nq “

σpm,˘8q for n ě npΓ, L, A, xq. In particular, we have chamber convergence qpm ˘ nqx
f
ÝÑ
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σpm,˘8q. Since any two asymptotic quasirays in Γ have finite Hausdorff distance from each

other, the chamber limit σpm,˘8q depends only on ζ˘. Putting β1pζ˘q “ σpm,˘8q, we thus

obtain a well-defined map β1 : B8Γ Ñ ΛσmodpΓq Ă BFX satisfying properties (i) and (ii).

The equivariance of β1 is clear from the construction. To verify its continuity, we argue

by contradiction. Suppose that ζk Ñ ζ in B8Γ, but β1pζkq Ñ σ ‰ β1pζq in BFX. Since Γ is

a word hyperbolic group, there exist uniform quasigeodesics qk : Z Ñ Γ with qkp0q “ 1Γ and

qkp`8q “ ζk. After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that they converge (pointwise)

to a quasigeodesic q : Z Ñ Γ with qp0q “ 1Γ and qp`8q “ ζ. Then there exists a sequence of

natural numbers nk Ñ `8 such that the points qkpnkq are contained in a tubular neighborhood

of the quasiray qpNq, i.e. qkpnkq Ñ ζ conically. Using property (ii), it follows that both the

sequence of chambers pβ1pζkqq and the constant sequence pβ1pζqq are shadow sequences in BFX

for the sequence pqkpnkqxq of points in X. The asymptotic uniqueness of shadows (Lemma 5.15)

implies that β1pζkq Ñ β1pζq, contradicting our assumption. We conclude that β1 is continuous.

It remains to verify that β1 is antipodal. If ζ˘ P B8Γ are distinct ideal points, then there

exists a quasigeodesic q asymptotic to them, qp˘8q “ ζ˘. For the nearest point projection q̄

of qx to F pβpζ´q, βpζ`qq we have for large n that q̄p˘nq P V pq̄p¯nq, β1pζ˘qq and the segment

q̄p´nqq̄pnq is regular. This implies that the chambers β1pζ˘q are opposite to each other.

Using the information on quasirays, we can now show that the image of the modified bound-

ary map β1 fills out the chamber limit set. We conclude that the weaker asymptotic condition

of boundary embeddedness already implies the stronger ones in the regular case:

Proposition 6.24 (Boundary embedded regular implies asymptotically embedded).

Every σmod-boundary embedded discrete subgroup Γ Ă G is σmod-asymptotically embedded.

Proof. Lemma 6.22 yields that β1pB8Γq Ď ΛσmodpΓq. It suffices to prove that ΛσmodpΓq “

β1pB8Γq.

The argument is similar to the proof of the continuity of β1 in Lemma 6.22. Let σ P ΛσmodpΓq

and let pγnq be a sequence in Γ chamber-converging to σ, γn
f
ÝÑ σ. Since Γ is word hyperbolic,

there exists a sequence of uniform quasigeodesics qn : Z Ñ Γ such that qnp0q “ 1Γ and

γn P qnpNq. Let ζn P B8Γ denote their forward ideal endpoints. According to Lemma 6.22, the

distance from γnx to the euclidean Weyl chamber V px, β1pζnqq is uniformly bounded. Hence

pβ1pζnqq is a shadow of pγnxq in BFX, and Lemma 5.15 implies that β1pζnq Ñ σ. Thus σ P

β1pB8Γq.

Remark 6.25. (i) Since both embeddings β and β1 are continuous and Γ-equivariant, the

relative position (see [KLP]) pospβ1, βq : B8Γ Ñ W is continuous (locally constant) and Γ-

periodic. For nonelementary hyperbolic groups Γ this map must be constant, because the

action of a nonelementary word hyperbolic group on its Gromov boundary is minimal.

(ii) One can show that if Γ is Zariski dense in G then β “ β1, cf. [GW].

(iii) On the other hand, in general, β and β1 can be different as Example 6.20 shows.

We take up again the discussion of the coarse geometry of the orbit map. Elaborating on
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part (ii) of Lemma 6.22, we will see next that the images of quasirays, since they must stay

close to euclidean Weyl chambers, they are forced to move out to infinity at a linear rate.

Definition 6.26 (Θ-regular quasigeodesic). Let Θ Ă σmod be a compact subset. A discrete

quasigeodesic p : I X Z Ñ X is ps,Θq-regular if for every m,n P I X Z with |m ´ n| ě s the

segment ppmqppnq is Θ-regular.

Lemma 6.27. For every pL,Aq-quasigeodesic q : ZÑ Γ, its image qx in X is an ps,Θq-regular

discrete quasigeodesic with s, a compact subset Θ Ă intpσmodq and quasi-isometry constants

depending on Γ, L, A, x.

Proof. Since Γ is a discrete subgroup of G, the distance between orbit points can be bounded

from below in terms of the word metric, i.e. there is an estimate of the form

dpγx, γ1xq ě fxpdΓpγ, γ
1
qq

with fxptq Ñ `8 as t Ñ `8. As a consequence, for ρ ą 0 we have dpqpmqx, qpm ` nqxq ě ρ

for n ě npfx, L, A, ρq.

As before, let ζ˘ P B8Γ denote the ideal endpoints of q. We consider the nearest point

projection q̄ of qx to F pβpζ´q, βpζ`qq. Choosing ρ " rpΓ, L, A, xq, r1pΓ, L, A, xq and invoking

again the regularity of Γ, cf. (6.23), we obtain as in the end of the proof of Lemma 6.22 that

q̄pm˘ nq P V pq̄pmq, β1pζ˘qq (6.28)

for n ě n1pΓ, L, A, xq. It follows that along the coarsening q̄|n1Z of q̄, the ∆-distances between

its points are additive in the sense that

d∆pq̄pm1q, q̄pm2qq ` d∆pq̄pm2q, q̄pm3qq “ d∆pq̄pm1q, q̄pm3qq (6.29)

if m3´m2,m2´m1 ě n1. In particular, q̄ and hence qx is a Θ-regular uniform quasigeodesic.

We summarize the properties of asymptotically embedded subgroups Γ established in the

previous two lemmas:

(i) For some (every) x P X there exists a constant r such that for every discrete geodesic ray

q : N Ñ Γ, the points qpnqx belong to the r-neighborhood of the Weyl cone V pqp0qpxq, stpτqq

for some τ P Flagpτmodq depending on q.

(ii) For all sequences γn Ñ 8 in Γ, all subsequential limits of the quantities

1

|γn|
d∆px, γnxq

are in the interior of the cone V p0, stpτmodqq, where |γn| denotes the word length of γn P Γ.

As a consequence of Lemmata 6.22, 6.27, we obtain:

Theorem 6.30 (Coarse geometric properties of boundary embedded regular sub-

groups). Let Γ Ă G be a σmod-boundary embedded discrete subgroup. Then Γ is σmod-asymp-

totically embedded, uniformly regular and the orbit maps Γ Ñ Γx Ă X are quasi-isometric

embeddings.
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Proof. Since Γ is word hyperbolic, through any two elements γ, γ1 P Γ there exists a complete

quasigeodesic q : ZÑ Γ with uniform quasi-isometry constants L,A. The assertion then follows

from Lemma 6.27.

6.4.3 Asymptotically embedded groups

In this section we prove a version of the results of the previous section for τmod-regular subgroups,

under the stronger assumption of asymptotic embeddedness.

Let Γ Ă G be τmod-asymptotically embedded, and let α : B8Γ Ñ ΛτmodpΓq be the equivariant

homeomorphism. Lemma 6.21 holds for α. We will now obtain more specific information on the

position of the image qx of the quasigeodesic q under the orbit map, generalizing Lemma 6.22(ii).

Lemma 6.31. For every pL,Aq-quasigeodesic q : Z Ñ Γ with ideal endpoints ζ˘, the point

qpm ˘ nqx is contained in a tubular neighborhood of uniform radius r2 “ r2pΓ, L, A, xq of the

Weyl cone V pqpmqx, stpαpζ˘qqq for m,n P N.

Proof. Due to the continuity at infinity of orbit maps (Lemma 6.14) we have that qpnq
f
ÝÑ τ`

as nÑ `8, where we abbreviate τ˘ “ αpζ˘q.

According to Lemma 6.21, qx is contained in a uniform tubular neighborhood of the parallel

set P pτ´, τ`q. Therefore, the τmod-regular sequence pqpnqq in Γ has a shadow sequence pσnq in

BFX consisting of chambers σn Ă B8P pτ´, τ`q. Taking their type τmod faces, one obtains a

shadow sequence pτnq in Flagpτmodq consisting of simplices τn Ă B8P pτ´, τ`q. More precisely,

qpnqx has uniformly bounded distance from V pqp0qx, σnq Ă V pqp0qx, stpτnqq. The asymptotic

uniqueness of shadows (Lemma 5.15) implies that τn Ñ τ`.

We use now that τ` is isolated among the type τmod simplices occurring in B8P pτ´, τ`q, see

Lemma 2.9(i). It follows that τn “ τ` for sufficiently large n. This means that the sequence

pqpnqxq enters a uniform tubular neighborhood of the Weyl cone V pqp0qx, stpτ`qq.

It remains to show that the entry time is uniform. We will do this by backtracking, based

on the fact that V pqp0qx, ostpτ`qq is an open subset of P pτ´, τ`q. The latter follows from the

fact that ostpτ`q is an open subset of B8P pτ´, τ`q with respect to the visual topology, see

Lemma 2.9(ii).

Let p̄n denote the nearest point projection of qpnqx to the parallel set P pτ´, τ`q. Since Γ

is τmod-regular, the segment p̄0p̄n is τmod-regular for n ě npΓ, L, A, xq. More precisely, given

D ą 0, the distance of p̄n from BV pp̄0, stpτnqq “ V pp̄0, B stpτnqq is at least D provided that

n ě n0pDq, with n0pDq independent of q. We choose D sufficiently large depending on L,A, x

and r (the constant r from Lemma 6.21) so that D ąą r and dpp̄n, p̄n`1q ă D for all n and q.

Hence the sequence p̄n cannot enter the cone V pp̄0, stpτ`qq after time n0pDq, i.e. if p̄n`1 belongs

to the cone for n ě n0pDq, then p̄n itself belongs to the cone. Therefore p̄n P V pp̄0, stpτ`qq for

n ě n0pDq.

The assertion follows by suitably enlarging the uniform radius of the tubular neighborhood,

e.g. by n0pDq ¨D.
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The following is an analogue of Lemma 6.27.

Lemma 6.32. For every pL,Aq-quasigeodesic q : ZÑ Γ, its image qx in X is an ps,Θq-regular

discrete quasigeodesic with s, a compact subset Θ Ă ostpτmodq and the quasi-isometry constants

depending on Γ, L, A, x.

Proof. We continue the argument in the previous proof, keeping the notation.

There exists a compact Weyl convex subset Θ Ă ostpτmodq depending on Γ, L, A, x such that

the segments p̄0p̄n0 are Θ-regular for all q. This is because there are only finitely many elements

qp0q´1qpn0q P Γ. Moreover, there is a lower bound dpp̄0, p̄n0q ě d0 “ d0pΓ, L, A, xq ą 0.

We consider the nearest point projection V pp̄0, stpτ`qq Ñ V pp̄0, τ`q, which can be re-

garded as the restriction of the projection from P pτ´, τ`q to its Euclidean de Rham factor.

Let ¯̄pn P V pp̄0, τ`q denote the projection of p̄n. Since p̄m`n0 P V pp̄m, stpτ`qq, it follows that
¯̄pm`n0 P V p ¯̄pm, τ`q. Since Θ Ă intpBpξ, π

2
qq for any ξ P intpτmodq (see Lemma 2.8), we have

that dp ¯̄pm, ¯̄pm`n0q ě cpΘqdpp̄m, p̄m`n0q with a constant cpΘq ą 0. Inductively, we obtain that

dp ¯̄pm, ¯̄pm`kn0q ě kcpτmodqcpΘqd0 for k P N and some constant cpτmodq ą 0, compare the proof of

Lemma 6.27. This establishes that qx is a uniform quasigeodesic.

The inclusion p̄m`n0 P V pp̄m, stpτ`qq and the Θ-regularity of p̄mp̄m`n0 imply that p̄m`n0 P

V pp̄m, stΘpτ`qq. Induction and the convexity of Θ-cones (Proposition 2.14) yield p̄m`kn0 P

V pp̄m, stΘpτ`qq for all 0 ă k P N. After slightly enlarging Θ and choosing s sufficiently large

(both depending on Γ, L, A, x) we obtain that qx is ps,Θq-regular.

As a consequence we obtain, analogously to Theorem 6.30:

Theorem 6.33 (Coarse geometric properties of asymptotically embedded subgroups).

Let Γ Ă G be a τmod-asymptotically embedded discrete subgroup with boundary embedding α.

Suppose furthermore that Γ is non-elementary as a word hyperbolic group, |B8Γ| ě 3. Then:

(i) Γ is uniformly τmod-regular.

(ii) The orbit maps Γ Ñ Γx Ă X are quasi-isometric embeddings.

(iii) The action Γ ñ X is strongly conical in the following sense: For every ζ P B8Γ

and quasiray q : N Ñ Γ asymptotic to ζ, the image quasiray qx lies in a uniform tubular

neighborhood of the Weyl cone V pqp0qx, stpαpζqqq.

The following example shows that being undistorted without further restrictions is a very

weak concept in higher rank, unlike in rank one.

Example 6.34 (Infinitely presented undistorted subgroups). Consider the group F2ˆF2

where F2 is the free group of rank 2. Let φ : F2 Ñ Z be the homomorphism which sends both

free generators of F2 to the generator of Z. Let ΓŸ F2 ˆ F2 denote the normal subgroup

Γ “ tph1, h2q : φph1q “ φph2qu.

Then Γ is finitely generated but Γ is not finitely presentable (see [BR]). We claim that the

subgroup Γ is undistorted in F2 ˆ F2. Indeed, let w be a path in the Cayley graph of F2 ˆ F2
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connecting the unit element e to an element γ P Γ. We will equip Z with the presentation

which is the quotient of the standard presentation of F2ˆF2. Then φpwq is a loop in Z, which,

therefore, bounds a van Kampen diagram D in the Cayley complex of Z. Since Z has a linear

Dehn function, the diagram D has combinatorial area at most C`pwq, where `pwq is the length

of w (which is the same as the length of φpwq). Lifting D to the Cayley complex of F2 ˆ F2

results in a van Kampen diagram D̃ bounding a bigon one of whose sides is w and the other is

a path u in the Cayley graph of Γ. Since D̃ has combinatorial area at most a constant times

the combinatorial area of D, we conclude that

`puq ď C 1`pwq.

Thus, Γ is indeed undistorted in F2 ˆ F2.

Realizing F2 as a convex cocompact subgroup of IsompH2q, we obtain a discrete quasi-

isometric embedding F2 ˆ F2 Ñ IsompXq, X “ H2 ˆ H2. Then the subgroup Γ Ă IsompXq is

undistorted and not finitely presentable. On the other hand, since Γ is not finitely presented,

there is no coarse Lipschitz retraction X Ñ Γx.

Note that the group Γ in this example is not weakly regular.

Theorem 6.33, in particular part 3, can be regarded as a higher rank version of the Morse

Lemma for quasigeodesics in hyperbolic spaces. We will study in section 7 quasigeodesics with

such a Morse property and Morse actions, whose orbit maps send uniform quasigeodesics to

Morse quasigeodesics. We will show that the class of Morse actions coincides with the class

of actions having the strong asymptotic properties discussed in this section (weakly RCA,

asymptotically embedded and expanding at infinity).

6.5 The Anosov condition

6.5.1 Anosov representations

A notion of Anosov representations of surface groups into PSLpn,Rq was introduced by Labourie

in [La06], and generalized to a notion of pP`, P´q-Anosov representations Γ Ñ G of word hy-

perbolic groups into semisimple Lie groups by Guichard and Wienhard in [GW]. The goal of

this section is to review this definition of Anosov representations Γ Ñ G using the language

of expanding and contracting flows and then present a closely related and equivalent definition

which avoids the language of flows.

Let Γ be a non-elementary (i.e. not virtually cyclic) word hyperbolic group with a fixed word

metric dΓ and Cayley graph CΓ. Consider a geodesic flow pΓ of Γ; such a flow was originally

constructed by Gromov [G] and then improved by Champetier [C] and Mineyev [Min], resulting

in definitions with different properties. We note that the exponential convergence of asymptotic

geodesic rays will not be used in our discussion; as we will see, it is also irrelevant whether the

trajectories of the geodesic flow are geodesics or uniform quasigeodesics in pΓ. In particular, it

will be irrelevant for us which definition of pΓ is used. Only the following properties of pΓ will be

used in the sequel:
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1. pΓ is a proper metric space.

2. There exists a properly discontinuous isometric action Γ ñ pΓ.

3. There exists a Γ-equivariant quasi-isometry π : pΓ Ñ Γ; in particular, the fibers of π are

relatively compact.

4. There exists a continuous action R ñ pΓ, denoted φt and called the geodesic flow, whose

trajectories are uniform quasigeodesics in pΓ, i.e. for each m̂ P pΓ the flow line

tÑ m̂t :“ φtpm̂q

is a uniform quasi-isometric embedding RÑ pΓ.

5. The flow φt commutes with the action of Γ.

6. Each m̂ P Γ̂ defines a uniform quasigeodesic m : t ÞÑ mt in Γ by the formula:

mt “ πpm̂tq

The natural map

e “ pe´, e`q : Γ̂ Ñ B8Γˆ B8Γ´Diag

assigning to m̂ the pair of ideal endpoints pm´8,m`8q of m is continuous and surjective. In

particular, every uniform quasigeodesic in Γ̂ is uniformly Hausdorff close to a flow line.

The reader can think of the elements of pΓ as parameterized geodesics in CΓ, so that φt acts

on geodesics via reparameterization. This was Gromov’s original viewpoint, although not the

one in [Min].

We say that m̂ P pΓ is normalized if πpm̂q “ 1 P Γ. Similarly, maps q : ZÑ Γ, and q : NÑ Γ

will be called normalized if qp0q “ 1. It is clear that every m̂ P pΓ can be sent to a normalized

element of pΓ via the action of m´1
0 P Γ.

Since trajectories of φt are uniform quasigeodesics, for each normalized m̂ P pΓ we have

dΓp1,mtq « t (6.35)

in the sense that

C´1
1 t´ C2 ď dΓp1,mtq ď C1t` C2

for some positive constants C1, C2.

Let F˘ “ Flagpτ˘modq be a pair of opposite partial flag manifolds associated to the Lie group

G, i.e. they are quotient manifolds of the form F˘ “ G{P˘, where P˘ are opposite (up to

conjugation) parabolic subgroups. The conjugacy classes of P˘ correspond to faces τ˘mod of

the model spherical Weyl chamber σmod related by ιpτ˘modq “ τ¯mod. As usual, we will regard

elements of F˘ as simplices of type τ˘mod in the Tits boundary of X.

Define the trivial bundles

E˘ “ pΓˆ F˘ Ñ pΓ.

For every representation ρ : Γ Ñ G, the group Γ acts on both bundles via its natural action

on pΓ and via the representation ρ on F˘. Put a Γ-invariant background Riemannian metric
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on the fibers of theses bundles, which varies continuously with respect to m̂ P pΓ. We will use

the notation F˘m̂ for the fiber above the point m̂ equipped with this Riemannian metric. Since

the subspace of pΓ consisting of normalized elements is compact, it follows that for normalized

m̂, m̂1 the identity map

F˘m̂ Ñ F˘m̂1

is uniformly bilipschitz (with bilipschitz constant independent of m̂, m̂1). We will identify Γ-

equivariant (continuous) sections of the bundles E˘ with equivariant maps s˘ : pΓ Ñ F˘. These

sections are said to be parallel along flow lines if

s˘pm̂q “ s˘pm̂tq

for all t P R and m̂ P pΓ.

Definition 6.36. Parallel sections s˘ are called strongly parallel along flow lines if for any two

flow lines m̂, m̂1 with the same ideal endpoints, we have s˘pm̂q “ s˘pm̂
1q.

Note that this property is automatic for the geodesic flows constructed by Champetier and

Mineyev since (for their flows) any two flow lines which are at finite distance from each other

are actually equal. Strongly parallel sections define Γ-equivariant boundary maps

β˘ : B8Γ Ñ F˘

from the Gromov boundary B8Γ of the word hyperbolic group Γ by:

β˘ ˝ e˘ “ s˘ (6.37)

Lemma 6.38. β˘ is continuous.

Proof. Let pξn´, ξ
n
`q Ñ pξ´, ξ`q be a converging sequence in B8Γ ˆ B8Γ ´ Diag. There exists a

bounded sequence pm̂nq in Γ̂ so that e˘pm̂
nq “ ξn˘. It subconverges, m̂n Ñ m̂. The continuity

of s˘ implies that β˘pξ
n
˘q “ s˘pm̂

nq Ñ s˘pm̂q “ β˘pξ˘q. This shows that no subsequence of

pβ˘pξ
n
˘qq can have a limit ‰ β˘pξ˘q, and the assertion follows because F˘ is compact.

Conversely, equivariant continuous maps β˘ define Γ-equivariant sections strongly parallel

along flow lines just by (6.37).

Consider the canonical “identity” maps

Φm̂,t : F˘m̂ Ñ F˘φtm̂.

These maps distort the Riemannian metric on the fibers. Using Definition 2.1, we define the

expansion factor of the flow φptq on the fiber F˘m̂ at the point s˘pm̂q as

ε˘pm̂, tq :“ εpΦm̂,t, s˘pm̂qq,

see Definition 2.1 for the definition of the expansion factor of a diffeomorphism.
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Definition 6.39. The geodesic flow φt is said to be uniformly exponentially expanding on the

bundles E˘ with respect to the sections s˘ if there exist constants a, c ą 0 such that

ε˘pm̂,˘tq ě aect

for all m̂ P pΓ and t ě 0.

Our next goal is to give an alternative interpretation for the uniform expansion in this

definition. First of all, since the metrics on the fibers are Γ-invariant, it suffices to verify uniform

exponential expansion only for normalized elements of pΓ. Consider a normalized element m̂ P pΓ

and for t P R the composition

m´1
t ˝ Φm̂,t : F˘m̂ Ñ F˘

m´1
t m̂t

.

Note that πpm´1
t m̂tq “ m´1

t mt “ 1, i.e. both m̂ and m´1
t m̂t are normalized. Since the group Γ

acts isometrically on the fibers of the bundles E˘, the metric distortion of the above composi-

tions is exactly the same as the distortion of Φm̂,t. Furthermore, since, as we noted above, the

metrics on F˘m̂ and F˘
m´1
t m̂t

are uniformly bilipschitz to each other (via the “identity” map), the

rate of expansion for the above composition is (up to a uniform multiplicative error) the same

as the expansion rate for the map

ρpm´1
t q : F˘ Ñ F˘.

(Here we are using fixed background Riemannian metrics on F˘.) Thus, we get the estimate

C´1
3 εpρpm´1

t q, β˘pm˘8qq ď ε˘pm̂, tq ď C3εpρpm
´1
t q, β˘pm˘8qq

for some uniform constant C3 ą 1. By taking into account the equation (6.35), we obtain the

following equivalent reformulation of Definition 6.39:

Lemma 6.40. The geodesic flow is uniformly exponentially expanding with respect to the sec-

tions s˘ if and only if for every normalized uniform quasigeodesic γ : ZÑ Γ, which is asymp-

totic to points ξ˘ “ γp˘8q P B8Γ, the elements ρpγp˘nqq´1 act on Tβ˘pξ˘qF
˘ with uniform

exponential expansion rate, i.e.

εpρpγp˘nqq´1, β˘pξ˘qq ě AeCn

for all m̂ P pΓ and n ě 0 with some fixed constants A,C ą 0.

Proof. There exists a normalized flow line m̂ uniformly close to γ, i.e. γpnq is uniformly

close to mtn with tn « n uniformly. Then m˘8 “ ξ˘, and εpρpγp˘nqq´1, β˘pξ˘qq equals

εpρpm´1
t˘nq, β˘pm˘8qq up to a uniform multiplicative error, and hence also ε˘pm̂, t˘nq.

Since every uniformly quasigeodesic ray γ : N Ñ Γ extends to a uniform complete quasi-

geodesic γ : ZÑ Γ, and in view of Morse lemma for hyperbolic groups, in the above definition

it suffices to consider only normalized integer geodesic rays γ : NÑ Γ.

We can now give the original and an alternative definition of Anosov representations.
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Definition 6.41. A pair of continuous maps β˘ : B8Γ Ñ F˘ is said to be antipodal if it satisfies

the following conditions (called compatibility in [GW]):

(i) For every pair of distinct ideal points ζ, ζ 1 P B8Γ, the simplices β`pζq, β´pζ
1q in the Tits

boundary of X are antipodal, equivalently, the corresponding parabolic subgroups of G are

opposite. (In [GW] this property is called transversality.)

(ii) For every ζ P B8Γ, the simplices β`pζq, β´pζq belong to the same spherical Weyl chamber,

i.e. the intersection of the corresponding parabolic subgroups of G contains a Borel subgroup.

Note that, as a consequence, the maps β˘ are embeddings, because antipodal simplices

cannot be faces of the same chamber.

Definition 6.42 ([GW]). A representation ρ : Γ Ñ G is said to be pP`, P´q-Anosov if there

exists an antipodal pair of continuous ρ-equivariant maps β˘ : B8Γ Ñ F˘ such that the geodesic

flow on the associated bundles E˘ satisfies the uniform expansion property with respect to the

sections s˘ associated to the maps β˘.

The pair of maps pβ`, β´q in this definition is called compatible with the Anosov repre-

sentation ρ. Note that a pP`, P´q-Anosov representation admits a unique compatible pair of

maps. Indeed, the fixed points of infinite order elements γ P Γ are dense in B8Γ. The maps β˘
send the attractive and repulsive fixed points of γ to fixed points of ρpγq with contracting and

expanding differentials, and these fixed points are unique. In particular, if P` is conjugate to

P´ then β´ “ β`.

We note that Guichard and Wienhard in [GW] use in their definition the uniform contraction

property of the reverse flow φ´t instead of the expansion property used above, but the two are

clearly equivalent. Note also that in the definition, it suffices to verify the uniform exponential

expansion property only for the bundle E`. We thus obtain, as a corollary of Lemma 6.40, the

following alternative definition of Anosov representations:

Proposition 6.43 (Alternative definition of Anosov representations). A representation

ρ : Γ Ñ G is pP`, P´q-Anosov if and only if there exists a pair of antipodal continuous ρ-

equivariant maps β˘ : B8Γ Ñ F˘ such that for every normalized geodesic ray (equivalently, for

every uniformly quasigeodesic ray) γ : N Ñ Γ asymptotic to ξ P B8Γ, the elements ρpγpnqq´1

act on Tβ`pξqF` with uniform exponential expansion rate, i.e.

εpρpγpnqq´1, β`pξqq ě AeCn (6.44)

for n ě 0 with constants A,C ą 0 which are independent of γ.

We now restrict to the case that the parabolic subgroups P˘ are conjugate to each other,

i.e. the simplices τ˘mod are equal to an ι-invariant face τmod of σmod. The pP`, P´q-Anosov

representations will in this case be called simply P -Anosov, where P “ P`, or τmod-Anosov.

Note that the study of general pP`, P´q-Anosov representations quickly reduces to the case of

P -Anosov representations by intersecting parabolic subgroups, cf. [GW, Lemma 3.18]. Now,

F˘ “ F “ G{P “ Flagpτmodq
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and

β˘ “ β : B8Γ Ñ F

is a single continuous embedding. The compatibility condition reduces to the antipodality con-

dition: For any two distinct ideal points ζ, ζ 1 P B8Γ the simplices βpζq and βpζ 1q are antipodal

to each other. In other words, β is a boundary embedding in the sense of Definition 6.18.

We thus arrive to our definition:

Definition 6.45 (Anosov representation). Let P be a parabolic subgroup which is conju-

gate to its opposite parabolic subgroups, and let τmod Ă σmod the corresponding face type. We

call a representation ρ : Γ Ñ G P -Anosov or τmod-Anosov if it is τmod-boundary embedded (cf.

Definition 6.18) with boundary embedding β : B8Γ Ñ F “ G{P such that for every normalized

geodesic ray q : N Ñ Γ asymptotic to ζ P B8Γ, the elements ρpqpnqq´1 act on TβpζqF with

uniform exponential expansion rate, i.e.

εpρpqpnqq´1, βpζqq ě AeCn

for n ě 0 with constants A,C ą 0 independent of q.

We will refer to ρpΓq as a τmod-Anosov subgroup of G.

6.5.2 Non-uniformly expanding Anosov representations

In this section we discuss a further weakening of the Anosov condition which leads, however,

to the same class of group actions. We restrict our discussion to the case of ι-invariant model

simplices τmod Ă σmod and the corresponding parabolic subgroups P Ă G (conjugate to their

opposites), even though, with minor modifications, the same proofs go through for arbitrary

pairs of opposite (up to conjugation) parabolic subgroups P˘ Ă G.

We note that in the definition of Anosov representation (both the original definition and

the alternative one) the constants a and c (respectively, A and C) were required to be uniform

for the entire group. The main goal of this section is to show that the requirement of uniform

exponential expansion can be relaxed and that the weakened notion is still equivalent to the

Anosov condition as well as to the concept of asymptotic embedding for discrete subgroups.

Definition 6.46 (Non-uniformly Anosov representation). We call a representation ρ :

Γ Ñ G of a word hyperbolic group Γ non-uniformly τmod-Anosov if it is τmod-boundary embed-

ded with boundary embedding β : B8Γ Ñ Flagpτmodq such that for every normalized discrete

geodesic ray (equivalently, normalized uniform quasiray) q : NÑ Γ asymptotic to ζ P B8Γ, the

elements ρpqpnqq´1 act on TβpζqF with unbounded expansion rate:

sup
ně0

εpρpqpnqq´1, βpζqq “ `8. (6.47)

Note that this definition does not even have the requirement that the expansion rate of

ρpqpnqq´1 at τ diverges to infinity. Other weakenings of the Anosov condition appear in [La06,
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sec. 6.1] and [GW, Prop. 3.16]. They assume uniform, not necessarily exponential, divergence

to infinity of the expansion factors along the trajectories of the geodesic flow.

Non-uniformly Anosov representations clearly have finite kernel (and discrete image). There-

fore we will consider from now on only the case when Γ is a subgroup of G.

Theorem 6.48 (Non-uniformly Anosov implies asymptotically embedded). Every

non-uniformly τmod-Anosov subgroup is τmod-asymptotically embedded.

Proof. We first establish a weak form of continuity at infinity and conicality for the boundary

embedding of a non-uniformly Anosov subgroups:

Lemma 6.49. Suppose that Γ Ă G is non-uniformly τmod-Anosov with boundary embedding β.

Then for every discrete geodesic ray q : NÑ Γ, the sequence pqpnqq in Γ contains a τmod-regular

subsequence pqpniqq such that qpniq
f
ÝÑ βpqp`8qq conically. In particular, βpB8Γq Ă ΛτmodpΓq.

Proof. We fix a point x P X. Since by definition, Γ is τmod-boundary embedded, the discussion

in section 6.4.1 applies. By Lemma 6.21, the image under the orbit map Γ Ñ Γx Ă X of every

discrete geodesic q : Z Ñ Γ is uniformly close to the parallel set P pβpqp´8qq, βpqp`8qqq, i.e.

there is a constant r ą 0 independent of q such that

dpqpnq, P pβpqp´8qq, βpqp`8qqqq ă r (6.50)

for all q and n P Z.

We will now establish a weak analogue of Lemma 6.31, taking into account the infinitesimal

expansion property (6.47). To make use of the expansion property, we need a version, in

particular, a converse of Lemma 6.9 for sequences close to parallel sets and their infinitesimal

contraction at infinity:

Sublemma 6.51. Let pgnq be a sequence in G whose orbit sequence pgnxq for a point x P X

is contained in a tubular neighborhood of the parallel set P pτ´, τ`q. Then the following are

equivalent:

(i) The sequence pgnq is τmod-regular and gn
f
ÝÑ τ` conically.

(ii) The differentials pdg´1
n qτ` expand arbitrarily strongly, i.e.

lim
nÑ`8

εpg´1
n , τ`q “ `8 (6.52)

with respect to a fixed background metric on Flagpτmodq.

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Corollary 2.55. Let x̄ P P pτ´, τ`q denote the nearest point

projection of x. We write the gn as products gn “ tnbn of transvections tn P G along geodesics

ln Ă P pτ´, τ`q through x̄ and bounded isometries bn P G, e.g. such that dpbnx̄, x̄q ă 2r. Then

the tn fix τ` on Flagpτmodq, and the expansion factors εpg´1
n , τ`q are the same as εpt´1

n , τ`q up

to bounded multiplicative error. In view of εpt´1
n , τ`q “ }pdtnqτ`}

´1, condition (6.52) translates

to the infinitesimal contraction condition

lim
nÑ`8

}pdtnqτ`} “ 0.
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According to Theorem 2.54, the latter is equivalent to tnx̄ being contained in V px̄, stpτ`qq for

large n and

lim
nÑ`8

dptnx̄, BV px̄, stpτ`qqq “ lim
nÑ`8

dpt´1
n x̄, BV px̄, stpτ´qqq “ `8.

Since dpgnx̄, tnx̄q “ dpbnx̄, x̄q is bounded, this is in turn equivalent to pgnq being τmod-regular and

the constant sequence pτ`q being a shadow of pgnq in Flagpτmodq, i.e. gn
f
ÝÑ τ` conically.

The lemma follows by applying the sublemma to q. Since Γ is word hyperbolic, every

discrete geodesic ray N Ñ Γ is contained in a uniform tubular neighborhood of a discrete

geodesic Z Ñ Γ. So, we may assume that q extends to a discrete geodesic q : Z Ñ Γ and,

moreover, that it is normalized. Since

lim
iÑ`8

εpqpniq
´1, βpqp`8qqq “ `8

for some sequence of indices ni Ñ `8 in N by property (6.47), the sublemma yields that the

subsequence pqpniqqiPN is τmod-regular and qpniq
f
ÝÑ βpqp`8qq conically as iÑ `8.

At this stage we do not yet know that the entire subgroup Γ is τmod-regular, nor do we know

that βpB8Γq “ ΛτmodpΓq. The problem is that we have no uniform control yet on the distance

of qpnqx from the Weyl cone V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq. This will be our next aim.

In the sequel, we will denote the nearest point projections of points y in X to the parallel

set P pβpqp´8qq, βpqp`8qqq by ȳ.

The proof of Sublemma 6.51 yields the following additional information. Since dpgnx, tnx̄q ď

dpgnx, gnx̄q ` dpgnx̄, tnx̄q ă 3r, it follows (for unnormalized q) that

qpniqx P V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq

for all i, and

lim
iÑ`8

dpqpniqx, BV pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqqq “ `8

We fix a constant d ąą 0 and define for a discrete geodesic q : Z Ñ Γ the entry time

T pqq P N as the smallest natural number ě 1 for which

qpT qx P V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq

and

dpqpT qx, BV pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqqq ą d.

Lemma 6.53 (Bounded entry time). T pqq is bounded above independently of q.

Proof. We first observe that the function T on the space GpΓq of discrete geodesics in Γ,

equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence, is upper semicontinuous, because β is

continuous. Since T is Γ-periodic and the Γ-action on GpΓq is cocompact, the claim follows.

Now we can strengthen Lemma 6.49 and show that the orbit maps of rays in Γ stay uniformly

close to the Weyl cones associated to them by the boundary embedding, and that their nearest

point projections to these Weyl cones move away from the boundaries of the cones at a uniform

linear rate:
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Lemma 6.54. (i) The distance of qpnqx from the Weyl cone V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq is uni-

formly bounded for all n ě 0 independently of q.

(ii) The distance of qpnqx from the boundary

BV pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq

of the Weyl cone is at least Cn´ A for all n ě 0 with constants C,A ą 0 independent of q.

Proof. We inductively define a sequence of i-th entry times Tipqq for i ě 0 by T0pqq :“ 0 and

Ti`1pqq ´ Tipqq :“ T pqiq

for i ě 1, where T pqiq is the entry time of the shifted discrete geodesic qipnq “ qpTipqq`nq with

the same ideal endpoints. Then T pqiq and the increments Ti`1pqq ´ Tipqq are bounded above

independently of q, and Tipqq Ñ `8 monotonically as iÑ `8, because T ě 1. By taking into

account that qp˘8q “ qip˘8q, the definition of the T pqiq implies:

qpTi`1qx P V pqpTiqx, stpβpqp`8qqqq ´NdpBV pqpTiqx, stpβpqp`8qqqqq

Corollary 2.19 yields that the cones are nested,

V pqpTi`1qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq Ă V pqpTiqx, stpβpqp`8qqqq,

and it hence follows that

dpqpTiqx, BV pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqqq ą id.

Note that Ti grows uniformly linearly with i, i.e.

c´1i ď Ti ď ci

for i ě 1 with a constant c ě 1 independent of q. Moreover, the increments Ti`1 ´ Ti are

uniformly bounded. These two observations imply that:

(i) The distance of qpnqx from V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq is uniformly bounded for all n ě 0

independently of q; and

(ii) the distance of qpnqx from the complement

P pβpqp´8qq, βpqp`8qqq ´ V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq

is ě Cn´ A for all n ě 0 with constants C,A ą 0 independent of q.

The claim follows, because the Hausdorff distance between the cones V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq

and V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq is ď dpqp0qx, qp0qxq ă r, as well as dpqpnqx, qpnqxq ă r.

It follows that the group Γ is uniformly τmod-regular.

We will finally deduce from the last lemma that βpB8Γq “ ΛτmodpΓq, i.e. that β maps onto

the τmod-limit set. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 6.24.
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Suppose that τ P ΛτmodpΓq and let pγnq be a sequence in Γ with

γn
f
ÝÑ τ. (6.55)

Since Γ is word hyperbolic, there exists a sequence of discrete geodesic rays qn : NÑ Γ initiating

in qnp0q “ 1Γ and passing at uniformly bounded distance from γn, i.e. pqnp`8qq is a shadow

sequence for pγnq in B8Γ. After passing to a subsequence, the qn converge (pointwise) to a ray

q : NÑ Γ. Then qnp`8q Ñ qp`8q and

βpqnp`8qq Ñ βpqp`8qq. (6.56)

As a consequence of Lemma 6.54, pβpqnp`8qqq is a shadow sequence for pγnq in Flagpτmodq.

Therefore, (6.55) and (6.56) imply that βpqnp`8qq
f
ÝÑ τ , cf. Lemma 5.15. Hence βpqp`8qq “

τ , i.e. τ is in the image of β.

Thus, Γ is τmod-asymptotically embedded. This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.48.

We are now ready to prove the equivalence of three concepts, namely of the (non-uniformly)

Anosov property and asymptotic embeddedness. Note that equivalences of the Anosov condition

with other weakened forms of it appear in [La06, sec. 6.1] and [GW, Prop. 3.16].

Theorem 6.57. For a discrete subgroup Γ Ă G which is non-elementary word hyperbolic, the

following are equivalent:

1. Γ is τmod-Anosov.

2. Γ is non-uniformly τmod-Anosov.

3. Γ is τmod-asymptotically embedded.

Proof. The implication 1ñ2 is immediate; implication 2ñ3 is established in Theorem 6.48. It

remains to prove that 3ñ1.

Suppose that Γ Ă G is τmod-asymptotically embedded with boundary embedding β. We use

our results on the coarse geometry of asymptotically embedded subgroups, see Theorem 6.33.

For a discrete geodesic ray q : NÑ Γ we know that its image qx : NÑ X is a uniformly τmod-

regular discrete quasigeodesic ray uniformly close to the Weyl cone V pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq.

In particular, it moves away from the boundary BV pqp0qx, stpβpqp`8qqqq of the cone with

uniform linear speed. Therefore, Corollary 2.55 yields that the elements qpnq´1 have uniform

exponential expansion rate at βpqp`8qq P Flagpτmodq,

εpqpnq´1, βpqp`8qqq ě AeCn,

with constants A,C ą 0 independent of q. Hence, the subgroup Γ Ă G is τmod-Anosov.

As a corollary we obtain:

Corollary 6.58. Let Γ be a non-elementary word hyperbolic group. An isometric action ρ :

Γ ñ X is τmod-Anosov if and only if the kernel of ρ is finite and ρpΓq Ă G is a τmod-asympto-

tically embedded discrete subgroup.
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7 Morse maps and actions

In section 6.4.3 we saw that asymptotically embedded subgroups satisfy an important coarse

geometric property, namely the orbit maps sends uniform quasigeodesic rays in Γ to quasi-

geodesic rays xn “ qpnqx in X which stay within bounded distance from Weyl cones. We

also saw that this property has important consequences: nondistortion of Γ and uniform weak

regularity. We will call this property of sequences pxnq the Morse property. The corresponding

class of group actions will be called Morse actions. It is not hard to verify that, conversely,

Morse actions satisfy asymptotic embeddedness.

In this section we further investigate the Morse property of sequences and group actions.

The main aim of this section is to establish a local criterion for being Morse. To do so we

introduce a local notion of straightness for sequences of points in X. Morse sequences are in

general not straight, but they become straight after suitable modification, namely by sufficiently

coarsifying them and then passing to the sequence of successive midpoints. Conversely, the key

result is that sufficiently spaced straight sequences are Morse. We conclude that there is a

local-to-global implication for the Morse property.

As a consequence of the local-to-global criterion we establish that the Morse property for

isometric group actions is an open condition. Furthermore, for two nearby Morse actions, the

actions on their τmod-limit sets are also close, i.e. conjugate by an equivariant homeomorphism

close to identity. In view of the equivalence of Morse property with the asymptotic properties

discussed earlier, this implies structural stability for asymptotically embedded groups. Another

corollary of the local-to-global result is the algorithmic recognizability of Morse actions.

We conclude the section by illustrating our technique by constructing Morse-Schottky ac-

tions of free groups on higher rank symmetric spaces. Unlike all previously known constructions,

our proof does not rely on ping-pong, but is purely geometric and proceeds by constructing

equivariant quasi-isometric embeddings of trees.

For the rest of this section we fix the following notation and conventions:

Let τmod Ď σmod be an ι-invariant face type.

We fix as auxiliary datum a ι-invariant type ζ “ ζmod P intpτmodq. (We will omit the

subscript in ζmod in order to avoid cumbersome notation for ζ-angles.) This allows us to the

define the ζ-angle =ζ and ζ-Tits angle =
ζ
T its, see equations (2.3) and (2.4). For a simplex

τ Ă B8X of type τmod we define ζpτq P τ as the ideal point of type ζmod. For a τmod-regular unit

tangent vector v P TX we denote by τpvq Ă B8X the unique simplex of type τmod such that

ray ρv with initial direction v represents an ideal point in ostpτpvqq. We put ζpvq “ ζpτpvqq.

Note that ζpvq depends continuously on v.

In this section Θ,Θ1 Ă ostpτmodq will denote ι-invariant τmod-convex compact subsets such

that Θ Ă intpΘ1q. The constants L,A,D, ε, δ, l, a, s, S are meant to be always strictly positive.
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7.1 A Morse Lemma for straight sequences

In the following, we consider finite or infinite sequences pxnq of points in X.

Definition 7.1 (Straight and spaced sequence). We call a sequence pxnq pΘ, εq-straight if

the segments xnxn`1 are Θ-regular and

=ζ
xnpxn´1, xn`1q ě π ´ ε

for all n. We call it l-spaced if the segments xnxn`1 have length ě l.

Note that every straight sequence can be extended to a biinfinite straight sequence.

Straightness is a local condition. The goal of this section is to prove the following local

to global result asserting that sufficiently straight and spaced sequences satisfy a higher rank

version of the Morse Lemma (for quasigeodesics in hyperbolic space).

Theorem 7.2 (Morse Lemma for straight spaced sequences). For Θ,Θ1, δ there exist

l, ε such that:

Every pΘ, εq-straight l-spaced sequence pxnq is δ-close to a parallel set P pτ´, τ`q with sim-

plices τ˘ of type τmod, and it moves from τ´ to τ` in the sense that its nearest point projection

x̄n to P pτ´, τ`q satisfies

x̄n˘m P V px̄n, stΘ1pτ˘qq (7.3)

for all n and m ě 1.

Remark 7.4 (Global spacing). 1. As a corollary of this theorem, we will show that straight

spaced sequences are quasigeodesic:

dpxn, xn`mq ě clm´ 2δ

with a constant c “ cpΘ1q ą 0. See Corollary 7.13.

2. Theorem 7.2 is a higher-rank generalization of two familiar facts from geometry of

Gromov-hyperbolic geodesic metric spaces: The fact that local quasigeodesics (with suitable

parameters) are global quasigeodesics and the Morse lemma stating that quasigeodesics stay

uniformly close to geodesics. In the higher rank, quasigeodesics, of course, need not be close to

geodesics, but, instead (under the straightness assumption), are close to parallel sets.

In order to prove the theorem, we start by considering one-sided infinite sequences and

prove that they keep moving away from an ideal simplex of type τmod if they do so initially.

Definition 7.5 (Moving away from an ideal simplex). Given a face τ Ă BT itsX of type

τmod and distinct points x, y P X, define the angle

=ζ
xpτ, yq :“ =xpz, yq

where z is a point (distinct from x) on the geodesic ray xξ, where ξ P τ is the point of type ζ.
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We say that a sequence pxnq moves ε-away from a simplex τ of type τmod if

=ζ
xnpτ, xn`1q ě π ´ ε

for all n.

Lemma 7.6 (Moving away from ideal simplices). For small ε and large l, ε ď ε0 and

l ě lpε,Θq, the following holds:

If the sequence pxnqně0 is pΘ, εq-straight l-spaced and if

=ζ
x0
pτ, x1q ě π ´ 2ε,

then pxnq moves ε-away from τ .

Proof. By Lemma 2.44(ii), the unit speed geodesic segment c : r0, t1s Ñ X from pp0q to pp1q

moves εpdp2εqq-away from τ at all times, and ε1p2ε,Θ, lq-away at times ě l, which includes the

final time t1. For lpε,Θq sufficiently large, we have ε1p2ε,Θ, lq ď ε. Then c moves ε-away from

τ at time t1, which means that =ζ
x1
pτ, x0q ď ε. Straightness at x1 and the triangle inequality

yield that again =ζ
x1
pτ, x2q ě π ´ 2ε. One proceeds by induction.

Note that there do exist simplices τ satisfying the hypothesis of the previous lemma. For

instance, one can extend the initial segment x0x1 backwards to infinity and choose τ “ τpx1x0q.

Now we look at biinfinite sequences.

We assume in the following that pxnqnPZ is pΘ, εq-straight l-spaced for small ε and large l. As

a first step, we study the asymptotics of such sequences and use the argument for Lemma 7.6

to find a pair of opposite ideal simplices τ˘ such that pxnq moves from τ´ towards τ`.

Lemma 7.7 (Moving towards ideal simplices). For small ε and large l, ε ď ε0 and l ě

lpε,Θq, the following holds:

There exists a pair of opposite simplices τ˘ of type τmod such that the inequality

=ζ
xnpτ¯, xn˘1q ě π ´ 2ε (7.8)

holds for all n.

Proof. 1. For every n define a compact set C¯n Ă Flagpτmodq

C˘n “ tτ˘ : =ζ
xnpτ˘, xn¯1q ě π ´ 2εu.

As in the proof of Lemma 7.6, straightness at xn`1 implies that C´n Ă C´n`1. Hence the family

tC´n unPZ form a nested sequence of nonempty compact subsets and therefore have nonempty

intersection containing a simplex τ´. Analogously, there exists a simplex τ` which belongs to

C`n for all n.

2. It remains to show that the simplices τ´, τ` are antipodal. Using straightness and the

triangle inequality, we see that

=ζ
xnpτ´, τ`q ě π ´ 5ε
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for all n. Hence, if 5ε ă εpζq, then the simplices τ´, τ` are antipodal in view of Remark 2.42.

The pair of opposite simplices pτ´, τ`q which we found determines a parallel set in X. The

second step is to show that pxnq is uniformly close to it.

Lemma 7.9 (Close to parallel set). For small ε and large l, ε ď εpδq and l ě lpΘ, δq, the

sequence pxnq is δ-close to P pτ´, τ`q.

Proof. The statement follows from the combination of the inequality (7.1) (in the second part

of the proof of Lemma 7.7) and Lemma 2.43.

The third and final step is to show that the nearest point projection px̄nq of pxnq to P pτ´, τ`q

moves from τ´ towards τ`.

Lemma 7.10 (Projection moves towards ideal simplices). For small ε and large l, ε ď ε0
and l ě lpε,Θ,Θ1q, the segments x̄nx̄n`1 are Θ1-regular and

=
ζ
x̄npτ´, x̄n`1q “ π

for all n.

Proof. By the previous lemma, pxnq is δ0-close to P pτ´, τ`q if ε0 is sufficiently small and l is

sufficiently large. Since xnxn`1 is Θ-regular, the triangle inequality for ∆-lengths yields that

the segment x̄nx̄n`1 is Θ1-regular, again if l is sufficiently large.

Let ξ` denote the ideal endpoint of the ray extending this segment, i.e. x̄n`1 P x̄nξ`. Then

xn`1 is 2δ0-close to the ray xnξ`. We obtain that

=
ζ
T itspτ´, ξ`q ě =ζ

xnpτ´, ξ`q » =ζ
xnpτ´, xn`1q » π

where the last step follows from inequality (7.8). The discreteness of Tits distances between

ideal points of fixed type ζ implies that in fact

=
ζ
T itspτ´, ξ`q “ π,

i.e. the ideal points ζpτ´q and ζpξ`q are antipodal. But the only simplex opposite to τ´ in

B8P pτ´, τ`q is τ`, so τpξ`q “ τ` and

=
ζ
x̄npτ´, x̄n`1q “ =

ζ
x̄npτ´, ξ`q “ π,

as claimed.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. It suffices to consider biinfinite sequences.

The conclusion of Lemma 7.10 is equivalent to x̄n`1 P V px̄n, stΘ1pτ`qq. Combining Lem-

mas 7.9 and 7.10, we thus obtain the theorem for m “ 1.

The convexity of Θ1-cones, cf. Proposition 2.18, implies that

V px̄n`1, stΘ1pτ`qq Ă V px̄n, stΘ1pτ`qq,

and the assertion follows for all m ě 1 by induction.

Remark 7.11. The conclusion of the theorem implies that x˘n
f
ÝÑ τ˘ as nÑ `8. However,

the xn do in general not converge at infinity, but accumulate at a compact subset of stΘ1pτ˘q.
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7.2 Lipschitz retractions

Consider a (possibly infinite) closed interval J in R; we will assume that J has integer or infinite

bounds. Suppose that p : J X Z Ñ P “ P pτ´, τ`q Ă X is an l-separated, λ-Lipschitz, pΘ, 0q-

straight coarse sequence pointing away from τ´ and towards τ`. We extend p to a piecewise-

geodesic map p : J Ñ P by sending intervals rn, n ` 1s to geodesic segments ppnqppn ` 1q via

affine maps. We retain the name p for the extension.

Lemma 7.12. There exists L “ Lpl, λ,Θq and an L-Lipschitz retraction of X to p, i.e., an

L-Lipschitz map r : X Ñ J so that r ˝ p “ Id. In particular, p : J X Z Ñ X is a pL̄, Āq-

quasigeodesic, where L̄, Ā depend only on l, λ,Θ.

Proof. It suffices to prove existence of a retraction. Since P is convex in X, it suffices to

construct a map P Ñ J . Pick a generic point ξ “ ξ` P τ` and let bξ : P Ñ R denote the

Busemann function normalized so that bξpppzqq “ 0 for some z P J XZ. Then the Θ-regularity

assumption on p implies that the slope of the piecewise-linear function bξ ˝ p : J Ñ R is strictly

positive, bounded away from 0. The assumption that p is l-separated λ-Lipschitz implies that

l ď |p1ptq| ď λ

for each t (where the derivative exists). The straightness assumption on p implies that the

function h :“ bξ ˝ p : J Ñ R is strictly increasing. By combining these observations, we

conclude that h is an L-biLipschitz homeomorphism for some L “ Lpl, λ,Θq. Lastly, we define

r : P Ñ J, r “ h´1
˝ bξ.

Since bξ is 1-Lipschitz, the map r is L-Lipschitz. By construction, r ˝ p “ Id.

Corollary 7.13. Suppose that p : J X Z Ñ X is a l-separated, λ-Lipschitz, pΘ, εq-regular

straight coarse sequence. Pick some Θ1 such that Θ Ă intpΘ1q and let δ “ δpl,Θ,Θ1, εq be the

constant as in Theorem 7.2. Then for L “ Lpl ´ 2δ, λ` 2δ,Θ1q we have:

1. There exists an pL, 2δq-coarse Lipschitz retraction X Ñ J .

2. The map p is an pL1, A1q-quasigeodesic for L1, A1 depending only on l,Θ,Θ1, ε.

Proof. The statement immediately follows the above lemma combined with Theorem 7.2.

7.3 Morse quasigeodesics

According to Theorem 7.2, sufficiently spaced straight sequences satisfy a Morse Lemma. If the

spacing is also bounded above, then these sequences are quasigeodesics (Corollary 7.13). This

motivates considering quasigeodesics which satisfy a higher rank version of the Morse Lemma

as it appears in the conclusion of Theorem 7.2.

Definition 7.14 (Morse quasigeodesic). An pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse quasigeodesic in X is an

pL,Aq-quasigeodesic p : I Ñ X such that for all t1, t2 P I the subpath p|rt1,t2s is D-close to a

Θ-diamond ♦Θpx1, x2q with dpxi, pptiqq ď D.
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Note that each quasigeodesic satisfying Theorem 7.2 is Morse; the converse is also true as

we will see in Lemma 7.19.

We will now prove that, conversely, the Morse property implies straightness in a suitable

sense, namely that for sufficiently spaced quadruples the associated midpoint triples are arbi-

trarily straight. (For the quadruples themselves this is in general not true.)

Definition 7.15 (Quadruple condition). For points x, y P X we let midpx, yq denote the

midpoint of the geodesic segment xy. A map p : I Ñ X satisfies the pΘ, ε, l, sq-quadruple

condition if for all t1, t2, t3, t4 P I with t2 ´ t1, t3 ´ t2, t4 ´ t3 ě s the triple of midpoints

pmidpt1, t2q,midpt2, t3q,midpt3, t4qq

is pΘ, εq-straight and l-spaced.

Proposition 7.16 (Morse implies quadruple condition). For L,A,Θ,Θ1, D, ε, l exists a

scale s “ spL,A,Θ,Θ1, D, ε, lq such that every pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse quasigeodesic satisfies the

pΘ1, ε, l, s1q-quadruple condition for every s1 ě s.

Proof. Let p : I Ñ X be an pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse quasigeodesic, and let t1, . . . , t4 P I such that

t2 ´ t1, t3 ´ t2, t4 ´ t3 ě s. We abbreviate pi :“ pptiq and mi “ midppi, pi`1q.

Regarding straightness, it suffices to show that the segment m2m1 is Θ1-regular and that

=ζ
m2
pp2,m1q ď

ε
2

provided that s is sufficiently large in terms of the given data.

By the Morse property, there exists a diamond ♦Θpx1, x3q such that dpx1, p1q, dpx3, p3q ď D

and p2 P NDp♦Θpx1, x3qq. The diamond spans a unique parallel set P pτ´, τ`q. (Necessarily,

x3 P V px1, stΘpτ`qq and x1 P V px3, stΘpτ´qq.)

We denote by p̄i and m̄i the projections of pi and mi to the parallel set.

We first observe that m2 (and m3) is arbitrarily close to the parallel set if s is large enough.

If this were not true, a limiting argument would produce a geodesic line at strictly positive

finite Hausdorff distance P p0, Ds from P pτ´, τ`q and asymptotic to ideal points in stΘpτ˘q.

However, all lines asymptotic to ideal points in stΘpτ˘q are contained in P pτ´, τ`q.

Next, we look at the directions of the segments m̄2m̄1 and m̄2p̄2 and show that they

have the same τ -direction. Since p̄2 is 2D-close to V pp̄1, stΘpτ`qq, we have that the point

p̄1 is 2D-close to V pp̄2, stΘpτ´qq, and hence also m̄1 is 2D-close to V pp̄2, stΘpτ´qq. There-

fore, p̄1, m̄1 P V pp̄2, stΘ1pτ´qq if s is large enough. Similarly, m̄2 P V pp̄2, stΘ1pτ`qq and hence

p̄2 P V pm̄2, stΘ1pτ´qq. The convexity of Θ1-cones, see Proposition 2.18, implies that also

m̄1 P V pm̄2, stΘ1pτ´qq. In particular, =
ζ
m̄2
pp̄2, m̄1q “ 0 if s is sufficiently large.

Since m2 is arbitrarily close to the parallel set if s is sufficiently large, it follows by another

limiting argument that =ζ
m2
pp2,m1q ď

ε
2

if s is sufficiently large.

Regarding the spacing, we use that m̄1 P V pp̄2, stΘ1pτ´qq and m̄2 P V pp̄2, stΘ1pτ`qq. It follows

that

dpm̄1, m̄2q ě c ¨ pdpm̄1, p̄2q ` dpp̄2, m̄2qq

with a constant c “ cpΘ1q ą 0, and hence that dpm1,m2q ě l if s is sufficiently large.
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Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 7.16 tell that the Morse property for quasigeodesics is equiv-

alent to straightness (of associated spaced sequences of points). Since straightness is a local

condition, this leads to a local to global result for Morse quasigeodesics, namely that the Morse

property holds globally if it holds locally up to a sufficiently large scale.

Definition 7.17 (Local Morse quasigeodesic). An pL,A,Θ, D, Sq-local Morse quasigeode-

sic in X is a map p : I Ñ X such that for all t0 the subpath p|rt0,t0`Ss is an pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse

quasigeodesic.

Note that local Morse quasigeodesics are uniformly coarse Lipschitz.

Theorem 7.18 (Local to global for Morse quasigeodesics). For L,A,Θ,Θ1, D exist

S, L1, A1, D1 such that every pL,A,Θ, D, Sq-local Morse quasigeodesic in X is an pL1, A1,Θ1, D1q-

Morse quasigeodesic.

Proof. We choose an auxiliary Weyl convex subset Θ2 depending on Θ,Θ1 such that Θ Ă intpΘ2q

and Θ2 Ă intpΘ1q.

Let p : I Ñ X be an pL,A,Θ, D, Sq-local Morse quasigeodesic. We consider its coarsification

on a (large) scale s and the associated midpoint sequence, i.e. we put psn “ ppnsq and ms
n “

midppsn, p
s
n`1q. Whereas the coarsification itself does in general not become arbitrarily straight

as the scale s increases, this is true for its midpoint sequence due to Proposition 7.16. We

want it to be sufficiently straight and spaced so that we can apply to it the Morse Lemma from

Theorem 7.2. Therefore we first fix an auxiliary constant δ, and further auxiliary constants l, ε

as determined by Theorem 7.2 in terms of Θ1,Θ2 and δ. Then Proposition 7.16 applied to the

pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse quasigeodesics p|rt0,t0`Ss yields that pms
nq is pΘ2, εq-straight and l-spaced if

S ě 3s and the scale s is large enough depending on L,A,Θ,Θ2, D, ε, l.

Now we can apply Theorem 7.2 to pms
nq. It yields a nearby sequence pm̄s

nq, dpm̄
s
n,m

s
nq ď δ,

with the following property: For all n1 ă n2 ă n3 the segments m̄s
n1
m̄s
n3

are uniformly regular

and the points ms
n2

are δ-close to the diamonds ♦Θ1pm̄
s
n1
, m̄s

n3
q.

Since the subpaths p|rns,pn`1qss filling in ppsnq are pL,Aq-quasigeodesics (because S ě s),

and it follows that for all t1, t2 P I the subpaths p|rt1,t2s are D1-close to Θ1-diamonds with D1

depending on L,A, s.

The conclusion of Theorem 7.2 also implies a global spacing for the sequence pms
nq, compare

Remark 7.4, i.e. dpms
n,m

s
n1q ě c ¨ |n ´ n1| with a positive constant c depending on Θ1, l. Hence

p is a global pL1, A1q-quasigeodesic with L1, A1 depending on L,A, s, c.

Combining this information, we obtain that p is an pL1, A1,Θ1, D1q-Morse quasigeodesic for

certain constants L1, A1 and D1 depending on L,A,Θ,Θ1 and D, provided that the scale S is

sufficiently large in terms of the same data.

We discuss now the asymptotics of Morse quasigeodesics.

There is much freedom for the asymptotic behavior of arbitrary quasigeodesics in euclidean

spaces, and therefore also in symmetric spaces of higher rank. However, the asymptotic behavior

of Morse quasigeodesics is as restricted as for quasigeodesics in rank one symmetric spaces.
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Morse quasirays do in general not converge at infinity, but they τmod-converge at infinity,

compare Remark 7.11. This is a consequence of:

Lemma 7.19 (Conicality). Every Morse quasiray p : r0,8q Ñ X is uniformly Hausdorff

close to a cone V ppp0q, stΘpτqq for a unique simplex τ of type τmod.

Proof. The subpaths p|r0,t0s are uniformly Hausdorff close to Θ-diamonds. These subconverge

to a cone V px, stΘpτqq x uniformly close to pp0q and τ a simplex of type τmod. This establishes

the existence. Since ppnq
f
ÝÑ τ , the uniqueness of τ may be deduced from the uniqueness of

τmod-limits, cf. Lemma 5.15.

Definition 7.20 (End of Morse quasiray). We call the unique simplex given by the previous

lemma the end of the Morse quasiray p : r0,8q Ñ X and denote it by

pp`8q P Flagpτmodq.

Hausdorff close Morse quasirays have the same end, again by Lemma 5.15, and this lemma

also implies the continuous dependence of the end on the Morse quasiray:

Lemma 7.21 (Continuity of end). The assignment p ÞÑ pp`8q is a continuous map from the

space of Morse quasirays r0,`8q Ñ X with fixed data, equipped with the topology of pointwise

convergence (equivalently, uniform convergence on compacts), to Flagpτmodq.

7.4 Morse embeddings

We consider maps into X from metric spaces which are coarsely geodesic in the sense that their

points can be connected by uniform quasigeodesics.

Definition 7.22 (Quasigeodesic metric space). A metric space is called pl, aq-quasigeodesic

if pairs of points can be connected by pl, aq-quasigeodesics. It is called quasigeodesic if it is pl, aq-

quasigeodesic for some parameters l, a.

The quasigeodesic spaces considered in this paper are discrete groups equipped with word

metrics.

Definition 7.23 (Morse embedding). A Morse embedding from a quasigeodesic space Z

into X is a map f : Z Ñ X which sends uniform quasigeodesics in Z to uniform Morse

quasigeodesics in X. We call it a Θ-Morse embedding if it sends uniform quasigeodesics to

uniform Θ-Morse quasigeodesics.

Thus, to be a Morse embedding means that for any parameters l, a the pl, aq-quasigeodesics

in Z are mapped to pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse quasigeodesics in X with the parameters L,A,Θ, D

depending on l, a.

Note that Morse embeddings are quasi-isometric embeddings.

Our definition is chosen so that it depends only on the quasi-isometry class of Z whether a

map f : Z Ñ X is a (Θ-)Morse embedding, i.e. the precomposition of a (Θ-)Morse embedding
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with a quasi-isometry is again (Θ-)Morse. For this to be true is why we require control on the

images of quasigeodesics of arbitrarily bad quality.

However, as we observe next, in the case of maps from Gromov hyperbolic spaces control

on the images of quasigeodesics of a fixed quality suffices. This is due to the Morse Lemma

for quasigeodesics in Gromov hyperbolic spaces. We recall that it asserts that quasigeodesics

with the same endpoints are uniformly close to each other, the closeness depending on the

quasi-isometry and hyperbolicity constants.

Lemma 7.24. Let f : Z Ñ X be a map from a Gromov hyperbolic space Z into X. If Z

is pl, aq-quasigeodesic and if f sends pl, aq-quasigeodesics to uniform Θ-Morse quasigeodesics,

then f is a Θ-Morse embedding.

Proof. This is a consequence of the definition of Morse quasigeodesics, see Definition 7.14 and

the Morse Lemma applied to Z.

We now deduce from our local to global result for Morse quasigeodesics, see Theorem 7.18,

a local to global result for Morse embeddings.

Since we need to fix one scale of localness, we can expect a local to global control for the

f -images of quasigeodesics in Z only if they have a certain fixed quality. This is why we need

to restrict to maps from Gromov hyperbolic spaces.

Definition 7.25 (Local Morse embedding). We call a map f : Z Ñ X from a quasigeodesic

space Z into X an pl, a, L,A,Θ, D, Sq-local Morse embedding if Z is pl, aq-quasigeodesic and if

for any pl, aq-quasigeodesic q : I Ñ Z defined on an interval I of length ď S the image path

f ˝ q is an pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse quasigeodesic in X.

Theorem 7.26 (Local-to-global for Morse embeddings of Gromov hyperbolic spaces).

For l, a, L,A,Θ,Θ1, D exists a scale S such that every pl, a, L,A,Θ, D, Sq-local Morse embedding

from a quasigeodesic Gromov hyperbolic space into X is a Θ1-Morse embedding.

Proof. Let f : Z Ñ X denote the local Morse embedding. It sends every pl, aq-quasigeodesic

q : I Ñ Z to a pL,A,Θ, D, Sq-local Morse quasigeodesic p “ f ˝ q in X. By Theorem 7.18,

p is pL1, A1,Θ1, D1q-Morse if S is sufficiently large, where L1, A1, D1 depend on the given data.

Lemma 7.24 implies that f is a Θ1-Morse embedding.

We now discuss the asymptotics of Morse embeddings.

Morse embeddings f : Z Ñ X map sufficiently spaced pairs of points to uniformly τmod-

regular pairs of points. Therefore, their images accumulate in the τmod-regular part of B8X and

there is a well-defined flag limit set

Λτmodpfq Ă Flagpτmodq. (7.27)

For Morse embeddings f : Z Ñ X of Gromov hyperbolic spaces Z we obtain, by applying our

discussion of the asymptotics of Morse quasirays, a well-defined continuous boundary map at

infinity

B8f : B8Z Ñ Flagpτmodq (7.28)
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which sends the ideal endpoint qp`8q of a quasiray q : r0,`8q Ñ Z to the end pf ˝ qqp`8q of

the image Morse quasiray. The continuity of B8f follows from Lemma 7.21.

Proposition 7.29 (Asymptotic properties of Morse embeddings). Let f : Z Ñ X be a

Morse embedding from a proper, quasigeodesic Gromov hyperbolic space Z.

(i) f is τmod-conical in the sense that f sends each quasigeodesic ray q in Z to a quasigeodesic

ray p in X so that the sequence pppnqq converges conically to the simplex B8fpqp8qq.

(ii) B8f is antipodal, i.e. it maps distinct ideal points to antipodal simplices.

(iii) f has nice asymptotics, i.e. B8f is a homeomorphism onto Λτmodpfq.

Proof. (i) This is a consequence of Lemma 7.19 applied to the f -images of quasirays in Z.

(ii) By hyperbolicity and the quasigeodesic properties of Z, any two distinct points in B8Z

can be connected by a quasigeodesic q : RÑ Z. Then f˝q is a Morse quasigeodesic. Since Morse

quasigeodesics are Hausdorff close to biinfinite straight spaced sequences (Proposition 7.16), and

such sequences satisfy a Morse Lemma (Theorem 7.2) and therefore τmod-converge to a pair of

opposite simplices, the assertion follows.

(iii) Our argument follows the end of the proof of Theorem 6.48. By construction of the

boundary map B8f , its image is contained in the limit set Λτmodpfq. It is injective by antipo-

dality. To prove surjectivity, let τ P Λτmodpfq, and let zn Ñ 8 be a sequence in Z so that

fpznq Ñ τ in the sense of τmod-convergence. Since Z is quasigeodesic, there exists a sequence

of uniform quasigeodesic segments qn : r0, lns Ñ Z connecting a base point to zn. After passing

to a subsequence, the qn converge to a quasiray q8 : r0,`8q Ñ Z because Z is proper. We

need to verify that pf ˝ q8qp`8qq “ τ .

Let tn Ñ `8 be a sequence of times tn ď ln. Then the Morse property of f ˝ qn and

Lemma 5.15 imply that pf ˝ qnqptnq Ñ τ . We can choose the tn so that qnptnq is uniformly close

to q8. The Morse property of f ˝ q8 implies that pf ˝ qnqptnq is uniformly close to a Θ-cone

V px, stΘppf ˝ q8qp`8qqq. Applying Lemma 5.15 again, we conclude that τ “ pf ˝ q8qp`8q “

B8fpq8p`8qq, i.e. τ is in the image of B8f .

7.5 Morse actions

We consider isometric actions Γ ñ X of finitely generated groups.

Definition 7.30 (Morse action). We call an action Γ ñ X Θ-Morse if one (any) orbit map

Γ Ñ Γx Ă X is a Θ-Morse embedding with respect to a(ny) word metric on Γ. We call an action

Γ ñ X τmod-Morse if it is Θ-Morse for some τmod-Weyl convex compact subset Θ Ă ostpτmodq.

Remark 7.31 (Morse actions are weakly regular and undistorted). (i) It follows im-

mediately from the definition of Morse quasigeodesics that Θ-Morse actions are τmod-regular

for the simplex type τmod determined by Θ.

(ii) Morse actions are undistorted in the sense that the orbit maps are quasi-isometric em-

beddings. In particular, they are properly discontinuous.
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We denote by HomMpΓ, Gq Ă HompΓ, Gq the subset of Morse actions Γ ñ X.

By analogy with local Morse quasigeodesics, we define local Morse group actions ρ : Γ ñ X

of a hyperbolic group (with fixed generating set):

Definition 7.32. An action ρ is called pL,A,Θ, D, Sq-locally Morse, or pl, a, L,A,Θ, Dq-locally

Morse on the scale S, if the orbit map Γ Ñ Γ ¨ x Ă X is an pl, a, L,A,Θ, D, Sq-local Morse

embedding.

According to our local to global result for Morse embeddings, see Theorem 7.26, an action

of a word hyperbolic group is Morse if and only if it is local Morse on a sufficiently large scale.

Since this is a finite condition, it follows that the Morse property is stable under perturbation

of the action:

Theorem 7.33 (Morse is open for word hyperbolic groups). For any word hyperbolic

group Γ the subset HomMpΓ, Gq is open in HompΓ, Gq.

Proof. Let ρ : Γ ñ X be a Morse action. We fix a word metric on Γ and a base point

x P X. Then there exist data pL,A,Θ, Dq such that the orbit map Γ Ñ Γx Ă X sends is

an pL,Aq-quasi-isometric embedding, which sends (discrete) geodesics to pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse

quasigeodesics.

We relax the Morse parameters slightly, i.e. we consider pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse quasigeodesics

as pL,A ` 1,Θ, D ` 1q-Morse quasigeodesics satisfying strict inequalities. For every scale S,

the orbit map is, in particular, an pL,A ` 1,Θ, D ` 1, Sq-local Morse embedding. Due to Γ-

equivariance, this is a finite condition in the sense that it is equivalent to a condition involving

only finitely many orbit points. Since we relaxed the Morse parameters, the same condition is

satisfied by all actions sufficiently close to ρ.

Theorem 7.26 provides a scale S such that pL,A ` 1,Θ, D ` 1, Sq-local Morse embeddings

are global Morse. (More precisely, they are uniform Θ1-Morse embeddings.) It follows that

actions sufficiently close to ρ are (Θ1-)Morse.

Corollary 7.34. For every hyperbolic group Γ the space of faithful Morse representations

Homf,MpΓ, Gq

is open in HomMpΓ, Gq.

Proof. Every hyperbolic group Γ has the unique maximal finite normal subgroup F Ÿ Γ (if

Γ is nonelementary then F is the kernel of the action of Γ on B8Γ). Since Morse actions

are properly discontinuous, kernel of every Morse representation Γ Ñ G is contained in F .

Since HompF,Gq{G is finite, it follows that the set of faithful Morse representations is open in

HomMpΓ, Gq.

We now turn to asymptotic properties of Morse actions. We apply our earlier discussion of

the asymptotics of Morse embeddings.
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For a Morse action ρ : Γ ñ X, the limit sets (7.27) of the orbit maps coincide with the limit

set ΛτmodpρpΓqq of the subgroup ρpΓq Ă G. If Γ is word hyperbolic group, then the boundary

map (7.28) induced by the orbit maps yield a well-defined Γ-equivariant homeomorphism at

infinity

B8ρ : B8Γ
–
Ñ ΛτmodpΓq Ă Flagpτmodq

which does not depend on the Γ-orbit, cf. Proposition 7.29. The same proposition implies

together with the fact that Morse embeddings are uniformly regular:

Theorem 7.35 (Asymptotic characterization of Morse actions). An action of a word

hyperbolic group is τmod-Morse if and only if it is τmod-asymptotically embedded.

Proof. One direction follows from the discussion above, the converse from Theorem 6.33.

Our result on the openness of the Morse condition for actions of word hyperbolic groups,

cf. Theorem 7.33, can be strengthened in the sense that the asymptotics of Morse actions vary

continuously:

Theorem 7.36 (Morse actions are structurally stable). The boundary map at infinity of

a Morse action depends continuously on the action.

Proof. Nearby actions are uniformly Morse, see the proof of Theorem 7.33. The assertion there-

fore follows from the fact that the ends of Morse quasirays vary continuously, cf. Lemma 7.21.

Remark 7.37. (i) Note that since the boundary maps at infinity are embeddings, the Γ-actions

on the τmod-limit sets are topologically conjugate to each other and, for nearby actions, by a

homeomorphism close to the identity.

(ii) In rank one, our argument yields a different proof for Sullivan’s Structural Stability

Theorem [Su] for convex cocompact group actions.

7.6 Schottky actions

In this section we apply our local-to-global result for straight sequences (Theorem 7.2) to con-

struct Morse actions of free groups, generalizing and sharpening1 Tits’s ping-pong construction.

We consider two oriented τmod-regular geodesic lines a, b in X. Let τ˘a, τ˘b P Flagpτmodq

denote the simplices which they are τ -asymptotic to, and let θ˘a, θ˘b P σmod denote the types

of their forward/backward ideal endpoints in B8X. (Note that θ´a “ ιpθaq and θ´b “ ιpθbq.)

Let Θ be a compact convex subset of ostpτmodq Ă σmod, which is invariant under ι.

Definition 7.38 (Generic pair of geodesics). We call the pair of geodesics pa, bq generic if

the four simplices τ˘a, τ˘b are pairwise opposite.

1In the sense that we obtain free subgroups which are not only embedded, but also asymptotically embedded

in G.
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Let α, β P G be axial isometries with axes a and b respectively and translating in the positive

direction along these geodesics. Then τ˘a and τ˘b are the attractive/repulsive fixed points of

α and β on Flagpτmodq.

For every pair of numbers m,n P N we consider the representation of the free group in two

generators

ρm,n : F2 “ xA,By Ñ G

sending the generator A to αm and B to βn. We regard it as an isometric action ρm,n : F2 ñ X.

Definition 7.39 (Schottky subgroup). A τmod-Schottky subgroup of G is a free τmod-asymp-

totically embedded subgroup of G.

If G has rank one, this definition amounts to the requirement that Γ is convex cocompact

and free. Equivalently, this is a discrete finitely generated subgroup of G which contains no

nontrivial elliptic and parabolic elements and has totally disconnected limit set (see see [Ka]).

We note that this definition essentially agrees with the standard definition of Schottky groups

in rank 1 Lie groups, provided one allows fundamental domains at infinity for such groups to

be bounded by pairwise disjoint compact submanifolds which need not be topological spheres,

see [Ka] for the detailed discussion.

Theorem 7.40 (Morse Schottky actions). If the pair of geodesics pa, bq is generic and if

θ˘a, θ˘b P intpΘq, then the action ρm,n is Θ-Morse for sufficiently large m,n. Thus, such ρm,n
is injective and its image is a τmod-Schottky subgroup of G.

Remark 7.41. In particular, these actions are faithful and undistorted, compare Remark 7.31.

Proof. Let S “ tA˘1, B˘1u be the standard generating set. We consider the sequences pγkq

in F2 with the property that γ´1
k γk`1 P S and γk`1 ‰ γk´1 for all k. They correspond to the

geodesic segments in the Cayley tree of F2 associated to S which connect vertices.

Let x P X be a base point. In view of Lemma 7.24 we must show that the corresponding

sequences pγkxq in the orbit F2 ¨x are uniformly Θ-Morse. (Meaning e.g. that the maps RÑ X

sending the intervals rk, k ` 1q to the points γkx are uniform Θ-Morse quasigeodesics.) As in

the proof of Theorem 7.18 we will obtain this by applying our local to global result for straight

spaced sequences (Theorem 7.2) to the associated midpoint sequences. Note that the sequences

pγkxq themselves cannot expected to be straight.

Taking into account the Γ-action, the uniform straightness of all midpoint sequences depends

on the geometry of a finite configuration in the orbit. It is a consequence of the following fact.

Consider the midpoints y˘m of the segments xα˘mpxq and z˘n of the segments xβ˘npxq.

Lemma 7.42. For sufficiently large m,n the quadruple ty˘m, z˘nu is arbitrarily separated and

Θ-regular. Moreover, for any of the four points, the segments connecting it to the other three

points have arbitrarily small ζ-angles with the segment connecting it to x.

Proof. The four points are arbitrarily separated from each other and from x because the axes

a and b diverge from each other due to our genericity assumption.
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By symmetry, it suffices to verify the rest of the assertion for the point ym, i.e. we show that

the segments ymy´m and ymzn are Θ-regular for large m,n and that limmÑ8 =ζ
ympx, y´mq “ 0

and limn,mÑ8 =ζ
ympx, znq “ 0.

The orbit points α˘mx and the midpoints y˘m are contained in a tubular neighborhood of the

axis a. Therefore, the segments ymx and ymy´m are Θ-regular for large m and =ympx, y´mq Ñ 0.

This implies that also =ζ
ympx, y´mq Ñ 0.

To verify the assertion for pym, znq we use that, due to genericity, the simplices τa and τb
are opposite and we consider the parallel set P “ P pτa, τbq. Since the geodesics a and b are

forward asymptotic to P , it follows that the points x, ym, zn have uniformly bounded distance

from P . We denote their projections to P by x̄, ȳm, z̄n.

Let Θ2 Ă intpΘq be an auxiliary Weyl convex subset such that θ˘a, θ˘b P intpΘ2q. We have

that ȳm P V px̄, stΘ2pτaqq for large m because the points ym lie in a tubular neighborhood of

the ray with initial point x̄ and asymptotic to a. Similarly, z̄n P V px̄, stΘ2pτbqq for large n. It

follows that x̄ P V pȳm, stΘ2pτbqq and, using the convexity of Θ-cones (Proposition 2.18), that

z̄n P V pȳm, stΘ2pτbqq.

The cone V pym, stΘ2pτbqq is uniformly Hausdorff close to the cone V pȳm, stΘ2pτbqq because

the Hausdorff distance of the cones is bounded by the distance dpym, ȳmq of their tips. Hence

there exist points x1, z1n P V pym, stΘ2pτbqq uniformly close to x, zn. Since dpym, x
1q, dpym, z

1
nq Ñ

8 as m,n Ñ 8, it follows that the segments ymx and ymzn are Θ-regular for large m,n.

Furthermore, since =ζ
ympx

1, z1nq “ 0 and =ympx, x
1q Ñ 0 as well as =ympzn, z

1
nq Ñ 0, it follows

that =ζ
ympx, znq Ñ 0.

Proof of Theorem concluded. The lemma implies that for any given l, ε the midpoint triples

of the four point sequences pγkxq are pΘ, εq-straight and l-spaced if m,n are sufficiently large,

compare the quadruple condition (Definition 7.15). This means that the midpoint sequences

of all sequences pγkxq are pΘ, εq-straight and l-spaced for large m,n. Theorem 7.2 then implies

that the sequences pγkxq are uniformly Θ-Morse.

Remark 7.43. Generalizing the above argument to free groups with finitely many generators,

one can construct Morse Schottky subgroups for which the set θpΛq Ă σmod of types of limit

points is arbitrarily Hausdorff close to a given ι-invariant Weyl convex subset Θ. This provides

an alternative approach to the second main theorem in [Ben] using geometric arguments.

7.7 Algorithmic recognition of Morse actions

In this section, we describe an algorithm which has an isometric action ρ : Γ ñ X and a point

x P X as its input and terminates if and only if the action ρ is Morse (otherwise, the algorithm

runs forever).

We begin by describing briefly a Jørgensen’s algorithm accomplishing a similar task, namely,

detecting geometrically finite actions onX “ H3. Suppose that we are given a finite (symmetric)

set of generators g1 “ 1, . . . , gm of a subgroup Γ Ă POp3, 1q and a base-point x P X “ Hn.

The idea of Jørgensen’s algorithm is to construct a finite sided Dirichlet fundamental domain
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D for Γ (with the center at x): Every geometrically finite subgroup of POp3, 1q admits such

a domain. (The latter is false for geometrically finite subgroups of POpn, 1q, n ě 4, but is,

nevertheless true for convex cocompact subgroups.) Given a finite sided convex fundamental

domain, one concludes that Γ is geometrically finite. Here is how the algorithm works: For each

k define the subset Sk Ă Γ represented by words of length ď k in the letters g1, . . . , gm. For

each g P Sk consider the half-space Bispx, gpxqq Ă X bounded by the bisector of the segment

xgpxq and containing the point x. Then compute the intersection

Dk “
č

gPSk

Bispx, gpxqq.

Check if Dk satisfies the conditions of the Poincaré’s Fundamental Domain theorem. If it does,

then D “ Dk is a finite sided fundamental domain of Γ. If not, increase k by 1 and repeat the

process. Clearly, this process terminates if and only if Γ is geometrically finite.

One can enhance the algorithm in order to detect if a geometrically finite group is convex

cocompact. Namely, after a Dirichlet domain D is constructed, one checks for the following:

1. If the ideal boundary of a Dirichlet domain D has isolated ideal points (they would

correspond to rank two cusps which are not allowed in convex cocompact groups).

2. If the ideal boundary of D contains tangent circular arcs with points of tangency fixed

by parabolic elements (coming from the “ideal vertex cycles”). Such points correspond to rank

1 cusps, which again are not allowed in convex cocompact groups.

Checking 1 and 2 is a finite process; after its completion, one concludes that Γ is convex

cocompact.

We now consider group actions on general symmetric spaces. Let Γ be a hyperbolic group

with a fixed finite (symmetric) generating set; we equip the group Γ with the word metric

determined by this generating set.

For each n, let Ln denote the set of maps q : r0, 3ns X Z Ñ Γ which are restrictions of

geodesics q̃ : Z Ñ Γ, so that qp0q “ 1 P Γ. In view of the geodesic automatic structure on Γ

(see e.g. [Ep, Theorem 3.4.5]), the set Ln can be described via a finite state automaton.

Suppose that ρ : Γ ñ X is an isometric action on a symmetric space X; we fix a base-point

x P X and the corresponding orbit map f : Γ Ñ Γx Ă X. We also fix an ι-invariant face τmod
of the model spherical simplex σmod of X. The algorithm that we are about to describe will

detect that the action ρ is τmod-Morse.

Remark 7.44. If the face τmod is not fixed in advance, we would run algorithms for each face

τmod in parallel.

For the algorithm we will be using a special (countable) increasing family of Weyl-convex

compact subsets Θ “ Θi Ă ostpτmodq Ă σmod which exhausts ostpτmod; in particular, every

compact ι-invariant convex subset of ostpτmodq Ă σmod is contained in some Θi:

Θi :“ tv P σ : min
αPΦτmod

αpvq ě
1

i
u, (7.45)
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where Φτmod is the subset of the set of simple roots Φ (with respect to σmod) which vanish on

the face τmod. Clearly, the sets Θi satisfy the required properties. Furthermore, we consider

only those L and D which are natural numbers.

Next, consider the sequence

pLi,Θi, Diq “ pi,Θi, Diq, i P N.

In order to detect τmod-Morse actions we will use the local characterization of Morse quasi-

geodesics given by Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 7.16. Due to the discrete nature of quasi-

geodesics that we will be considering, it suffices to assume that the additive quasi-isometry

constant A is zero.

Consider the functions

lpΘ,Θ1, δq, εpΘ,Θ1, δq

as in Theorem 7.2. Using these functions, for the sets Θ “ Θi,Θ
1 “ Θi`1 and the constant

δ “ 1 we define the numbers

li “ lpΘ,Θ1, δq, εi “ εpΘ,Θ1, δq.

Next, for the numbers L “ Li, D “ Di and the sets Θ “ Θi,Θ
1 “ Θi`1, consider the

numbers

si “ spLi, 0,Θi,Θi`1, Di, εi`1, li`1q

as in Proposition 7.16. According to this proposition, every pLi, 0,Θi, Diq-Morse quasigeodesic

satisfies the pΘi`1, εi`1, li`1, sq-quadruple condition for all s ě si. We note that, a priori, the

sequence si need not be increasing. We set S1 “ s1 and define a monotonic sequence Si
recursively by

Si`1 “ maxpSi, si`1q.

Then every pLi, 0,Θi, Diq-Morse quasigeodesic also satisfies the pΘi`1, εi`1, li`1, Si`1q-quadruple

condition.

We are now ready to describe the algorithm. For each i P N we compute the numbers

li, εi and, then, Si, as above. We then consider finite discrete paths in Γ, q P LSi , and the

corresponding discrete paths in X, pptq “ qptqx, t P r0, 3Sis X Z. The number of paths q (and,

hence, p) for each i is finite, bounded by the growth function of the group Γ.

For each discrete path p we check the pΘi, εi, li, Siq-quadruple condition. If for some i “ i˚,

all paths p satisfy this condition, the algorithm terminates: It follows from Theorem 7.2 that

the map f sends all normalized discrete biinfinite geodesics in Γ to Morse quasigeodesics in

X. Hence, the action Γ ñ X is Morse in this case. Conversely, suppose that the action of Γ

is pL, 0,Θ, Dq-Morse. Then f sends all isomeric embeddings q̃ : Z Ñ Γ to pL, 0,Θ, Dq-Morse

quasigeodesics p̃ in X. In view of the properties of the sequence

pLi,Θi, Diq,

it follows that for some i,

pL,Θ, Dq ď pLi,Θi, Diq,
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i.e., L ď Li,Θ Ă Θi, D ď Di; hence, all the biinfinite discrete paths p̃ are pLi, 0,Θi, Diq-

Morse quasigeodesic. By the definition of the numbers li, εi, Si, it then follows that all the

discrete paths p “ f ˝ q, q P LSi satisfy the pΘi`1, εi`1, li`1, Si`1q-quadruple condition. Thus,

the algorithm will terminate at the step i` 1 in this case.

Therefore, the algorithm terminates if and only if the action is Morse (for some parameters).

If the action is not Morse, the algorithm will run forever.
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